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2 THE CAUSE OF ETHICS.

is born of the idealizing instincts of the mind—not the

idealizing that dresses things up in fanciful shapes, but

that, while seeing things as they are, conceives of what

they might be.

By every true cause that wins, the world of reality

is made so much fuller, richer, more perfect. Par-

ticularly is this true (perhaps here alone is it true)

of that part of the world of reality we call human soci-

ety. Over the world outside man we have little power.

The birds of the air, the tribes of animals, the flowers of

the field, fulfil their nature and attain their perfection of

form unassisted by man. And our power over ourselves

and the forms of human society is not absolutely unlim-

ited
;
yet it is great. Our nature is not altogether set

for us, it is in part made by us—and no one can tell be-

forehand how much may be made

—

i. e., what are the

real possibilities of our nature. Physically man can

perhaps easily be classified ; but the real man is spirit-

ual, is made up, I mean, of thoughts, wishes, aspira-

tions, struggles, actions—and it is not easy to draw

lines and say what these may or may not be. Since

man attains his end by thought, there would seem to be

no necessary limits to his attainments save those of

thought, and he would appear to have in him the possi-

bility of an infinite progression. Perhaps, after all, man
has no fixed nature, in the sense that a bird or a tree

has, but can become anything that is good and great

—

can, give him time enough.

Now this thought of a perfected humanity—we may
not be able to say just what perfection is, and yet we
know the tendency thitherward,—is the goal, the ambi-

tion, the mainspring of ethics. Ethics, we familiarly
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say, means human welfare, the greatest possible welfare,

and I see not how we can stop short of the thought of

a perfect development of man. In the abstract sense,

indeed, ethics covers all our voluntary activit>^ and ap-

plies to our deahngs with the lower orders of creation

as well ; but in the nature of the case it is intercourse

with our fellow-beings that makes up the greater part of

human life and it is here that most of our duty lies.

We are to think of what mankind may be and should

be, and then work for it. We are to do everything that

will help man and nothing that will harm him. It is

but another more explicit way of putting this to say

that we are to love all men, save in so far as they de-

humanize themselves, and even then we are to love them

so long as there is hope of reclaiming them ; that we are

to do justice to all men, giving them their respective

dues ; that we are to cheat no one, to defraud no one, to

speak falsely to no one ; that we should strengthen those

who are weak and have pity on those who err ; that we
should remove needless temptations and surround men
with all good influences ; that we should try by all the

forces of love and persuasion to convert those who have

fallen into vicious and shameful ways ; that we should

spread light and knowledge and hope and cheer, so that

all may attain something like a worthy human life on

the earth. And most of us have special duties owing

to our peculiar circumstances and situation in life. We
are members of families, we live in communities, we
have some special trade, calling or profession. For hus-

bands and wives to be true to one another and to faith-

fully educate their children, for citizens to care for the

pubUc good as well as their own private interests, for
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each one to follow faithfully his chosen task in life and

do that one thing well—this, too, is human duty.

I have said ethics aims at a perfected humanity. And
yet how far away, how vague, in a sense how unprac-

tical such a thought seems ! It is the duties that lie

right before us, that arise in the relationships of life

with which we are already famihar, which give an imme-

diate point, a concrete, definite content that no one can

mistake, to ethics.

Such is my general understanding of ethics. It in-

cludes a great aim and immediate definite duty. Or,

to turn it round, it means immediate definite duty and

a great aim—it includes not only the few rules we are

all familiar with, but an enlarging circle of duty, en-

larging as our knowledge advances and as our oppor-

tunities increase—and this enlargement has no hmit till

the goal of perfection, the actual universal humanization

of man is reached.

Ethics is thus in its very nature a cause—for it repre-

sents an uncompleted ideal, something that in any

perfection is still to be. We may of course study the

ideal of human life, and the conditions of its attainment,

simply to make things clear to ourselves ; we may do

so without a thought of what is to be done with the

knowledge, whether by ourselves or anybody else. To
the pure student or investigator, as I have said, the

repose, the illumination of the mind, are their own re-

ward. Yet this would be thought about ethics, rather

than ethical thought—at least, it would be ethical

thought without ethical impulse or disposition, for the

real ethical, as contrasted with the purely scientific or

speculative, spirit is just in this tendency to action ; it
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presupposes knowledge, but the characteristic thing

about it is the disposition to turn knowledge to account,

to live by it and to wish to have others come into living

possession of it, too.

To live according to the light we have and try to

spread it, and to be receptive toward all new light ; to

plant our feet firmly on the ground whereon we stand to-

day, and yet to turn our faces forward and be ready to

strike out on new paths, in the brave hope of leading

mankind further on toward its goal—such would seem

to be the true ethical spirit.

But if this is all true, what more natural than that

a movement should arise on the basis of it? What
more natural than that this cause of causes should

organize itself and take on body and form ? Some of

us are familiar with Emerson's words, in which, after

remarking that Stoicism has now no temples, he says :

" It accuses us that it has none ; that pure ethics is not

now formulated and concreted into a cultus, a fraternity

with assemblings and holy days, with song and book,

witli brick and stone."

The trouble that I suppose many, would feel about

such a purely ethical movement w^ould be that ethics is

so mixed up with other things—with religion, for in-

stance, with science, with practical reform—that it is

hardly possible or even necessary to make it a separate

thing and cultivate it on its own account. Is not reli-

gion, it may be said, an instrumentalit}^ for furthering

the cause of ethics, and is not science our instructor in

ethics, and are not the various reforms the way in

which ethics—at least, social ethics—practically works

in the world ? To belong to a church, to engage in
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the scientific study of ethics, and to identify ourselves

with some special reform movement or movements—is

not this our whole duty, so far as helping the cause of

ethics goes ? And yet I think one may admit the place

and function of all these agencies, and perhaps himself

be connected with them, and yet hold that there is a

place for a distinctive ethical movement. Let me pro-

ceed to show this.

First, as to religion. I should be the last to deny

or question that the churches are an ethical instrumen-

tality. However objectionable their beliefs or creeds

may be (or may not be), no one who is not a victim to

the anti-religious bias can say that they are not on the

whole a moral force in the community, and, I should

say, the strongest organized moral force. A church;

however, stands, of course, for two things—for morality

and for certain views of God ; these two things at least.

Now, there may be certain advantages in this, but there

are also disadvantages.

In the first place it provides only for those who hold

these two things in common, or, what is the same, does

not provide for those who v/hile holding to morality are

uncertain about the belief in God. The time was when

it might have been (or at least was) said that only the

fool could say in his heart there was no God. And perhaps

downright atheism was always more or less folly. But

uncertainty about this greatest of all conceptions cannot

be called so. No intelligent man who knows anything

of the thinking world to-day can label those who refrain

from saying that they believe in God as fools, much less

as persons who prefer darkness to light—though pious

ignorance in the pulpit does sometimes talk in this way.
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With the best use of the intelligence they have and in

all honor and conscience, there are those who can only

say that they hold to one of the two things the church

stands for. What is to be done with them or for them ?

A purely ethical movement would seem to be a neces-

sity, when we consider their case.

But, in the second place, there are those in the church

itself who do not hke to be cut off from (or to cut off)

earnest and conscientious brethren simply for a belief's

sake. The spirit of toleration is in the air—sentiments

of love and brotherhood are stirring human hearts now

as never before. There is a craving for union rather

than division, for comprehension rather than exclusion.

In orthodoxy there is a steady minimizing of the essen-

tials of religious faith. Some say only faith in the Bible

should be required ; others only faith in Christ, even if

one is doubtful about the inspiration of the Bible ; still

others that only faith in God is necessary, even if one

is uncertain who and what Christ was. But the same'

reasons that urge the churches to go this far, urge them

to go further. For, if the idea is to cease to require

assent to ideas that earnest and conscientious men can

doubt, or at least differ about, then if theism is such a

matter, it should not be required any more than the

Trinity or the Inspiration of the Scriptures, and there be

but one thing asked for, namely, to love the right and to

strive to do it.

Yet, when the church does go so far as this, it will

take its stand alongside of a purely ethical movement.

And if it does not go so far but continues to require

assent to some of the ancient doctrines, it surely cannot

object to the formation of an association on the broader
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and more inclusive lines. Its members as individuals

might join such an association—retaining loyally their

church connections and yet in this way striking hands

with all persons ready to further the great cause of

righteousness in the community. The only persons

who would be necessarily kept from such an association

would be those who thought that morality had no

meaning or basis apart from religion, or else who were

so jealous of their religious faith that they did not care

to make any effort for human advancement that was not

undertaken under its sanction. Alas ! that there should

be persons so unenlightened or so narrow, yet there

may be such. As scientific enlightenment and as charity

spread, however, their number will inevitably diminish,

and more and more it will be seen that religious fellow-

ship may be one thing and ethical fellowship another,

and that men may be joined in the latter who are di-

vided in the former. Of course, if in the basis of an

ethical movement were atheism or agnosticism or any

new type of religious belief, this could not be said. But

in such a case it would not be a purely ethical associa-

tion, and would differ from a church only in form, not

in principle.

And besides all this there is a great and positive rea-

son for a movement giving its whole devotion to the

cause of ethics. This reason is that that cause itself

may make progress as it never has before. Interests

prosper in this world by separation and concentration. It

is the familiar principle of the division of labor again.

What strides science has made since it has been free to

follow its own instincts apart from the leading-strings of

religious authority, since it has become an independent
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pursuit and has its own special votaries ! And how in

each branch of science is specialization the order of the

day ! Why should not the same be true of ethics ? why

would not the world be richer to have a special, distinc-

tive ethical movement ? To make righteousness prevail

in the earth, to make goodness supreme in every heart,

to keep the springs fresh of unfaihng effort for the ad-

vancement of man, to work for the good we know and to

open and explore wider horizons—why is it not well to

have a movement in a community that aims at this and

at this alone, that does not concern itself with rehgious

questions, that does not attempt to solve the problem of

man's origin and destiny, but only to make him, while

he lives, live nobly, purely and to great ends ? If the

churches are a moral force, although they aim at other

things as well, why should not another form of organiza-

tion that gives its whole devotion to this be a moral

force with added power in proportion to its concentra-

tion ? How can a body of men, it might be asked, whose

thoughts go so largely to questions relating to God and

the hereafter, to the mission of Jesus, to the authority of

the Bible, to creeds and the revision of them, to forms

of church government, to details of ritual—how can they

give themselves up so to human service or inspire others

to do so, as another body whose very aim, whose single

mission, should be of this description ? And this is said

without in the sHghtest implying that these rehgious

questions have not their places. Moreover, ethics itself

needs to be subdivided ; there are various departments

of it ; the home, the school, business and industry, the

community or nation, the world—there are appropriate

duties under each of these heads ; and these duties should
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be specially studied, and the knowledge and love and

practice of them specially propagated in the community.

There should be various societies within the larger asso-

ciation for this end, each with its special interest and its

special work ; and there might be societies with differ-

ent- ideas and methods in detail, with different sorts of

practical program—^just as there are varying schools of

religious thought in any broad and comprehensive

church—all harmonizing fundamentally and recognizing

the same great rules of life and yet interpreting them

differently and working in friendly rivalry with one an-

other. How could anything but good come from all

this specialization and diversity of task ? What an eth-

ical advance might be made in society if a movement of

this description were in existence !

But if there is a place for an ethical association, inde-

pendent of religious organizations, there is also place

for such an association independent of societies with

purely scientific aims. I use science now broadly,

as covering ethical as well as physical science

—

and I have in mind particularly the purely scientific

spirit (whether applied to ethics or elsewhere). The

aim of science, as I understand it, is to find the truth,

and it has nothing necessarily to do with the propaga-

tion of the truth. The man who is eager to spread

scientific knov/ledge, praiseworthy as this is, is not a

whit more scientific on this account. Professor Huxley

is an excellent instance of a man who was at once a

scientific authority and a born preacher—but the two

things are distinct and the fact that he was so earnest to

spread his hght and was such a master of popular ex-

position, does not in the slighest increase his scientific
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Standing. Now I cheerfully grant that science is our

guide in ethics—and the scientific thinkers, the Platos,

the Aristotles, the Kants, the Spencers, the Sidgwicks,

are our masters in this department. Ethics apart from

science (in this sense) is mere impulse, or emotion, or

habit ; it has not the dignity of thought. And yet

science is as incomplete on the one side as mere impul-

sive ethics is on the other. Science is truth simply, but

real ethics is life—and there is needed an instrumentality

to turn truth into life, something, then, guided by science,

and yet that is more than science, something rooted

in that desire for perfection of which I have spoken, in

those elemental moral impulses, which are not light in-

deed, but are energy and moving force. There is a

place, then, for something more than scientific societies,

even than scientific societies for the study of ethics
;

there is a place for societies aiming to teach, to move
and inspire. In the nature of the case, these societies

will not be afraid of appealing to feeling, to sentiment

for these are the means by which action is stirred and

life is molded ; they will not be afraid of music and po-

etry and all the resources of art ; they will not be

ashamed of enthusiasm. All those things that would be

out of place in a purely scientific association are the \ ery

means and methods by which they will do their work.

But though something apart from scientific associa-

tions, it need not be apart from scientific men, any more

than being distinct from religious associations it need be

without the co-operation of religious men—rather should

I say that an ethical movement was in a position of

peril, if it did not enhst in its work persons of scientific

habits and training, for they are the persons to sober, to
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temper, to keep rational our enthusiasm ; and as for

being themselves benefitted by connection with a genu-

ine ethical movement, they, I believe, would be the first

to admit. No less a man of science than Professor

Huxley suggested, in discussing the disestablishment of

the Church of England, a church " in which, week by

week, services should be devoted, not to the iteration of

abstract propositions in theology, but to the setting be-

fore men's minds of an ideal of truly just and pure liv-

ing ; a place in which those who are weary of the burden

of daily cares should find a moment's rest in the con-

templation of the higher life, which is possible for all,

though attained by so few ; a place in which the man of

strife and business should have time to think how small,

after all, are the rewards he covets compared with peace

and charity"—and he added, depend upon it, if such a

church existed, no one would seek to disestablish it. I

need not point out that no one could have written in this

way who did not have profound sompathy with the

ideal he portrayed. There is plainly nothing in the

most severe scientific training that keeps one from ap-

preciating all that can be done for the culture of the

moral life. ,

Equally is there a place for an ethical movement

alongside of, and yet distinct from, the reform move-

ments of the day. Speaking in general, I think con-

science is on the side of reform. Most of the reforms

of our time are ethical in origin or at least have an eth-

ical impulse among their moving forces. Municipal re-

form, for instance, reform of the tariff, reform of the sys-

tem of taxation—these are asked for because men be-

lieve that justice and the common welfare would be
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served by them. The larger schemes of reform of so-

ciety as a whole have, I believe, more of truth than of

error in them. The desire for a more fraternal spirit in

society—and in the industrial department of society as

truly as in any other—and for competition and rivalry

only so far as they are compatible with the fraternal

spirit, this is but an expression of the ethical impulse.

If we take our stand on ethics, we are bound, as Emer-

son said of the reforms of his day, to be for reform. All

the same, I believe there is a special separate place for

an ethical society. For in the first place we are to con-

serve and hand on to posterity the good that already is
;

and that in the nature of the case is another work than

that which the reformer undertakes, though no sane and

large-minded reformer would deny its necessity. The
commonly recognized virtues are none too prevalent in

society ; and some of them are a continual effort and

struggle for many people The barbaric and bestial are

always more or less below the fair surface of civilized

society, and sometimes we are surprised to have revealed

to us how incomplete and superficial a thing our civiliza-

tion is. There are men ready to commit murder, rape,

arson, robbery, in all our large communities—and in

many smaller ones as well. There is a great work to

do in simply completing and strengthening the present

order of society—I mean the order which is organized to

protect the lives and persons and property of men from

violence. This is homely work, it does not attract the

imagination, but it, too, was reform work once on a time,

when society was emerging from its early stages of an-

archy, and it is work that must be done and must be

ever better done, if even what civilization and culture we
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have are to be transmitted and the mere possibiHties se-

cured of greater advances in the future. Ethics is thus

larger than reform, for it includes preserving the founda-

tions of society as well as rearing a nobler superstruc-

ture.

Then there is the private and personal life of men

which reforms do not attempt to deal with—at least the

social reforms which I now have particularly in mind.

Of course temperance reform and work for "social puri-

ty," so-called, touch parts of personal morality, but even

they, so far as they are called reform movements, aim

more, as I understand, at changing conditions and laws

than habits and character directly. And yet how much

men need reinforcement in their private consciences and

personal inward efforts—not only as regards temperance

and purity, but as regards all the virtues of private and

domestic life ! How much unhappiness is caused in the

world not by any social wrong but by the meanness and

littleness of men, by ill temper, by lack of consideration,

by rough-shod ways, by forgetfulness and most prosaic

selfishness ! It is much to be feared that with all reform

of society something will be found to be lacking, so long

as people do not learn to curb their tongue and control

their passions of every kind. Comfort and wealth do

not always bring upright character after them ; I fear

those who have these things now are not much superior

to other people in either morals or manners ; and I can

not see how making comfort and wealth general in the

community, desirable as this would be, would of itself

make much difference in this respect ; I cannot see how

the justest conditions are of themselves bound to change

the characters of m2n. And all this is equivalent to
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sa}nng not that reform work is not necessary, not that

everything under heaven that can be done to increase

the chances and opportunities of men, of all men, should

not be done, but that other work is also necessar)', that,

as the excellent old Statement of Principles of the Phila-

delphia Ethical Society put it, efforts for personal reform

must go hand in hand with efforts for social reform.

This is a field that forever needs to be cultivated, as

nothing, absolutely nothing, can take the place of the

energizing of the private will, the striving of the individ-

ual man to be true to his better self.

And there is still another way in which reform move-

ments do not take up the whole field of ethics. Each of

them is partial, each consists of a remedy for one abuse

or system of abuses. Each means an advance in one

direction ; and while this is necessar}'^ and perhaps the

only way to secure the progress needed, there is needed

to satisfy the mind and soul of man a vision of the whole

of which these are fragments, a sense of the principle of

which these are but varied applications and such a sense

as will give rise to new applications of the principle as

time and occasion demand. From the ethical point of

view, it must be remembered, we want not tax reform

merely, or tariff reform or municipal reform, but a per-

fect society, a state of things in which all men have the

opportunity to realize the fullness of their natures and

in which they are doing so, and hence all reforms that

are necessary or are steps to that end. How narrow

reformers sometimes are, and how they are apt to slight

one another ! The conservative wa.xes merry over this,

but lovers of humanity grieve. How rarely reformers

take a comprehensive view of society, so that they see
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a place and meaning for all needed reforms—others as

well as those to which they are specially devoted

!

Possibly narrowness of vision is necessary to inten-

sity, but I am loath to believe it ; I am well aware that

a limited range of action is necessary to effective work,

but I do not see why with this may not go a large range

of thought; why one cannot do his own task just as

well, though he is conscious that it is part of a larger

task. What the world most needs, I believe, is not large

thought alone nor earnest action alone, but large thought

combined with earnest action, and I believe that for

this union both the thought will be clearer and saner

and the action will be more effective. Separation in

work, communion in thought—such, I suspect, is the

true though (I admit) not easily attainable ideal.

And so, turn it on whatever side we will, there seems

to be a distinct place for an ethical association. Other

types of organization have their place, but this has its

place, and if they did their work perfectly, this would

no less be necessary. A society is wanted in the com-

munity where all good men (so disposed, that is), what-

ever their religious creeds, may work together and

feel their comradeship with one another. This want no

church supplies (nor can supply, so long as it has articles

of religious faith). A place is wanted, too, which shall

be a center for the propaganda of the truths of ethical

science, and this place no purely scientific association

can fill. And a place is wanted which shall not so much

stand for one reform, as give an impulse to all reform,

which shall hold up the principle of reform, and serve

as a bond of union for reformers, a place, too, which

shall conserve as well as reform, and shall strive to
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touch and inspire the individual heart, and this want is

not met by any existing reform organization.

I have, in all this, it is true, sketched an idea rather

than a reality ; and yet it is in the light of an idea of

this sort that I interpret what is commonly called the

Ethical Movement. Almost all realities are poor copies

of the ideas they are meant to serve, and yet it is, I

take it, some such idea as I have tried to set forth that

inspires us who are working in this movement. I do

not care to glorify the movement, but I am always ready

to glorify the cause for which it stands. Our achieve-

ments are slight, but that which wins us and holds us

to our work is the vast unachieved. When a perfect

humanity arrives, our work will be done ; when the city

of God appears on earth, we can lay down our arms.

But till then, the fight, the struggle—and (for the pres-

ent) the victor)^ far off!

In form, of course, ours is a new movement, and

there is a disadvantage in anything new. Yet there is

also an advantage—namely, that we are in it freer to

follow the inspiration of our own hearts and to consult

not so much precedents and traditions as the living ideal

in our own minds. As an organization, we have no past

behind us, and therein some may hold us weak ; but

time has his earher and his later births, and both may
be beautiful ; the new day has a freshness all its own

—

and there is, indeed, a kind of charm for generous spirits

in embarking on an untried and uncertain enterprise.

We ask not to be assured of victorj', we only cisk

for a chance to deserve it. We give what we have

and we are ready to give all we have, conscious that it
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is a great end we strive for—that we are responding to

a deep central need of the time and of long ages to

come.

"And oh, if nature sinks, as oft she may,

'Neath long-lived pressure of obscure distress,

Still to be strenuous for the bright reward,

Still in the soul to admit of no decay,

Brook no continuance of weak-mindedness.

Great is the glory, for the strife is hard."



OUR FAITH AND OUR DUTY.*

BY S. BURNS WESTON.

No MOVEMENT was cvcr worth anything or had any

permanent influence in the world that was not inspired

by great convictions. The great and successful leaders

at all times have been men who believed earnestly in

some one direction, and who inspired in others a similar

belief and earnestness.

Have we as an Ethical Society any great and earnest

convictions ? Have we a faith that we hold in com-

mon ? In other words, what do we stand for?

In speaking this morning of our ethical faith and

the duty it imposes upon us, let me say that I dcr not

use the word " faith" in any mystical sense. By faith I

mean our deepest convictions as to truth and duty ; I

mean a steadfast and earnest devotion to that which we
regard as the supreme object of life ; I mean that one

thing above all others which we believe in with our

whole mind and heart and are ready to make sacrifice for.

Thus understood, faith and duty stand to each other in

the closest relationship. Each, it will be seen, implies

the other. If one's faith be clear, his duty is self-evi-

dent ;
if one clearly knows his whole duty, he cannot

be ignorant as to his faith.

What one's faith is, then, is all important. It deter-

mines in a great measure what a man is and what he is

ready to do. In all ages faith has been the vital force

that has moved the world. It is a faith of some kind

*A lecture given before the Society for Ethical Culture of Philadelphia

at the New Century Hall, Sunday, January 24, 1897.
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that has led the way to every reform, that has built up

civilization, that has kept up the steady march of pro-

gress through the centuries, and that still keeps the ener-

gies of man ever fresh and strong for new accomplish-

ments. Every true man or woman has a faith of some

kind, or in other words is possessed by an ideal and pur-

pose, and the worth of one's life depends upon what

that ideal and purpose is.

But life is a very complex thing to all of us. It opens

out before us in many directions and calls for numerous

lines of thought and many different kinds of action.

Yet no two persons ever existed who would think and

act precisely alike in every instance or under all possi-

ble circumstances ; for no two persons ever had precisely

the same experience, precisely the same education, or

precisely the same make-up of mind and body. The

same outward data, therefore, take on an infinite variety

of hues as they pass through the alchemy of individual

consciousness and are transmuted into ideas and feelings.

This law of individuality explains the various degrees

of knowledge and the great varietiy of motives that are

at work in the human heart and mind.

Nevertheless, every live man is actuated by some lead-

ing idea or purpose which holds sway over all his other

motives and controls to a great degree his whole con-

duct. If his object is to make money, he makes every-

thing bend to that one purpose, and becomes so absorbed

in it that he forgets the claims and rights of others and

readily sacrifices them to the attainment of his own ends.

Political ambition may be the leading aim of another

;

and, if so, he is apt to become a mere office-seeker, and

as such will not hesitate to use individuals as his tools.

What he has at heart is not the iterest of the city, the
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state or the nation, but the power and honor a par-

ticular office will confer upon him. Such an ambition

on the part of many of our so-called political leaders

causes party nominees to be selected, not because of

their pre-eminent fitness, but because they somehow

have a pull at the political wires or are the instruments

of those who dominate the party machine. There is no

surer sign of widespread political corruption than this,

and nothing is more dangerous to the future of our re-

pubhc.

Look, again, at the man inspired by a purely theolog-

ical idea. He has been taught to believe, and does be-

lieve, we will suppose, some particular orthodox creed

with all his heart. His zeal in its behalf has no bounds.

If he has money, he will sacrifice it in the interest of his

theological faith ; he will build a church or cathedral to

be dedicated to it, and send out missionaries to other

parts of the world to preach it ; for upon the acceptance

of that particular creed he believes the salvation of the

world depends. Everything is sacrificed—himself, his

family, the interests of society—to that one idea.

It all depends, of course, on what a man's real pur-

pose is. There are many men in business life who have

far higher ideals than merely to make money. A purely

business pursuit is always a worthy calling, for the com-

mercial interests of mankind are incessant and of the

greatest importance. And in politics, some are holding

office, not because they sought it, but because the office

sought them and demanded their ser\'ices, knowing that

they would be true ser\'ants of the public welfare. So,

too, many earnest theologians are also earnest moral re-

formers and care at least as much for morality as for

their theology.
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Another example of devotion to a purpose is the true

artist. His ideal is the beautiful. This ideal fills his

vision day and night, and he works indefatigably to em-

body it in some form of art. The progress of civiliza-

tion has been immensely helped by the ideal and the

work of the artist.

Let us take still one more illustration of the power

and worth of an ideal, as we see it in the scientific stu-

dent. The main object before him is the pursuit of

truth. To attain truth in some one particular direction

is his ideal ; and, if he did not believe that truth were

attainable ; if he came to the conclusion that he was

chasing a mere will-o'-the-wisp of the imagination, he

would at once lay down his task. Man cannot be made

to work for what he believes to be a mere chimera.

Such examples as I have mentioned illustrate the

power of an idea—for good or for ill—when it once gets

a firm hold upon a man and dominates him ; to such an

extent, at least, that he makes everything else subservi-

ent to it.

Now, our Ethical Movement has a clear ideal ; it has

a purpose ; it stands for solid convictions. Of course, I

am giving you simply my own interpretation of it. What
I say binds no one else—may be fully indorsed by no

one else.

We come back, then, to the question with which we

started : What does the Ethical Movement stand for ?

What—to bring the matter directly home to us—is our

faith and our duty as an Ethical Society ?

It is very important to keep our minds clear as to the

position we hold and the views we entertain ; and we

cannot better do this than by now and then formulating

our reply to the question I have raised. The standpoint
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of a movement that is worth being in and working for at

all, is worth restating many times over. And, unless

we hold certam positive convictions—call it our creed,

our belief, our faith, or what you will—we have no rea-

son for existence as a Society. It will help to clarify

and explain our position if we glance at the religious

conditions that surround and confront us, and also at

some of the steps that have been taken by the progress-

ive moral and religious mevements that preceded ours.

It has been very apparent for the past few years that

a decided religious reaction has set in. A wave of reli-

gious conservatism has been sweeping over us, and its

force is not yet spent. You have all noticed its effects.

It has driven church-people to be a little more attentive

to their church services. It has caused the religious

radical to be a little less pronounced in the expression

of his views. It has led many—especially those who,

while professing to be rationalists, have yet longed for a

religion that should have something of a supernatural

mysterj' about it—it has led them into such movements

as Theosophy, Christian Science and Spiritualism, and

other similar attempts to reconcile a scientific attitude of

mind on the one hand, with the hopes of a supernatural

faith on the other.

This reactionary wave in the religious world may in-

deed be healthy. Many, no doubt, have been too ab-

sorbed in the materialistic side of life, and given too

little attention to its deeper truths and more spiritual

meanings. It was quite time, perhaps, that the thought

of the age should be again turned to the teachings of

the past, and should reaffirm some of its lasting truths.

To anyone, however, who looks beneath the surface

of the present religious reaction, it is evident enough
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that great progressive principles are silently and con-

stantly at work, and that what our time is really wit-

nessing is not an actual retrogression but a progressive

transformation—a fundamental reformation—which is

steadily in the direction towards which pure ethics leads.

One of the important lessons that a reactionary period

enforces is that the spirit of conservatism in human his-

tory is justified. Without this spirit asserting itself, and

reasserting itself again and again, progress would be

much slower then it is. If this truth were constantly

recognized by the active leaders of each new generation
;

in other words, if radicals would proceed more conser-

vatively, reactionary periods would be less frequent, less

prolonged and less pronounced.

But, apart from these general tendencies I have been

pointing out, it cannot be denied that the religious v/orld

at the present time is in a very chaotic condition. Not

only is there a greater number of sects than ever be-

fore, but within each sect are all shades and degrees of

belief. There is no unanimity in regard to creed or for-

mula or ritual. This state of things, however, is not

peculiar to our own times. A Christian clergyman of

high standing and of wide celebrity, says in a book re-

cently published, referring to religious conditions a few

centuries ago

:

"Unity was as much wanting as charity, for Christians in the

matter of creed agreed in nothing except in ignoring the Gospels

and persecuting one another. Romans rest on the councils down

to the one that affirmed the infallibility of the Pope ; an Angli-

can goes back to the early councils and the Fathers ; a Lutheran

measures his faith by the Confession of Augsburg ; and the Scot-

tish Church seems to suppose that Christianity was only once

thoroughly understood, when an assembly of English divines met

at Westminster."
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This lack of unity of thought and of organization is

not characteristic of Christianity alone ; there is just as

much of it in what might be called the liberal sects. All

those who may be classed under the general nomencla-

ture of Liberalism are divided and sub-divided into all

sorts of societies and organizations to propagate this or

that theory that a few or many may hold in common.

The forces of so-called liberalism are no more united

than those of so-called orthodoxy.

To be sure, the orthodox world has for some time

past been dreaming of unity and making some efforts

towards realizing it. Roman Catholicism, for instance,

is not only dreaming of unity, but earnestly working for

it. But the unity for which it dreams and works implies

that all men shall bow their reason, their conscience and

their will to the dictates and formulas of Rome. It

means that in all religious matters no new step shall be

proposed, no new idea or sentiment promulgated, that is

not first endorsed by the supreme head of the Church.

It means that civilization and progress shall once more

come under complete ecclesiastical control. Christen-

dom has passed through one such midnight of civiliza-

tion, and that is a sufficient warning against any similar

experiment for all time to come.

The various evangelical denominations are working

for unity on a broader basis. They are not only minimiz-

ing their various creeds and rituals, but are even propos-

ing to abandon some of them, with a view to uniting all

the churches in one great Christian fellowship. This

movement points unmistakably to a purely ethical basis

of union and to the final triumph of reason and con-

science in religion. Religious unity in the large sense

can never again be brought about upon the basis of be-
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lief in any particular doctrine about the supernatural.

For the history of philosophy and of religion show us

plainly enough that speculative theories in regard to the

universe as a whole are constantly changing. No fact

is better established than that theological beliefs vary,

not only from time to time, but from place to place and

even from man to man. And we are forced to conclude

that so long as people use their thinking faculties, there

will always be differences of opinion upon all those sub-

jects that transcend the borderlands of exact science.

Now it is not unity of creed but unity of purpose, not

unity of doctrine but unity of spirit, that a progressing

civilization needs. And towards some such unity we
are working and making headway. A respect for differ-

ences of opinion upon theological matters is growing up

around us, even in orthodox circles, such as never

existed before. A spirit of tolerance is in the air. Men
of different creeds and different churches willingly sit

side by side in legislative assemblies, in council cham-

bers, in the institutions of learning, in the charitable

and philanthropic societies, in clubs and the social cir-

cle ; and they have learned to discover in each other a

moral worth, a human value, wholly apart from the

different views they may hold in regard to theological

doctrines. As light is a dissipator of darkness and

knowledge a destroyer of superstition, so is practical

fellowship an effective cure of blind intolerance.

In spite of an apparent wave of conservatism, the

religious world is making progress in many directions.

Even within the strongholds of orthodoxy the claims of

reason and scientifie investigation have gained a foot-

hold. Certain doctrines that were generally believed

one or two generations ago are now rarely taught. The
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theology of many clergymen has been completely re-

vised and is now in professed harmony with the doctrine

of evolution. The great progress that has been made in

theological thought is readily seen, if we contrast the

theology of Jonathan Edwards, with its doctrine of Origi-

nal Sin, Predestination and Infant Damnation, with the

Life Creed, as it is called, of Ian Maclaren. This creed

runs :

" I believe in the Fatherhood of God ; I believe in the words of

Jesus ; I believe in the clean heart ; I beheve in the service of

love ; I believe in the unworldly life ; I believe in the Beatitudes ;

I promise to trust God and follow Christ, to forgive my enemies and

seek after the righteousness of God."*

This creed has been endorsed by distinguished repre-

sentatives of various denominations, and a movement is

on foot, that has attracted wide attention, to make this

creed the basis of a " World's Brotherhood of Christian

Unity." We could have no more significant sign of the

fundamentally progressive spirit of the times, than the

reception which has been given to the Maclaren Creed

in so many orthodox circles.

The scientific spirit of the age has also thoroughly

revolutionized the attitude towards the Bible. In en-

lightened orthodox circles it is not the fetish it once was,

but a book, or rather a collection of books of ancient

Hebrew and Christian literature. Many a clergyman

will readily tell you that he does not believe that every

word of the Bible was divinely inspired, but that he

judges the value of its different parts, just as he would

* It is interesting to see how closely this creed resembles in essence that

of Thomas Paine, written over a hrnidred years ago: " This is my profes-

sion of faith : I believe in one God, and no more ; I hope for happiness

after this life ; I believe in the equality of man ; I believe that religion con-

sists in doing justice, loving mercy and making our fellow-creatures happy. '

'
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judge the merits of any other work of hterature ; that

is, he appHes to it all the canons of sound literary criti-

cism and lets the different parts stand or fall accord-

ingly. Of course there are some who still adhere strictly

to the old creeds and the old view about the Bible. Yet

even they are bound to be affected in time by the spirit

of the new reformation which characterizes the close of

the nineteenth century.

People are often called orthodox, not because of any

sincere convictions which they hold themselves, but sim-

ply because they follow the convictions of others. Many
formally assent to a creed to which they have given no

thought at all, and who therefore cannot be said to really

believe it. They may go to church regularly, they may
take part in the rites and services, they may recite the

creed, and yet it is all a purely formal, conventional and

perfunctory matter with them. Their heart is not in it.

Their religion has come to them as an inheritance, or

been adopted as a social advantage, while their thought

has not once seriously grappled with the religious prob-

lem at all. The class to whom I refer are not by any

means free thinkers ; in fact, they do not think at all on

religious questions. They are half-hearted, insincere,

make-believe Christians, and do more to impede moral

and religious progress than the sincere believers of a con-

servative and rigid orthodoxy.

Having taken a cursory view of the religious situa-

tion about us, let us now glance at the progressive reli-

gious movement in America that preceded the Ethical

Movement.

As we look back over the century, we find at the be-

ginning the spirit and work of Channing rising up out

of the midst of New England Calvinism like a sun rising
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out of darkness. The Unitarian movement was a dis-

tinctly theological movement. It emphasized the unity

of God as distinguished from the Trinity, and the

humanity of Jesus as opposed to the orthodox claim of

his divinity. Channing, however, was an earnest preacher

of social righteousness, and being a man of the most

charming and beautiful character, he was in many ways

fitted to be the leader of a great humanitarian and ethical

movement. But, on account of the predominance given

to theological discussion in the early part of the century,

the movement of which he was the leader, was from the

first theological both in name and character, and has

hardly risen above that phase to this day. The time was

not yet ripe for a purely ethical movement. But the

spirit and work of Channing was the prophecy of such

a movement ; and Unitarianism, by hberalizing theology,

by stripping off the dogmatic formulas which had come

down from medieval times, and by extending and broaden-

ing the horizon of religious thought, helped to prepare

the way.

After Channing and the rise of Unitarianism, we find,

a little later on, another pronounced forward movement

led by Theodore Parker, known as New England Trans-

cendentalism. Parker was a devout believer in God and

immortality, yet he recognized that the essential truths

of theology and religion were to be found in all the

great historic religions, and could not therefore be ade-

quately expressed by the phraseology and formulas of

any particular religion. He maintained that the human
heart and mind, through its own natural intuitions, could

see directly the fundamental and essential truths of reli-

gion and that no divine mediator is necessarj' ; that

all needful revelations come to every man and woman at
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first hand ; and that it is the duty of each one to accept

and be loyal to the truth as it is revealed to him in his

own reason and conscience. Parker, like Channing, was

a great personality, and left the impress of his thought on

the religious life of America and the world for all time.

No history of the religious thought of this century

would be complete which left him and his work out of

account. By the liberality of his thought, by the bold-

ness of his utterances, and by the earnest humanitar-

ianism of his heart, he brought religion for the first time

in America entirely outside of ecclesiasticism and pure

tradition.

After the briUiant but short-lived Transcendental

movement, the next progressive step was led by Octav-

ius B. Frothingham and the distinguished body of men
and women who joined with him in what is known as

the Free Religious Movement. The main object of this

movement was to create a free religious platform ; that

is, a platform which should not inculcate one particular

religion as distinguished from another, but which should

stand for the free and impartial study of all religions. It

was a distinctly non-sectarian movement, and had a

marked influence in modifying the spirit of sectarianism

and intolerance in America, The motto of the Associa-

tion was, " Truth for authority, not authority for truth."

During the past thirty years there has been a notable

progress toward this attitude of mind. Dogmatic and

sectarian strife has been gradually lessening, and there

has been a growing disposition to study religion, not

only in its many Christian forms, but in all its historic

phases. In some theological schools the great religions

of the world, such as Buddhism, Brahminism, Confucian-

ism, Zoroastrianism and Mohammedanism, are now stud-
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ied along with Judaism and Christianity ; and the Free

Religious Movement was no doubt influential in bringing

this about.

At the beginning of the last quarter of the century the

Ethical Movement arose as the natural and logical result

of the movements that preceded it. It was the next

step to be taken. It found a leader and assumed a body

and a name in our Centennial year, 1876. The voice

and emphasis of the distinguished founder of our Move-

ment was at once recognized as something new and dis-

tinct and important. His message rang out upon both

the orthodox and heterodox world, like the voice of one

of the ancient prophets, calling upon them to cease their

theological disputes and sectarian strife, and to join to-

gether, "believers and unbelievers," to work for the

moral redemption of society. The salvation of the

world, he declared, depended not on the acceptance of a

theological creed, but in arousing men's moral activities

and in deepening and enlarging their moral faith.

A society was organized on this basis, and was called

"The Society for Ethical Culture." In course of time

other Ethical Societies were organized in some of our

large cities, and gradually the movement spread to Eng-

land, and then over the whole continent of Europe, and

now, at last, to the Far East.

From the first, this Movement has stood for the supre-

macy of the principle of righteousness in human life. It

stands for the idea that, not only in this world but in all

other possible worlds, the moral law is the sovereign law

of human life. In the hierarchy of values, reason and

conscience tell us that righteousness stands supreme

above everything else. The effort to be righteous,

therefore, is the highest duty of man. The law of
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righteousness imposes upon us also the equally binding

obligation of helping to perfect the society in which we
live.

Our ethical faith enjoins us, then, first of all, to have

a watchful regard for our own personal morality. I do

not think sufficient attention has ever been paid to the

cultivation of the highest humanity within ourselves.

Christianity, to be sure, has emphasized the worth of

the individual soul and made the right relation of the

soul to God one of its prime teachings. Now, in one

sense, the Christian idea that a man should give his soul

to God and consecrate it to to His will, is the same as

the Ethical idea that each one should dedicate his life to

his highest ideal of truth and goodness. But, in another

sense, the two ideas are quite different. In one it im-

plies a supernatural act and a special grace imparted

directly from a divine being to the individual soul. In

the other it means starting with the primary facts of

reason and conscience in one's own possession and

building on that foundation. It means not only foster-

ing a high ideal of personal character, but faith that that

ideal can be realized by one's own effort. The possibil-

ity of a morally strong, upright, life hes within the reach

of every human being, and our ethical faith calls upon

us to try to reach to that high stature.

But we must not forget that it means far more than

this ; that it means, not alone striving for self-perfection,

but working also for the realization of a high standard

of social righteousness. In the large sense, personal

and social morality include each other and neither can

exist without the other. To be free from vices and to

obey the ordinary commandments of morahty is not all

that personal righteousness requires. That man cannot
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be truly righteous who looks with indifference upon the

pain and sufferings of others, and who is wholly undis-

turbed by the knowledge that unrighteousness and in-

justice exist anywhere in the world about him. And,

on the other hand, the man who pretends to devote him-

self to furthering social morality and well-being, and who
disregards the moral law in his own person, is Hke the

whited sepulchre mentioned in the Scriptures of old,

"Religion," said Francis Ellingwood Abbot, over a

quarter of a century ago, " is the effort of man to per-

fect himself in all his relations." This is as good a

definition of Ethical Religion as I have ever met with.

But no single definition can explain all that our move-

ment means and stands for. It is difficult, indeed, to

grasp the full significance of the faith of Ethics, so far

reaching is it and so many are its demands. Ethics, in

fact, deals with every relation in life. Its application has

no limits ; its range is universal.

No doubt many have come into the movement with

the idea that it was merely a body of radical thinkers

who were free to express their views on any religious

subject whatever. This is a part of the truth, but it is

far from being the whole of it, or even the most impor-

tant part. No faith can satisfy the progressive minds of

to-day that is not thoroughly rational and willing to

accept every result of science. The Ethical Movement
has taken this standpoint from the beginning. It wel-

comes science and accepts all her results. It welcomes

philosophy and is not afraid of her most searching ques-

tions, or of her most logical reasoning. The object of

both is truth, and truth is all important ; it is the only

solid foundation there is. But while we must ever plant

our feet on the actual, we should always lift our hearts
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to the ideal. And that the moral ideal is of transcendent

worth in human life will be recognized by every free and

educated conscience.

The Ethical Movement is not a negative and icono-

clastic movement. It does not ignore the past, nor is it

unmindful of its teachings. It accepts " all the good
the past times had" just as readily as it accepts the re-

sults of the most advanced science of to-day. It stands

for certain positive ideals, and the earnestness with which

we who belong to it pursue those ideals will be the

measure of its progress and of the influence it will exert

in the world. Our duty, therefore, is to stand together

and work shoulder to shoulder for the ideals we profess.

Whether there be few or many of us as yet, it matters

not. We believe that we have set our faces in the right

direction—towards the right star—and that the religious

world is moving gradually our way. Let us, then, be

fearless and earnest in standing for our ethical faith ; let

us obey the calls it makes upon us, and be encouraged

and inspired by the belief that our cause shall yet finally

triumph in the world ; and, let us hold fast to the con-

viction that any moral good realized in this world will be

a perpetual blessing to mankind, and cannot be ahen to

any higher goodness that may anywhere exist.

Our movement is comparatively new, and as yet is not

generally understood. The most difficult and critical

period in the history of any religious or moral move-

ment is when the ideas for which it stands and the work

which it aims to accomplish are first being communicated

to the world. The great majority of people are usually

satisfied with the moral and rehgious ideas that have

come down to them by tradition, and possess no inclina-

tion v/hatevcr to enter upon a new or untried path.
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Those, on the other hand, who do break away from tra-

ditional doctrines and institutions are apt to be so an-

tagonistic to them, that they neither think seriously

themselves over the fundamental problems of religion

and ethics, with a view to finding something positive to

stand for, nor give attention to what others, who have

thought deeply, have to offer in the place of what they

have discarded. It is the fate of every new moral and

religious message to be delivered at first to an unbeliev-

ing world. There is on the one hand the skepticism

of the dogmatists of the older order as to the value of any

new thought, and, on the other hand, the indifference

to the past which characterizes so great a part of the

heterodox world.

Now, to be a successful leader in such a move-

ment as this with which we are identified, one should

first of all be a careful and thorough student of the past.

One should know the history of religion and ethics, not

merely in their popular form, but as they have been held,

understood and practiced by their most thoughtful and

earnest adherents. Moreover one should be a deep

thinker, have a clear grasp of first principles, and at the

same time be a profound student of the new moral

problems which arise out of the new social conditions

of the times in which one lives. When we consider

how intricate and complicated are the moral and social

conditions that exist to-day, it is evident enough that to

be qualified to give safe moral guidance to one's fellow-

men, requires rare faculties of mind and heart, an unusual

combination of insight and foresight, the exercise of great

wisdom, and the possession of a most live conscience.

But, above all, he who undertakes to be the standard

bearer of a new moral movement in religion must pos-
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sess unbounded courage and be dead in earnest. He
cannot be timorous or time serving, weak or vascillating,

indifferent or insincere. He must be possessed with a

message which he is bound to deliver, a message which

cannot be bought or sold at any price ; but which, on

the other hand, cannot be held back as a private posses-

sion. It must be spoken, no matter to how few at first

or to how unwilling or unsympathetic ears. In so far

as these requirements have been met among its leaders

is mainly due whatever success the Ethical Movement

has thus far achieved.

Some may feel that our movement has not made the

progress that it should. But bear in mind that it takes

time for the first fruits to ripen, and not until that ripen-

ing has taken place, can seed be produced that will bear

fruit after its own kind. It is only a little over twenty

years since the parent Society was organized in New
York. It is not yet twelve years since this Society was

organized here in Philadelphia, and the progress which

has been made in the meantime is all that could be ex-

pected. For, the interest in this movement extends much

farther than the limits of the cities where the several

societies are located ; it extends far beyond the bounda-

ries of the country in which it originated ; in fact it has

already become an international movement, which enrolls

in its membership some of the most earnest and able

men and women in every civilized land.

My own interest in the Ethical Movement dates back

to its very beginning. Soon after leaving college, nearly

twenty-one years ago, I heard of the newly formed So-

ciety for Ethical Culture of New York, and its principles,

its aims, its work, at once appealed to me. About twelve

years ago I came and helped to organize a similar Society
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here. And to-day I see more clearly than ever before

how much need there is of a truly ethical movement.

I see how necessary it is that the ethical ideals and con-

ceptions of men and women should be clarified ;
how

urgent it is that there should be a better moral education

of both young and old ; nay, how all-important it is that

the long and rapid strides the world has been making in

material development should be followed, as the next

great step in human progress, by a decided improvement

in individual and social morality.

When we look at politics and see to what an alarming

extent it is controlled by selfish and corrupt men ;
when

we see public offices being bought and sold as freely

and openly as goods in the market ; when we take up

our daily papers and are confronted with long accounts

of constantly recurring social scandals in so-called high

society circles ; when we see how thoughtlessly the mar-

riage bond is entered into and how ruthlessly it is

broken ; when we witness the fierce conflict going on in

commercial and business life—so fierce and terrible, in

fact, that men and women, boys and girls, are helplessly

ground to pieces in the bitter conflict ; when we behold

such a state of things, we see that there is great need

of a movement that shall propagate moral idealism,

moral faith and moral action.

To be sure, there ars many signs of moral vigor in the

world. Never before were there so many active move-

ments in behalf of moral reform ; never before so many
organizations engaged in radically changing for the better

this or that condition of society ; and never before did

the churches pay so much attention to subjects of this

character. In our politics, too, there are men in ofiice

whose object is to serve the highest interests of the
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State. The recent signing of the Arbitration Treaty by

the heads of two great nations is a proof that moral

ideals even in politics have still some power.

Now, the tests of the value of any religion or of any

faith is how it works, how it affects men's lives, what it

accomplishes in the world. It used to be said that the

true test of a man's reUgion was the kind of theological

creed he held ; and, of course, each sect tested you by

your acceptance of its own creed, which it held to be the

only one that was truly orthodox. Yet, as we have al-

ready seen, if you define orthodoxy to-day you must re-

define it to-morrow. The beliefs held to be orthodox

have varied all through the ages. The heresies of one

age have been the orthodoxy of the next. Hence, we

are forced to the conclusion that no particular theologi-

cal creed can be the true basis upon which to build our

moral and religious faith. I do not mean to say that

every thing theology has stood for is to have no more

place in our thought and life. We are finite beings,

Hving in a very small compass of time and space ; but

we cannot chain our thoughts and aspirations to these

limitations. Nothing is more natural, nothing is more

essential to the human spirit, than to soar now and then

into regions of thought that lift us as it were entirely

above and beyond this actual daily existence. Such spir-

itual journeys, as we may call them, are as natural and

necessary to man as the air he breathes. It is the ideal-

izing tendency of our nature, which every type of man

from the lowest to the highest has indulged in. Theol-

ogy is but the crystallization of these spiritual dreams.

From the lowest forms of fetichism and nature-worship,

up through all the various pantheons of the various re-

ligions, we behold in the worshiped objects and divini-
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ties the immortal records of the spirit of man searching

for the highest and the best.

As an Ethical Society we believe that the cause of the

good is the supreme cause to ally ourselves with and

work for. We believe that there is no devotion so noble

and ennobUng as the pursuit of the good for its own

sake. And, if there be a divine being who is far supe-

rior to anything our minds can conceive of, if there be a

supernatural goodness that is infinitely higher than any

ideal we can depict to ourselves, we still believe that the

one supreme duty laid upon us is to be faithful followers

of the moral ideal, and to endeavor to realize it within

the limits of time and space in which we live. While we

are in this world our chief concern should be with the

here rather than with the hereafter, and our main thought

and effort should be directed towards bettering the con-

ditions of the temporal, rather than in vainly speculating

about the nature of the eternal.

And yet, we believe that the principles for which we

stand are eternal ; we believe that the voice of conscience

which we hear in our own soul is the same voice that

has been judging the acts and motives of man through

out human history, and that it will continue to be heard

—even if not obeyed—throughout all the future ages in

which man shall continue to be.

The sovereignty of the moral ideal, then, is that for

which our movement stands. Poetically we may per-

sonify that ideal—poetically merely. If we should at-

tempt to build a theology upon it, our movement would

be but the passing phase of another orthodoxy, and a

new heterodoxy would arise to take its place.

Every new movement in the history of religion has

soon developed into some kind of an " ism." The Eth-
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ical Movement has escaped that danger by basing itself

on principles that all good and thoughtful persons every-

where can agree to. If it rested on this or that theology

or philosophy, if it adopted this or that liturgy or ritual,

it would become an " ism " at once, no matter if it rep-

resented the most advanced speculative thought the

world has yet reached ; for to-morrow that thought and

its formulas would to some extent be superseded. But

the ethical purpose, which is the very core of our move-

ment, is something that never grows old and that can

never be supplanted by anything higher. Yet it takes

time for such a simple truth as this to be understood.

The time is rapidly coming when earnest people will

not allow themselves to be separated in their work for

humanity by their orthodoxies or their heterodoxies

with regard to the great speculative problems of theol-

ogy, but will join hands and work together to make this

a better world to live in. I do not believe that the great

ultimate mysteries of life and death will ever cease to

evoke deep spiritual questionings. I do not believe that

all our science and all our philosophy are able to fully

fathom the deep mysteries of being, or to set at rest all

those spiritual longings and hopes that have found ex-

pression in one form or another in every age of the

world. But I do believe that the age of dogmatism in

regard to those questions has forever passed, or rather

that it is in process of passing away never more to re-

turn ; and I beheve further and finally that any man,

woman or child who seriously strives to follow that high

standard of the fliith of ethics which our leaders are to-

day teaching, will not only be pursuing the best course

one can adopt for this life, but be making the surest and

safest preparation for any possible life to come.



HOW FAR DOES THE ETHICAL
SOCIETY TAKE THE PLACE

OF A CHURCH?*

BY FELIX ABLER.

For nearly two thousand years the church has stood

among mankind fulfilling its beneficent function. No
one can fail to see that the power of the church to-day,

among large portions of the community, is waning or

gone. Can the world get along without any institution

like it ? Do we not need some equivalent of it ? If we
agree that some substitute is needed, then how far does

the Ethical Society take the place ? This is my question

this morning.

It is evident that there are points of likeness between

ourselves and the churches, and I want to dwell upon

some of these points of likeness first. There is the fact,

to begin with, that we assemble on Sunday morning, at

the hour when the church-bells ring. This is not an

accident. At the present time there are a great many
persons who cease to hear that summons ; to whom, if

they hear it at all, it comes touched with memories like

the echo of a far-off childhood, but without any living

appeal. Take, for instance, the busy lawyer ; he brings

home on Saturday night the overflow of the week's

office work. He looks forward to the quiet Sunday

* A lecture given before the Society for Ethical Culture of New York.

(41)
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morning with anticipatory relish ; he is determined to

clear things up for a fresh start on Monday morning.

The medical practitioner, in whose hands are the issues

of life and death, upon whom are the constant claims of

human suffering, is excused in any case. But even the

merchant, and, in increasing numbers, the workingmen,

cease to think that the Sunday is anything more than a

day of rest. The strain of work nowadays is so exces-

sive that mere rest has come to be looked upon as one

of the greatest boons " Let me then," says the toiler,

" prolong sleep on Sunday ; let me feel that on Sunday

morning there are no pressing claims ; that on one day

in the week those duties that must be fulfilled at stated

times, are absent; that I can do as I please." The

sense of being at one's ease, of being able to do as one

pleases, is certainly a very pleasant one.

And then there are the children ! The father of the

family says to himself that Sunday, being the one day

in the week when he can unreservedly devote himself to

his home, he wishes to give as much time as possible to

the children, of whom at other times he sees too little

;

to romp with them, to enter into their games, to listen

to their prattle ; or to spend with the partner of his life

a few hours in earnest, quiet talk about the things that

concern them in common, about the problems they

must meet in common. Is there any better way of

spending the Sunday?

Admitting the full force of these statements, we

nevertheless beUeve that the habit of meeting together

for the consideration of the most serious topics of human

interest in solemn pubUc assembly is too precious to be

lost. We think that rest is indeed very important, but
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that a change of occupation is often the best kind of

rest ; that it is better, after having given the whole week,

or almost the entire week, to bread-winning occupa-

tions, or to professional pursuits, to give up a part of

the Sunday to a totally different kind of occupation

;

and that so far as our children are concerned, they are

by no means defrauded if their parents spend an hour

or two in such assemblies as we have here in mind, be-

cause the impressions received there must import a finer

flavor, a more sanctified atmosphere into the home itself.

We beheve, therefore, in keeping up the custom of pub-

lic assemblies on the Sunday.

Again, there are occasions in life when new ties are

formed, as in marriage, and when old ties are severed, as

in the hour of bereavement ; and it seems, if one can

judge by experience, that on such occasions of joy or

sadness there is needed an interpreter ; that people are

not satisfied, on the one hand, with the cold, formal,

legal words of a magistrate who merely expresses the

legal side of the marriage relation ; and that on the

other hand, on sad occasions, they are not satisfied with

the mere broken utterances of a friend. The formation

of ties and the severance of ties produce or ought to pro-

duce profound moral changes in the persons they affect,

and it is felt on all hands that there should be some one

to interpret these changes and their meaning. There

are needed institutions to furnish such interpreters, and

the Ethical Society is such an institution ; it is in this

sense like a church. There are a great many persons

who do feel that need, and in moments of gladness or

sorrow they come and ask of those institutions which

exist for such purposes that they furnish them the ser-
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vice they require. They feel the need of the service,

but they never stop to reflect on the duty of supporting

the institution without which that service could not be

rendered.

The church has always been a center of good works,

a reservoir from which the waters of charity have been

distributed in manifold channels throughout the social

organism. The Ethical Society aims to be a church in

the same sense. There was a time when people be-

lieved that only a church having a creed could support

charity. This Society seeks to demonstrate that this is

a mistake ; that a creedless church, a church for the un-

churched, such as this is, can be no less effective in the

same direction. Why, the very life of the Society is in

its practical work. I do not know whether the strangers

who come within our gates and merely sit with us on

Sundays, have an adequate idea of what the Society

stands for. They certainly cannot if they have not

come in touch with its practical work, for it lives in its

work. It would never have lived a day, much less

twenty years, if it had not been for that vitality which it

gained by trying to become itself a vital force, a factor

of progress and improvement in the community.

But the question will be asked why should there be

churches, or substitutes for churches, to sustain the

charities of the world ? Why cannot we get on per-

fectly well with the secular societies that are now multi-

plying ; the charity organizations, the societies for the

prevention of cruelty, etc.? These charitable institutions

have no connection with any church. Why, then, do we

need churches to keep up the charities of the world ? I

answer that these secular societies are excellent in their
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way, but the reason we need churches, or substitutes for

them, is that we must have hearths at which the spirit

of charity may be kindled ; that we must have institu-

tions in which the motives may be engendered that shall

lead men to charitable action ; otherAvise these great

secular societies will become, as they always tend to

become, mechanical, cold, covered with red tape as a

tree is sometimes covered with parasitic vines. You
cannot run a system of electric cars unless you have

power, and you must build here and there power-

houses in which the motor fluid may be generated ; and

so the church or the institution that takes its place is de-

signed to be a power-house in which the electric fluid

that moves the world's charities is to be engendered.

In the next place, the church has beei^ a school of

virtue. The Ethical Society hopes to become that also,

and chiefly that. But I fear that some one of my friends

of twenty years ago may ask if this 'is not a strange

statement to make : that the church is a school of

virtue. Have we forgotten the lessons we used to

recite when we sat at the feet of the radical masters ?

Have we forgotten the moral evils for which the church

is held accountable ? Have we forgotten the Inquisi-

tion, the hard, bitter fanaticism of the Puritans, the Jew-
baiting of the middle ages, and similar facts ?

Are not these facts ? Certainly. And the radical as-

sailant of the church emphasizes just these facts and

these only. But, without at all attempting to put a dif-

ferent color upon such facts as these, we are bound to

remember that there is also another and different set of

facts. I see and I cannot help admitting that with the

birth of Christianity there came into the world the
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promise of a new spirit of brotherhood, I cannot close

my eyes to the self-sacrifice so often displayed by the

Christian clergy, especially in times of pestilence, in

bringing comfort to the bedside of the sick, though they

might be dying of the most loathsome diseases. I can-

not forget that it was the Christian church that sent

out its missionaries to that bleak island of lona, for in-

stance, which I lately visited, off the western coast of

Scotland. Out there into the darkness and the storm

and the bleakness went those courageous men to bring

their religion, and also to bring civilization.

And it seems to me that if we really wish to be fair

we must be willing to see both sets of facts ; and we
must furthermore recognize that the church, apart from

exceptional examples of moral heroism, does mingle a

great deal of valuable moral teaching with other

doctrinal teachings to which we may object. It is

an institution for inculcating the primary virtues of

honesty, charity, obedience and reverence. In all its

teachings it does bring moral influence to bear. And
I think that the main reason why there have been

those enormities to which reference has been made

is to be found in the fact that faith was made to

precede virtue ; that the highest place was assigned

to a formula, to a belief, on the supposition that no man

could be virtuous who had not previously accepted a

certain faith. Hence quarrels about the right belief

were inevitable ; hence it w^as perfectly natural that

there should be religious wars, that men should hate

those whom they suspected of entertaining the wrong

belief, because the wrong belief meant, in their view, the

destruction of virtue.
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Of course, in the church, as in other organizations,

there have been designing, crafty men, who used the in-

stitution with which they were connected for their own
ambitious purposes. But it is ridiculous to say of the

church that it is founded on priestcraft and cunning.

The moving principle of the church has been the desire

to build up among mankind the love of virtue, and it

was only because the right belief was deemed so indis-

pensable that churchmen became persecutors. All the

more is it necessary to profit by the warning lesson of

the past, to extract from the church this poison of dog-

matism, to establish it simply on the foundation of the

virtuous Hfe, to take a new attitude toward creeds.

And this leads me to speak of the points wherein we
deviate from the churches,

I do not say that creed is unimportant. Let every

one think out his own creed. But we must not attempt

to force our creed upon others. We must not make
creed the bond of fellowship ; we must not say. Unless

you beheve as we do you cannot be virtuous. Rather

must we insist that virtue is capable of standing on its

own feet ; that every one can be, ought to be, irrespective

of his faith, virtuous. The Ethical Society is an institu-

tion for cultivating the virtuous life without having for

its basis any accepted, subscribed formula or creed. The
importance of this deviation is obvious.

People say and have said to me many times, "It is

impossible
;
you cannot do it. How are you going to

induce men to hve the right life unless you have some
authority back of you, some book to lean on or some
creed ?" My answer to that is that the method we pur-

sue is simple enough ; it is to put men in the midst of
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crowds. We rely on men, not on books, on men who
are themselves enamored of the good, men who are

deeply convinced of the supreme excellence of virtue.

And what a man feels he can make others feel ; what

a man sees he can make others see, and what a man
wills, if he wills the right, he can make others will.

Ethics is propagated just as art is. Did you ever

hear of an artist propagating the love of art with the

help of some formulated art theory or some artistic

creed ? The artist is a man who loves the beautiful and

who loves it so much that he can make others love it

;

who sees the beautiful and can open the eyes of other

people to see it. And in like manner is virtue spread in

the world.

But again it may be asked, " How are these personal-

ities, who are to be the centers of influence, to be devel-

oped ? And what manner of personaHty do you look

for?" The answer may seem paradoxical: We want

men of the world. The common use of that phrase, " a

man of the world," is all wrong. By a man of the

world is commonly understood a man who knows
human nature on its mean side, who can tell you every-

thing that is base in it. He knows the selfishness of it

;

he knows how to steer clear of people's selfishness and

how to take advantage of it. He knows all the wicked-

ness. He is not ignorant of the dark stream that percolates

underneath the life of great cities. He knows to what

depths man can sink when the bestial part of him comes

uppermost, and when, because he is a rational human
being, he is apt to become fouler in his ways than any

animal. A man of the world must know about all these

things— not that he necessarily will steep himself in
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this foulness, but he must know about it or else he

shall not be called a man of the world. But I protest

that such a man knows only half the world. He does

not know all the possibilities of the other side. He does

not know the possibilities of goodness. He does not

know the infinite delicacies of thought and feeling that

enter into the daily converse of those who put the mean

ends like dirt beneath their feet ; he does not know the

sublime dramas that are often enacted in the souls of such

persons, dramas that may sometimes be tragedies but that

none the less have their climaxes of divine compensation.

He does not know how clear the air is in the upper, illu-

minated regions of the soul. I take it that a true man
of the world is a man who knows both sides. But you

cannot appreciate both sides unless you know by experi-

ence the good side. A man who knows the good can also

estimate the bad. A man who knows only the bad can-

not properly estimate the good. Therefore the person-

alities who are to influence society, who are to be put

into the midst of crowds, should be men of the world,

men who know the good and the bad and who can

compare them and decide between them—as those who
know only the bad cannot. And any other sort of

preparation is at least of subordinate importance. The
men who are to be leaders of the Ethical Movement,

who are to infuse ethical influence, must be men who
have decided that the rehsh of the good is good and

who so keenly realize its worth that they wish for noth-

ing so much as to make their fellow beings realize it as

they do.

And, with the help of such men, we hope to make
of an Ethical Culture Society a school of virtue, with-
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out any formulated creed, with nothing imposed which

may be accepted to-day and rejected to-morrow, with

no intellectual fetters of any kind. All are free to come,

provided they come in the right spirit, provided they

have that feeling which has always characterized the

members of a church. The members of a church

have always been willing to admit that they are person-

ally in need of amendment, that they are in need of moral

development. There is a good deal of hypocrisy in the

churches. But the spirit of the church itself has always

been that of humility. It seems indispensable that any

one who truly belongs to a church should feel that he

himself personally has not finished his moral education
;

that he is still in need of moral development. And the

same sort of feeling I should like to see spread among

the unchurched, I should Hke to have fill this church of

the unchurched, that spirit which leads men to confess

that they have not finished their moral education. I do

not say there is no moral health in us. I do not think

man is hopelessly depraved. I feel that we have trav-

eled a little way on the road, but I think that we need

more light and more strength. And that is the reason

why Ethical Culture Societies, or something like them,

should exist and why the individuahst, the liberal who is

sufficient to himself, seems to me to take the wrong

standpoint. There must be methods found of procur-

ing more light and of getting more strength, and the

very fact that one belongs to some such an association

ought to give one more strength. He who thinks that

he has found the light and that he is forever strong is

very near unto destruction, and his light is darkness.

The more I see of the life led among the so-called un-
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churched (I do not say they are either better or worse

than others), the more I feel what a great need there is

for something to supply the place which the church did

try to fill, did fill to a certain extent ; for some means of

counteracting the moral evils of this age. I find that

among men who are respected, who stand in the foremost

ranks of the professions, and who in some ways deserve

respect, there are those who, on closer acquaintance,

exhibit the most astonishing anti-nomianism in theory

and in practice ; who, with all their education, have not

yet learned the A B C's of morals. I find that it is no

uncommon thing in these days for people of so-called

culture to go about in the community teaching that

ethics is just as much an exploded superstition as relig-

ion ; that there is no such thing as morality except it

consist in a set of conventional rules ; that you can

change your morality with the climate and that any-

thing like absolute principle in morahty is out of the

question. And they will instil this poison into the ears

of young people, who need the very opposite sort of

teaching.

I find that there are young men going to perdition

every day simply because they have not been trained. I

find that there are men and women who make a wreck

of their lives, in marriage for instance, simply because,

with the best of intentions, they are not morally disci-

pUned ; because they do not know how to govern them-

selves, their tongues, their tempers, their demands.

I think that a society or an institution which aims to

be a school of virtue has a place to fill ; that the sort of

work it must try to do is indispensable work, work that

is crying to be done.
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Finally, the church has given an answer to the ques-

tion, What makes hfe worth living? and the Ethical

Society would also submit an answer of its own. The
answer the church has given has been practically this :

this life is worth living for the sake of the hfe that

comes after. Here is the labor, there the reward ; here

is the sowing, there the reaping ; here the preparation,

there the completion. It is a view that looks upon this

life as the oil in the lamp, which, when it shall have

passed through the narrow aperture of the grave, will

blaze up into immortality at the top ; that looks upon

this life as the root buried in the soil which, when it

shall have pushed above the sod, will bloom into elysian

flowers. But the hope of immortality to many minds

has become so uncertain, and this uncertainty is so Httle

likely to be turned into certainty, that it is not safe for us

as public teachers to stake the value of life upon a hope

which to many is vague, upon an argument which to

many is altogether inconclusive. No, I take it we must

find something right here, now, that shall give to life

its worth, independently of what may come after.

And, indeed, perhaps the very best argument for immor-

tality is that which Emerson used when he said that we
must find something in this life so good that we can

but believe that it will be followed by something still

better.

Now, what is that good thing that makes life worth

living? It cannot be pleasure, although pleasure is a

good, because there is so much pain, and unadulterated

enjoyment is so rare, that if we were to make pleasure

the object, then life in many cases would not be worth liv-

ing. Even the author of that magnificent composition, the
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Ninetieth Psalm, has said: " The days of our years are

threescore years and ten, and if by reason of strength

they be fourscore years, yet is their strength labor and

sorrow; for it is soon cut off and we fly away." And
this is the burden of modern pessimism. The pessimist

is a person who regards pleasure as the only good, and

who puts on one side the pains of life and on the other

the pleasures, and finds that the scale of pain out^veighs

the scale of joy. You may say that if people were wise

this would not need to be, but the fact that they are un-

wise seems itself to argue radical defect in the nature of

things. At all events the pains do predomniate, and

therefore the pessimist concludes that the world is bad

and hfe is worthless.

But suppose there were some good other than

pleasure and that that good were attainable by every-

body, at all times, under all circumstances ! I think

there is a good that answers to this description,

and that good is, in my estimation, effort ; effort itself,

strenuous effort, together with the moral growth which

is its consequence. We cannot call effort a pleasure

because it is often accompanied by pain, and the

satisfaction which is implicated in it is so different from

ordinary pleasure that the two cannot be mentioned

in the same breath. But we all realize that it is a

good and that there is no circumstance or condition

in life in which it is not within our reach. Take
the most protracted physical or mental anguish, due
to a creeping mortal malady, or to affliction, or to

a disappointment of the affections ; the pain is great,

the pleasure gone, but the effort is possible, the effort

to bear the pain. The power of pain-bearing is one of
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the sublimest faculties of men, one of the most authentic

testimonies to the existence in us of what is called

a soul—that is to say, of something not bodily, which

in its integrity is not menaced by the bodily affections,

which says to pain, " I master thee ; thou shalt not mas-

ter me !"

And so again in the case of those appetites or pas-

sions that are such thorns in the flesh : effort is not only

possible but is ehcited by them. Such pains are the ex-

quisite jeers of the demons that rouse the slumbering

angels in us to do battle. And every form of adversity

is a provocative of effort, and with the effort we grow.

That is what we are here for, to grow in spiritual power.

That is what makes life worth living, the effort and the

growth which is its consequence. I say to the pessimist,

" If life is so evil as you make it out to be, then why do

you not make an effort to change it, that there may be

less evil hereafter and less suffering ? Is not that some-

thing to live for?" He replies, "Well, but how shall

I know that anything that I may do will avail?" The

best intentions are often foiled. The wisest schemes

of benefit often turn into their opposite." He is quite

right, but we can make the effort and the effort will

react upon ourselves. The trying will help our moral

development, will be a benefit to us, no matter whether

it will benefit the world outside of us or not ; and the

human race will progress, so far as we are concerned
;

the human race will advance in us. And that is the

best contribution, after all, that we can make to the

world's progress—to see to it, not in the bitter language

of Carlyle, that at least there shall be one rascal less in

the world—no, but to see to it that there shall at least
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be one more who honestly tries to lead a clean, straight,

true life.

In modem psychology a good deal is said about dual

personality. I have often thought that there is such a

double personality in every one of us. What I mean is

this, that the root I, the essential I, my very self, is

something distinct from that creature which is called by

my name, from that creature with which I am to a cer-

tain extent identified and for which I am responsible.

And this I, this superimposed I, this lorldly over-ego,

looks down upon this creature, and recognizes all his

weaknesses, all his foibles, all the hereditary disposi-

tions to evil that are in him, but recognizes also certain

better qualities. And the I feels that it has to work

over this being, to shape him anew and to re-make him,

as any sculptor would with a crude block of stone, to

try to win beauty out of his ugliness, harmony out of

his discord. And if the being is weak, why then the

lord, the over-lord, must give him strength ; and if

cowardly, he must give him courage, and if he has the

taint of carnal appetite in him, must work out that

taint and if he has the shuffling gait and downward
look of the self-seeker, must put an erect head on his

shoulders and give him the air and manners of a free

man.

I think it is this that makes life worth living, this task

with which we are charged, this responsibility. The
Ethical Society is designed to assist us in the perform-

ance of our task. We feel that it is an institution as

sacred as any church, though its sanctity is not derived

from any forms or ritual. We come here in this almost

bare hall, with just this brief song before and at the
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close of the address. It is all as simple as can be, and

yet I think that sometimes at least it is a sacred

hour—the hour in which we meet here ; that some-

times at least it is a time in which noble purposes are

planted in our hearts and pure and holy resolutions

are taken.
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THINK—
Think that life is worth living, no matter how hard it

is to live.

Think that life is worth having, although it may not

come up to just your expectations.

Think that it is worth while to be doing something,

even if there is not much you can do. You can al-

ways be doing something for somebody else, even if

there is nothing which you can do for yourself.

Think that your life is in danger and that it rests with

you to save it. If you do not take care, you will miss

the purpose of hfe and make a failure of it.

Think that your home is in danger. Be on the look-

out. Every act of yours helps to mar it or beautify it.

The character of your home depends upon j'ou.

Think that your city is in danger and that it rests with

you to save it from all the demoralizing tendencies which

threaten it.

Think that your country is in danger, that it may per-

ish for want of true citizens. Be a citizen yourself, with

all that the word implies, and then your country will

be safe.

Think that the whole human race is in danger and

that what you do and make of yourself will help to save

(57)
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it. You are responsible for the Brotherhood of Man to

which you belong.

Think that if you do not make the fight for the Good,

nobody else will. If you do not save your country,

your home, your own life, nobody else can.

Think that nature is trying to drag you down, that

the forces of evil are against you, and that you must

conquer nature. You can if you will.

Think that if you want to have a soul you must earn

it. You cannot have it for the asking.

Think that if you want to keep what soul you've got,

you must fight for it. Be on your guard, or the best

self within yourself will be lost before you know it.

Think that life from the beginning to the end is a

struggle, a glorious struggle. The effort to win the

conflict and show yourself a man is what gives life its

purpose. Remember the saying of Darwin : After all,

a man can do his duty.

BELIEVE—
Believe that it is all going to come out right, even

when it seems to be coming out all wrong.

Believe that the strongest thing in the universe is the

Strong Will.

Believe that the will is only strong when on the right

side.

Believe that the strongest will is the will that first

knows how to give in and obey.

Believe that you can make your life all over again

and that it is worth your while to try it.
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Believe that the grandest thing in the universe is do-

ing what you do not want to do—Just because it is right.

Believe that the next grandest thing in the universe is

not doing what you want to do, because what you want

to do would be wrong.

Believe that the strongest man in the world is the

man who can keep his good resolutions.

Believe that it is worth while working for a Cause,

the success of which will not be reaUzed while you are

alive.

Believe that there is something else, someJiow, sotne-

wJiere, fighting for you when you take the right side.

Believe that there is something else, somehow, some-

where, fighting against you when you take the wrong

side—not once, but always.

Believe in war—not war against men, but against a

bad thing.

Believe that other people have troubles as well as you

—and that usually their troubles are a good deal heavier

than yours.

Beheve that when things are going against you is the

time to apply in your conduct and feelings the princi-

ples you may have been preaching to others.

Believe in yourself—that there is something sacred in

your being, a higher self, and that you can live up to

the level of that higher self if you make the effort.

Believe in justice—that it must conquer, and that its

triumph is of more importance than that just j^w should

be prosperous and happy.

Believe in law—that there is something sacred about

it, whether it be the law of Conscience or the law of

the State.
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Believe in your fellow-man—that there is a man within

the man which you are to respect even when you can-

not respect the outer man.

Believe in mankind—in the value of those universal

experiences recorded in the institution of law and gov-

ernment.

Believe that the law and government can always be

improved, and that the Book of Human Experience has

not yet been closed.

Believe in your beliefs—believe in them with all your

might—but believe in the honesty of other men who
may not agree with your beliefs.

Believe that your beliefs will conquer, whatever hap-

pens ; because truth somehow must conquer.

Believe that your beliefs will never conquer, no mat-

ter what happens, unless jj/^?/ stand up for them.

Believe in the value of other men's experience and

thereby save half your Hfe from being a failure by en-

deavoring to show that you know more than everybody

else.

REMEMBER—
Remember that happiness, when it comes at all,

usually comes to those who do not go in search of it.

Remember that in the struggle of life it is always pos-

sible to turn one kind of defeat into another kind of

victory. Try it and see !

Remember that if you cannot realize the ends of

your being in one way, you can in another. Realize

something ! You will have to render an account some-

how.
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Remember that there is nothing noble in being su-

perior to some other man. The true nobility is in being

superior to your previous self.

Remember that you show what you are by the way

you talk about people.

Remember that, as you grow older, nature's tenden-

cies are laying their grip upon you. Nature may be on

your side when you are young, but against you later on.

Remember that you can get the better of tendencies

if you fight hard enough, although you can never get

the better of nature's laws.

Remember not to talk too much about yourself.

Remember that having fine sentiments is a poor sub-

stitute for being a man. Thoughts are gifts ; but your

life and your acts speak iox you.

Remember to judge people by what they do, not by

their sentiments—especially yourself

Remember that you may have you best friends among

those who disagree with you. Men can disagree with

their heads and agree in their hearts.

Remember that the easiest person in the world to de-

ceive is yourself. You can make yourself believe almost

anything about yourself if you try it.

Remember that the self of the selves is never de-

ceived. It keeps a record of what you are, and it puts

down everything. An act can never be undone. It has

to stay.

Remember that the true way to conquer prejudice is

to live it down. Do not talk about it with others ; do

not talk about it to yourself.

Remember that resentment against prejudice can in-

jure the soul almost as much as cherishing a prejudice.
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Remember that prejudice hurts the one who cherishes

it much more than the one against whom it is aimed.

Remember that to give up the struggle when it is in

part over, because you cannot get the chance you want,

may show that you deserved no chance at all. Take

what chance you can get and fight it through.

Remember that to keep chafing because fortune favors

others more than you, is the way to get even less out of

fortune. Be a man !

Remember that great yearnings and noble ambitions

usually die away just about the time they are most

wanted. Act on them now.

Remember that it is brave to be in the minority. That

is where the strong usually are. Weak natures like to

hide behind a majority.

NEVER—
Never talk lightly of your occupation. Either abandon

it or else treat it with dignity.

In talking with others never allude to the favors you

have done for them if you can avoid it. It is bad taste

and bad ethics.

Never talk lightly about love-making. It is a slur

on the being you may sometime love, or on the one

who is near and dear to you now. Let the subject be

as sacred to you as your rehgion.

When you pronounce judgment never forget that the

*' other side " may have something to say. Either give

them a chance to say it or else hold your peace

!

Never forget that you have next-door neighbors.

Have mercy on their feelings.
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Never speak to another contemptuously of his religion.

It hurts ; and you gain nothing by it yourself.

When you are subject to a habit which in itself may
be right but which is injurious to yourself or others be-

cause you cannot control it, then never indulge it—never,

absolutely never.

Never play with fire. You can never remove the scar

of a bum. Take care !

Never ask a man what are his religious beliefs. That

is something sacredly private—a matter between himself

and the Invisible.

Never let anything which is sacred to you become

commonplace by talking too much about it.

Never show melancholy in order to make yourself

picturesque. You are not the only unhappy person in

the world.

Never forget that you can be talking to others about

certain virtues and be all unconscious that you are not

practicing them yourself.

Never try to make yourself out a martyr. Too many
others are doing the same thing. It makes martyrdom a

trifle common.

Never seek to put other people under obligation to

you by doing them favors. It is selfishness in the guise

of generosity.

Never try to make yourself out an exceptional case, as

if you were exceptionally injured by the world or de-

served exceptional treatment at the hands of others.

Never forget the saying of Emerson : In the nature

of the soul is the covipensatioji for the inequalities of con-

dition.
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DON'T—
Don't always be wondering why the table of nature is

not set just to your liking. You are making yourself of

too much consequence.

When anything goes wrong don't look for the blame

in other people. Assume that the blame is in yourself

and in most cases you will have assumed exactly right.

Don't always be brooding over your wrongs. Refined

natures brood more over the wrongs of others. You
think too much about yourself.

Don't judge about the nature of things from what

happens to you. Use common sense.

If you are superior to other people, don't tell other

people of it ; don't know it yourself. The more you do

the more you make yourself inferior.

Don't talk too much about other people's etiquette.

That is a way of showing it is something you may have

only recently acquired yourself Real etiquette is a

thing of the heart.

Don't talk to other people of your troubles ; but at

the same time encourage other people to talk of theirs

to you. When this rule is everywhere acted upon we

shall have heaven.

Don't suppose that you show culture by what you

know. You show it by what you are.

Don't make anyone feel self-conscious in your pres-

ence. It indicates that you are excessively self-conscious

yourself. Be unconscious of yourself and that will make

people unconscious of themselves when with you.

Don't expect too much from other people, but en-

courage other people to expect a great deal from you—
and be sure that you fulfill their expectations.
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Don't make too much of your bodily ailments. It

makes you tiresome to yourself.

Don't suppose that success comes by talent. It comes

by plodding. Talent makes the best showing in early

Hfe. But the ability to plod makes the showing later on.

Don't think too much about "manner" in judging

other people. It shows that you lack depth or that you

.cannot appreciate true character.

Don't be too careless about " manner " in yourself.

It may show that you are not refined at lieart. Be severe

on yourself and lenient on others, because you cannot

know other people's hearts and you can know your own.

Don't be cynical. It indicates that you are very young

or that you have never become mature.

Don't vent on one man the irritation caused by the

mistake of another. Don't vent on others the irritation

caused by your own mistakes. Don't vent your irrita-

tion on anybody.

Don't apply these " don'ts " to other people. Apply

them to yourself or else don't apply them at all.

THOUGHTS FROM CONFUCIUS AND MENCIUS.

" Is he not a man of complete virtue, who feels no

discomposure though men take no note of him ?
"

" When you know a thing, to hold that you know it;

and when you do not know a thing, to allow that you

do not know it ; this is knowledge."

" The superior man thinks of virtue ; the small man
thinks of comfort. The superior man thinks of the
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sanctions of law ; the small man thinks of favors which

he may receive."

" A man should say, ' I am not concerned that I have

no place ; I am concerned how I may fit myself for

one !
'

"

" The mind of the superior man is conversant with

righteousness ; the mind of the inferior man is conver-

sant with gain."

" It is the way of the superior man to prefer the con-

cealment of his virtues ; it is the way of the inferior

man to seek notoriety."

" When people die, you say :
' It is not owing to me

;

it is owing to the year.' In what does this differ from

stabbing a man and killing him, and then saying :
' It

was not I ; it was the weapon ? '
"

" If you know that the thing is unrighteous, then use

all dispatch in putting an end to it. Why wait till next

year? "

" Listen to a man's words and look at the pupil of his

eye. How can a man conceal his character ?
"

" Those who follow that part of themselves which is

great, are great men ; those who follow that part which

is Httle, are little men."
" I like life and I also like justice. If I cannot keep

the two together I will let hfe go and choose justice. I

like life indeed, but there is that which I like more than

life. I dislike death indeed, but there is that which I

dislike more than death."

" A carpenter or a carriage-maker may give a man

the circle and square, but cannot make him skillful in

the use of them."

"Anciently the estabhshment of the frontier gates
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was to guard against violence. Nowadays it is to exer-

cise violence."

" The disease of men is this : that they neglect

their own fields, and go to weed the fields of others,

and that what they require from others is great, while

what they lay upon themselves is light."

" What a man dislikes in his superior, let him not dis-

play in his treatment of his inferior ; and what he dis-

likes in his inferior, let him not display in the service of

his superior."

" To dwell in the wide house of the world, to stand

in the correct seat of the world, and to walk in the

great path of the world ; when he obtains his desire for

office, to practice his principles for the good of the peo-

ple ; and when that desire is disappointed, to practice

them alone ; to be above the power of riches and honors

to make dissipated, of poverty and mean condition to

make swerve from principle, and of power and force to

make bend— these characteristics constitute the great

man."

SENTENCES FROM THE BRAHMANS.

" Whatever man attains, he desires to go beyond it
;

if he should reach heaven itself he would desire to go

beyond it."

" Even as smoke pours out of afire lighted with damp
kindling wood, even so out of the Great Being is blown

forth all that which is."

" The gods are in Indra, Indra is in the Father-god,

the Father-god is the Brahma." Question :
" But in

what is Brahma? " Answer :
" Ask not too much."
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" What Sorrow can there be for him to whom Spirit

alone has become all things."

" There is no higher object than the attainment of a

knowledge of the Self."

" The Self alone is the multitude of the gods, the

universe rests on the Self; he who thus recognizes the

Self through the Self in all created beings, becomes

equal-minded towards all and enters the highest state."

" As a man puts on new clothes in this world, throw-

ing aside those which he formerly wore, even so the self

of man puts on new bodies, which are in accordance

with his acts. No weapons will hurt the self of man,

no fire burn it, no waters moisten it, and no wind dry-

it up."

"Even as a calf finds his mother among a thousand cows,

an act formerly done is sure to find the perpetrator."

" That which is the subtle essence—the root of all

—in it, all that exists has its self. It is the True. It

is the Self—and thou art it."

" Those who depart from hence without having dis-

covered the Self, and the true desires, for them there is

no freedom in all the worlds. But those who depart

from hence, after having discovered the Self, and the

true desires, for them there is freedom in all the

worlds."

" The Soul itself is the witness of the Soul, and the

Soul is the refuge of the Soul ; despise not thine own

Soul, the supreme witness of men."
•' If thou thinkest, O friend of Virtue, with respect

to thyself, ' I am alone,* know that that sage who wit-

nesses all virtuous acts and all crimes, resides in thy

heart."
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" When a man experiences in his soul a feeling full of

bliss, a deep calm as it were, and a pure light, then let

him know that it is the quahty called Goodness."

"When a man having done, doing, or being about to

do any act, feels ashamed, the learned may know that

all such acts bear the mark of the quahty of Darkness."

" Not this world, not the next, nor happiness, is for

him whose self is full of misgivings."

"The man whose happiness is within himself, whose

recreation is within himself, whose light of knowledge

is also within himself, becoming one with the Brahmans,

obtains the Brahmic bliss."

"The Self which is free from sin, free from old age,

from death and grief, from hunger and thirst, which de-

sires nothing but what it ought to desire, and imagines

nothing but what it ought to imagine,—that it is which

we must search out, that it is which we must try to un-

derstand. He who has searched out that Self, and un-

derstands it, obtains all worlds and all desires."

SENTENCES FROM BUDDHISM.

" Be ye lamps unto yourselves. Be ye a refuge to

yourselves. Betake yourselves to no external refuge."

" Free as the air is the life of him who has renounced

all worldly things."

"The self is the lord of self; who else could be the

lord ? With self, well-subdued, a man finds a lord such

as few can find."

" If a man hold himself dear, let him watch himself

carefully ; during one at least of the three watches a

wise man should be watchful."
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" Death is a condition which those who have not

seen the truth are afraid of."

" What fools say is pleasure that the noble say is

pain ; what fools say is pain that the noble know as

pleasure."

" Understand this from the water in chasms and

cracks : Noisy go the small waters, silent goes the vast

ocean."

" Let a wise man blow off the impurities of his self, as

a smith blows off the impurities of silver, one by one,

little by little, and from time to time."

" Make thyself an island, work hard, be wise ! When
the impurities are blown away thou wilt enter into the

heavenly world of the elect."

" Let a man overcome anger by love, let him over-

come evil by good."

" No sufferings befall the man who is not attached to

name and form, and who calls nothing his own."

" Let us live happily though we call nothing our own.

We shall be like the bright gods feeding on happiness."

" Let us live happily, not hating those who hate us.

Among them that hate us let us dwell free from hatred."

" Better than sovereignty over the earth, better than

going to Heaven, better than lordship over all worlds, is

the reward of the first step in holiness."

" By one's self the evil is done, by one's self one suf-

fers ; by one's self evil is left undone, by one's self one

is purified."

" If a man would hasten towards the good he should

keep his thoughts away from evil."

" Not in the sky, not in the midst of the sea, not if

we enter into the clefts of the mountains, is there known
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a spot in the whole world where a man might be freed

from an evil deed."

" Not the perversities of others, not their sins of com-
mission or omission, but his own misdeeds and negli-

gences should a sage take notice of."

" By rousing himself, by earnestness, by restraint and

control, the wise man may make for himself an island

which no flood can overwhelm."

"Earnestness is the path of immortality, thoughtless-

ness the path of death. Those who are in earnest do

not die, those who are thoughtless are as if dead

already."

" Hatred does not cease by hatred at any time ; hatred

ceases by love."

" As rain breaks through an ill-thatched house, pas-

sion will break through an unreflecting mind."
" As a mother, even at the risk of her own life, pro-

tects her son, her only son, so let a man cultivate good
will without measure toward all beinofs."

SENTENCES FROM JUDAISM.
" Now I go the way of all the earth. Therefore be

thou strong and show thyself a man."
" He that speaketh the truth from his heart shall never

be moved."

" The Eternal seeth not as man seeth, for man looketh
on the outward appearance, but the Eternal looketh on
the heart."

"Will the Eternal in very deed dwell on the earth?
Behold Heaven and the Heaven of Heavens cannot con-
tain thee

;
how much less this house that I have builded."
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" I have seen the wicked in great power spreading

himself like a green tree in its native soil. But one

passed by, and lo, he was not
;
yea, I sought him, but

he could not be found."

" Fret not thyself because of him who prospereth in

in his way, because of the wicked man who bringeth

wicked devices to pass."

" Create in me a clean heart and renew a right spirit

within me."

" For he shall deliver the needy when he crieth, and

the poor that hath no helper. He shall have pity on the

poor and needy, and the souls of the needy he shall save."

" Mercy and truth are met together ; righteousness

and peace have kissed each other. Truth springeth out

of the earth, and righteousness hath looked down from

Heaven."

" So teach us to number our days, that we may get

us an heart of wisdom."

"A thousand years in Thy sight are but as yesterday

when it is passed, and as a watch in the night."

" Unto the upright there ariseth light in the darkness
;

he shall not be afraid of evil tidings."

" Before I was afflicted I went astray, but now I

observe Thy word."

"The path of the righteous is as the shining light

that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."

" The way of the wicked is as darkness ; they know

not at what they stumble."

" Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are

the issues of life."

"Turn not to the right hand nor to the left ; remove

thy foot from evil."
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" Reprove not a scorner, lest he hate thee ; reprove a

wise man and he will love thee."

"There is that scattereth and increaseth yet more,

and there is that withholdeth more than is meet, but it

tendeth only to want."

" There is a way which seemeth right unto a man,

but the end thereof are the ways of death."

"Better is a dinner of herbs, where love is than a

stalled ox and hatred therewith."

" He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty

;

and he that ruleth his spirit, than he that taketh a city."

"A friend loveth at all times and a brother is born for

adversity."

" He that soweth iniquity shall reap calamity."

" If thou faint in the day of adversity thy strength is

small."

"A righteous man falleth seven times, and riseth up

again ; but the wicked are overthrown by calamity."

" Rejoice not when thine enemy falleth and let not

thine heart be glad when he is overthrown."

"The wicked flee when no man pursueth, but the

righteous are bold as a Hon."

" Woe unto them that call evil good and good evil,

that put darkness for light and light for darkness."

" The work of righteousness shall be peace, and the

effect of righteousness quietness and confidence forever."

" How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of

him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace,

that bringeth good tidings of good,"

" Fear ye not the reproach of men, neither be ye dis-

mayed at their revihngs."

" My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are
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your ways my ways, saith the Eternal. For as the

heavens are higher than the earth so are my 4vays

higher than your ways and my thoughts than your

thoughts,"
, I

" Behold, I create new heavens and a new earth

. .
." "They shall build houses and inhabit them.

They shall not build and another inhabit ; they shall not

plant and another eat ; they shall not labor in vain, not

bring forth for calamity."

" The sacrifices of God are a broken spirit ; a broken

and a contrite heart, O God, Thou will not despise."

" He was despised and rejected of men, a man of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief, and as one from whom
men hide their face he was despised, and we esteemed

him not. Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried

our sorrows. He was wounded for our transgressions,

he was bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of

our peace was upon him and with his stripes we are

healed."

SAYINGS FROM CHRISTIANITY.

" He that is greatest among you shall be as one that

serves."

" What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole

world and lose his own soul ?
"

" Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after right-

eousness, for they shall be filled."

" If the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is

that darkness."

" Whosoever shall seek to gain his Hfe shall lose it

;

but whosoever shall lose his life shall save it."
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" He that is faithful in a ^ery Httle is faithful also in

much ; and he that is unfaithful in very little is unfaith-

ful also in much."
"A new commandment give I unto you, that ye love

one another."

" No man can serve two masters ; for either he will

hate the one and love the other, or else he will hold to

one and despise the other."

" This ought ye to have done, and not to have left

the other undone."

" I pray not that thou shouldst take them from the

world, but thou shouldst keep them from the evil."

" Where your treasure is, there will your heart be

also."

" Let us not love in word, neither with the tongue,

but in deed and in truth."

" There is no fear in love, but perfect love casteth out

fear ; he that feareth is not made perfect in love."

" Let everyone be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow

to wrath ; be ye kind the one to another, tender-hearted,

forgiving each other."

" Being of one accord, of one mind, doing nothing

: through faction or through vain glory."

" Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with

good."

" Abhor that which is evil ; cleave to that which is

\ good."

" Rejoice with them that rejoice, and weep with them

that weep."

" Let us cast off the works of darkness, and let us

put on the armor of light."

" Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he

fall."
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" In malice be ye babes, but in mind be ye men."
" Let us not be weary in well-doing ; for in due sea-

son we shall reap if we faint not."

" I have learned in whatsoever state I am therein to

be content."

" See that none render unto any one evil for evil ; but

always follow after that which is good, one toward an-

other and toward all."

" Now abideth faith, hope and love, these three ; and

the greatest of these is love."

" A day with the eternal is as a thousand years, and

a thousand years as one day."

" Enter ye in by the narrow gate ; for wide is the

gate and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction,

and many are they that enter in thereby. But narrow is

the gate and straight is the way that leadeth unto life,

and few are they that find it."

" Is not the life more than the food, and the body

than the raiment ?
"

" When thou doest alms let not thy left hand know
what thy right hand doeth."

" Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you
;

not as the world giveth, give I unto you."

" Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of

you."



THE MORAL AND SPIRITUAL EDUCA-

TION OF CHILDREN. *

BY W. SAXFORD EVANS.

There is pathos as well as beauty about all young

life. The forest shoot that has just forced its way
through the soil has the delicate beauty of all tender

growing things ; but it moves us also with a feeling of

compassionate anxiety. It has all the possibilities of

the tall forest trees that tower above it, and yet a care-

less foot may crush it; and we cannot but wonder

whether some dead branch may not fall upon it and

give it a twisted growth ; or, if it escape accident,

whether the mighty trees above it may not absorb all

the sky and shut out all the sunlight, so that, even if it

do have a chance to grow straight, it may live only a

pale, starved life.

Much more are we moved to the very depths of our

beings by those young growing things that wear the

human form. They have in them not only all the pos-

sibility of the manhood and womanhood of history, but

also of that manhood and womanhood toward which we
have yearned, but which, because of obstacles or mis-

takes, we have failed to reach. We are urged to pre-

vent, if w^e can, an accident to this young, growing

• A lecture given before the Society for Ethical Cnltore of New York, at Cam^e
Hall, December 27th, 1896.

(77)
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life, by all the generous impulses of our natures, which

would make us save the children from those mis-

takes, perplexities and difficulties we have experienced,

that our after experience has shown to be unnecessary
;

and our generous impulses would urge us also to pro-

vide the children with facilities we never had for reach-

ing objects we were not able to reach. And we are

urged, moreover, to do well for the children, because

they are those who in a few years must take our places

and carry on our work. Do we ever reahze how much
our ambitions and aspirations are dependent upon

our confidence that others will grow up to take our

places worthily, to appreciate the ends for which we are

striving, and to carry on our work to its completion?

Life would be unworthy, life would be inexplicable to

us, unless we believed that humanity would go on

becoming greater and greater. We could not face even

our own life with any spirit, if we believed that after

us there would come degeneration. To have children

who are better able to work than we are is a necessity,

even to make our own life seem worthy and intelligible

to us.

Then, if we are parents, the responsibility for what

the children can do will press much more closely and

heavily upon us. We have been the cause of the com-

ing into the world of these children, and we cannot

escape responsibility for the use to which they put the

existence we have given them. And love, the love of

parents and the love of all men and women for children,

would make us give them the best because we love

them.

So, by all our natures, are we urged to provide the
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facilities for fostering and developing that young life, in

which we see our own mature or declining life reincar-

nated. We have one broad word for this fostering and

developing ; that word is education. In the light of

what we have said, the meaning of that word must be

the preparing of children for living worthy and pro-

gressive human lives. To fit children for life is the

object of education.

It is to the consideration of the moral and spiritual

preparation children need that I ask your attention this

morning. This is a subject of vital, practical impor-

tance. The moral and spiritual nature of the child

must be developed, no less than the intellectual and

industrial, if it is to be fully prepared for life. This

development is according to law, just as is all other

development. To discover the laws of moral and spir-

itual gro^\th, and to work out a system of education

based upon these laws, is the most urgent problem con-

fronting the educator to-day. We can afford to let

other problems wait, while we apply to this one some

of that sound philosophy and common sense that have

yielded such gratifying results in general educational

methods.

That there is need for something more in the way of

preparation for life than is afforded by our ordinary

courses of instruction is very evident. There are thou-

sands of young men and women, particularly in our

wealthiest and most cultured communities, who are just

in the state in which George Eliot represents Daniel

Deronda to have been on that night when he paddled his

boat with the tide on the Thames. He had had all that

the schools of England could srive him ; he had studied
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on the Continent ; he had the opportunities afforded by-

wealth and social position ; and yet he idled there upon

the river, debating " whether it were worth while to

take part in the battle of the world." He had fine

ability and good general training, but his education had

not supplied him with an active interest in life. His

education was " finished," but it had only planted the

" roots of indecision." It was the accident of his res-

cue of Mirah from a suicide's fate that made the turning

point in his life ; and the definiteness which the interests

he found through her gave to his purpose made him a

man with the power to change history. We cannot

trust to accident. We must regard it as a practical and

essential part of education to give to the children, if

possible, that interest in life, and that appreciation of

the true ends of living, which will make them exert

themselves, and do for the world all they are capable of

doing. There is something sadly lacking in the educa-

tion we give our children, when we can point to the

great numbers of men and women about whom their

friends have prophesied great things, and yet who do

nothing ; not because they have not the ability to

do great things, not because they have not had the

training, but because they have not the spirit of true

living.

Another example of the need for more than is sup-

plied to our children to-day is found in the preparation

for citizenship. Our good is bound up with our nation
;

and our nation is made by ourselves. If our children

are to get good from their nation, it must be because

they are good citizens. Are we preparing our children

to be good citizens ? True, we are teaching them the
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facts of the constitution and of the general adminis-

trative system ; but do we not see, in all public

crises, that a knowledge of history and general features

of organization does not make good citizens ? It is not

enough. It is only in the light of what we call great

moral issues that these problems of citizenship can be

j udged ; and it is only the obligation that attaches to

morality that will compel efficient service.

Then, by what aberration from common sense can we
regard children as prepared for life who are not prepared

against the temptations of a great city? Men and

women are ruined, all their talent, all the wealth that

lies in that human nature of theirs, is not only of no

avail for their own advancement or for the betterment of

the world, but is perhaps an instrument of evil, simply

because they were not prepared against these tempta-

tions, which every one of us has to meet, just as surely

as any problem of bread-winning.

Can we regard anyone as prepared for life who is not

prepared for that momentous human relation to which

we apply the words love and marriage ? That relation

demands higher principles and finer feelings than any

bread-winning work. It will be met just as surely.

Can we leave it to unenlightened judgment and unregu-

lated feeling ? And we must mingle, day by day, in all

our activities, with our fellow human beings ; and how
much richer life would be if all had the ready tact and

the kindly disposition, which would make it possible for

us to get from one another the best that is in us. How
can our children to-day learn this priceless character-

istic of true culture ? Not in any general course of

education.
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Then we are in a Universe. We do not make it ; we
live in it. It is vast ; we cannot comprehend it. It is

powerful ; we are chained by its laws. We can move in

it ; but cannot escape from it. We recognize the laws

that are about us ; but their source we do not find out

by searching, their mysterious relations we cannot fully

understand, and the underlying purpose we cannot

grasp. A rational and emotional creature like m.an,

living in such a Universe, must have some attitude

toward it. As he walks abroad and sees the stars

abbve him, or, in the seclusion of his own heart, real-

izes the profoundness of the mystery, he must adopt

some disposition toward this vast and awful thing, which

is other than he. If he do not, he is but an alien in

the Universe and not a dweller ; and he is less than

man. A religion, a becoming attitude toward the Uni-

verse, one worthy of himself and worthy of the mys-

tery about him, is a necessity for man. How can we
prepare the children for this attitude without danger of

materialism or superstition ?

Are these not practical questions in life ? Do they

not make the vital, really human part of living ? No
one is prepared for life who is not prepared for these

things. If this is so ; if there are relations in life for

which children are not fitted merely by having a smat-

tering of literature and a few facts in science ; if there

are problems which cannot be solved by algebra or

tested by any chemical reaction ; if there are questions

to the answers of which we are not helped by the fact

that we are clear-sighted business men, able doctors or

lawyers, or skillful mechanics ; then we are not doing

our whole duty by the children, until we add to our sys-
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tern some course of education that will give this prepa-

ration. These problems we have referred to are moral

and spiritual problems, and the preparation must be by

moral and spiritual education.

Parents and rehgious leaders have always been more

or less alive to the necessity for education of this kind.

The home is, of course, and must remain, the most

effective agency in molding character. Nothing can

possibly take the place of home influence and training.

Many parents seem to think that if they can find a

school for moral and spiritual education they are quit of

their responsibility. No school can undertake the whole

work, because more is needed than a school course can

supply. The intimacy of the family relations, the pecu-

liar nature of family organization, and the constancy of

the influence give the home a power nothing else can

exert ; and this lays a corresponding burden of responsi-

bility upon parents, from which there is no escape. But

after granting its full place to the work of the home, it

is still true that this work must be supplemented by a

school course ; because there is no opportunity in our

home life to-day for the systematic discipline necessary,

and all parents have not the pedagogical experience or

ability that would enable them to produce the best re-

sults. The modem church Sunday-school is the most

important, and, indeed, the only important attempt to

meet this need. But can we find in the church Sunday-

schools to-day what we are seeking—a system of edu-

cation based on the laws of moral and spiritual growth ?

Has there been any serious attempt to discover these

laws ? And are the methods pedagogical ? We must

decide these questions with regard to the Sunday-
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schools ; for, if they are proceeding upon the right

hnes, it behooves all those interested in this subject to

help forward their work ; but if, on the other hand, they

are in error, as to principle, or method, or both, we must

throw our energies into reform.

What is the work of the church Sunday-school?

We cannot go into detail, and must treat the matter

more or less summarily. In the first place, they teach a

catechism. If you take up the catechism of one Sun-

day-school you will find that it begins :
" Who made

you?" "God made me?" "What is God?" "God
is an infinite and eternal Spirit, One that always was and

always will be." Another catechism begins: "What
is the chief and highest end of man?" "Man's chief

and highest end is to glorify God, and fully to enjoy

Him forever."

In addition to the catechism, there are well arranged

courses of lessons in Bible study ; and after that, and,

indeed, along with it, there is instruction in the doctrines

of the church to which the children belong. Now,

what strikes us about this education ? What are the

Sunday-schools trying to do ? The answer is given in

just a word : They are trying to teach the children some-

thing. Their immediate object is accomplished when

the children have learned and known something ; when

they know the facts of the Bible ; when they know the

principles that, according to the interpretation of that

church, are contained in the Bible ; when they know

the spiritual dogmas of that church—when they have

learned something.

But can we prepare children for the facts and experi-

ences of life we have just considered merely by making
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them learn something ? Do we not see, every day, that

men and women, who have a knowledge of nearly all

the good principles that have been enunciated in the

world, yet live their lives according to principles the verj'-

opposite of these ? You cannot make a great painter,

a Raphael, merely by putting into the hands of a child

a book with questions and answers on painting. To be

a great painter, the whole nature must be molded to that

one object, so that the hand responds to the spontaneous

impulse from within. Only then have you a great

painter. You can no more make a child moral by

teaching it moral rules only than you can make it a

great artist by a text book on art. And can you make

a child spiritual by putting the word God into its vocab-

ulary? " Who made you ?" "God made me." Does

that cause the child to appreciate the mysterj' of origin,

or does it make it spiritual ? Indeed, on the other hand,

is there not great danger here ? You force the child to

form first the conception the race has attained last.

What materials has the child w^ith which to form such a

conception ? It may know and like certain good people

or good actions ; but it has little or no knowledge of

what goodness may be in the abstract. How can it con-

ceive the absolutely good ? It is weak ; it can have no

knowledge of power, or little knowledge of it, that

transcends its own impotence. How can it conceive the

omnipotent ? It is not yet conscious of that necessity of

thought by which we posit a unit>' underlying diversity.

How can it realize the mystery of the unity of the Uni-

verse ?

The child will never forget its first distinct conception

of God ; and, as it grows older, it will inevitably trv' to
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explain the Universe by this infantile and inadequate

conception ; and, just as inevitably, with all progressive

minds, there will come a time when the known facts of

the Universe cannot be explained by this early con-

ception. In a majority of cases, what is the result?

Not that the man or woman adequately reconceives the

spiritual core of things, but, rather, that he or she dis-

cards altogether the spiritual, and gives up to a nar-

rowing materiahsm or a bitter unrest. You cannot

make a child either moral or spiritual by teaching it

something.

It must be clear, I think, that the church Sunday-

schools have not grasped the true principles of moral

and spiritual education. They are unpedagogical in

method, and their work is at best only partial.

What shall we do ? The ordinary schools give only

a part of the preparation for hfe, and the Sunday-

schools do imperfectly only a part of what remains to

be done. What is the right principle of moral and

spiritual education? Instead of teaching something,

we must develop the moral a?id spiritual nature. The

child will be consistently moral, not when it has its

memory stored with moral rules, but when its moral

judgment and moral feelings are keen and strong. It

will be spiritual only when its spiritual emotions are so

developed that they demand spiritual satisfaction. We
have recognized and are acting upon this principle in

other hnes of education. Self-activity is the new watch-

word. Moral and spiritual self-activity must be our

chief object with the children ; since we wish to fit them

for the actual moral and spiritual experiences of life,

and not for memory tests. They must be made moral
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and spiritual athletes, ready by long previous training

for any exertion and any contest.

In the Ethical classes for children, in connection with

the work of this Society, we have a course of education

based upon this principle ; and I shall proceed to out-

line its general features in order to illustrate the princi-

ple and show its practical apphcability.

To develop the moral and spiritual nature it is not

necessary' that we take different material from that which

the Sunday schools use, but only that we use it differ-

ently. We start as they do, with the stories of the Old

Testament. We do not, however, teach the story of

Adam and Eve, for example, because it is the foundation

of a certain doctrine of redemption, or of any other

theological doctrine. What is the story of Adam and

Eve? It is the story of the progress of temptation.

There is the forbidden thing ; there is the looking upon

it, until it seems to grow more beautiful and more de-

sirable. As the desire is strengthened there comes a

time when a voice seems to say, there is no harm in par-

taking of it ; there is the fear, which prompts the wish

to have some one else share in the guilt ; there is the

shame following ; there is the hiding ; there is the sor-

row, and indignation, and the just punishment. Children

understand that story. We do not teach it in order that

they should remember about Adam and Eve, but that

their moral and spiritual natures may be developed over

it. We lead them through the full experience called

temptation, and their judgments are exercised and clari-

fied ; and this just as effectively as if we made them

analyze some wrong-doing of their own, and with the

immense advantage of avoiding the danger of intro-
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spective morbidness. Their moral feelings also are

called out. They feel shame as Adam and Eve felt it

;

and they feel the righteousness of the judgment when

their own judgments consent to the punishment. If

the story be vividly and earnestly told, it will make

the children exercise their judgments and will arouse

and strengthen their moral feelings ; and this is its

highest purpose.

In this way we go on through the same stories that

are used in the Sunday-schools ; but we tell them with-

out any after theological thought. The beautiful and

poetic story of Ruth is told because of the simple

beauty of it. It manifests the love and constancy one

may have for another. We do not force the children to

like this story ; but naturally their admiration will go

out for Ruth. She will live in their minds as a type of

something they have appreciated. They pass a judg-

ment of approval upon her, and their moral sentiments

attend that approbation. Their moral nature has had

exercise ; and Ruth remains with them as a living and

beloved moral standard.

In addition to the stories of the Old Testament we

give the children also stories from Homer ; and supple-

ment both by appropriate stories from modern life. The

Greek stories show us more complex conditions of soci-

ety and emphasize other qualities than are found in

the Hebrew stories. The object in this part of the

course is to give the children as wide an experience of

life as is possible, without sacrificing thoroughness and

vividness of treatment.

But more than this is necessary. In as far as the

children up to this time have ideas of right, it is of
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something of which they have naturally approved. The

right is, however, more than merely a matter of pref-

erence. We must make them feel that there is about it

the obligation of a universal law. How shall we do

this ? It is useless to tell them it is a universal law, no

matter how we enforce this by quotations from sacred

books or by dicta of philosophers. We must show

them that it is a universal law, and in this way give

them a realizing sense of it, and not a formal statement.

Go back to the time when men first formulated as laws

the principles of right and wrong, and select the best of

these early codes. Choice must fall upon the Hebrew

code ; there is no other to be compared with it. Teach

the children these laws in their historic setting, and

explain, with a reference to the peculiar conditions of

the time, the significance of the phraseology used.

Then, by tracing the history of nations and of individ-

uals, show that these laws have held from that day

to this ; and that they are just as true when applied,

with perhaps a slight change of phraseology, to present

conditions. When this has been done, and it is not a

hard thing to do, you have really demonstrated that

moral rules are characterized by universality and neces-

sity, and are not matters of individual preference.

When they have seen this as a fact of life, the children

will be ready to give the moral law a reverence that

cannot be exacted from them by any dictation or any

exhortation. Surely only in this way can this great

lesson of moral attitude be conveyed.

There can be no real morality without action, and so

we must make the children interested in life and anxious

to act ; in other words, as we have already expressed it.
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we must in some way give them the spirzl of true living.

We cannot accomphsh this by sending the children out

into hfe, saying :
" Here is hfe

;
go out and work faith-

fully." Life is too complex ; it is bewildering even to

mature minds« We are born into this wonderful system

of things, and almost inevitably regard it as more or less

automatic, and independent of anything we or others

may do. If we would correct this impression in the

children and make them see what this civilization really

is, we must begin at the simple beginning, where there

are single threads, and follow these, and show how they

have been interwoven until we have this marvelous fabric.

Begin at the time when men had not even fire, and let

the children picture out in detail the comfortless condi-

tions. Make them realize the importance of fire, and

how the whole material part of our civilization has been

made possible only by it. Show the intellectual and

moral qualities that have been necessary to bring about

the change. It was a higher manifestation of intellect-

ual power than the animals have ever shown, when man
concluded that fire could be produced by the rubbing

together of two sticks. The same qualities have been

manifested in the improvement of methods of produc-

tion, until to-day, by the very simplest act, as the strik-

ing of a match, we can command this potent agency.

This is an intellectual triumph that should arouse the

enthusiasm of the children. It was also only by the

highest manifestations of qualities of character that this

has been accomplished. Try to make the children

appreciate the physical and moral courage necessary

before the primitive man would dare call forth, and

then handle, this mysterious and awful power. Show
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the persistent industry required before friction brought

flame. Make present and real to them the intellectual

and moral struggles and victories, by which progress

has been bought in ever>' one of the elements that

enter into our civilization. Fire is only one of these,

although it is the fundamental material element.

There is a world of interest and instruction in the his-

tory of tools ; there is the development of language, of

intellectual conceptions and of social institutions. Bring

out the imperfections of present conditions, and stir the

imagination of the children by sketching out what may
be accomplished in the future. Then take up the biogra-

phies of the men who stand as the best tj^es of those

who have done the progressive work of the world.

Make the hearts of the children beat as the hearts of

those men beat. Let them feel the earnestness, the

intensity ; let them feel the hopefulness, the deter-

mination, which buoyed those men up against mis-

understanding, against, perhaps, persecution by their

contemporaries, until they succeeded in making actual

their cherished visions. Let them feel the great heart

of humanity, which has supplied the motive power. If

this be done, the children can be made to understand

and appreciate what cixalization is and what life means
;

to see what qualities successful living demands ; and, if

ever, they will be roused to activity by the responsibil-

ity, which they must feel when they become aware what

a heritage of hard-wrought achievements is theirs, and

how all that has been accomplished is dependent on

them for its continuance, and how the traditions of the

past, and the grand vistas of possible future glories,

pledge them to equally strenuous and exalted effort.
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After this general preparation we take up particular

duties. We are careful to guide, and not to dictate.

The function of the teacher here is to present the chil-

dren with all the materials for forming a correct judg-

ment, and to help them in the formation. It is essential

that the children see how the conclusions are reached.

They may forget any particular formulation of duty, but

if they know how that was arrived at, and have a trained

moral judgment, it will be easy for them to go through

the process again and reach the same result ; while, on

the other hand, if anything in their experience should

make them question any statement of a duty, and they

have no means at their command for verifying or cor-

recting this statement, the consequences may be serious.

The process must be as sacred as the conclusion ; and

the training of the moral judgment must be regarded as

the most important, immediate end. The special ques-

tions taken up should be those relating to the aspects

and relations of life the scholars are at that time meet-

ing. This course should really be continued up to

adult years, for new questions continually arise. We
may begin with the duties to ourselves, both to our

bodies and to our intellects, and go on through the

duties to those of our immediate circle up to our duties

to humanity ; and a new treatment of these will be re-

quired for every different period of life. The ethics ot

a choice of a profession, and of the marriage relation,

should be considered at the proper time. These are two

of the gravest questions, and yet the least dwelt upon

by those who have undertaken the guidance of youth.

To fill the mind with types of good men and women
;

to clarify and strengthen the moral judgment and stim-
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ulate the moral feelings ; to convince that the right is a

universal law ; to give an insight into the motives and

methods of progress, and bring within the glow of its

spirit ; and to guide the inquiring reason through pres-

ent difficulties, and open up for it wide prospects, is to

educate morally and to give the preparation which can-

not in any other way be supplied.

How are we to prepare the children spiritually ? How
has the race been educated spiritually ? Was it taught

in its infancy :
" God is a Spirit, infinite in glory and

blessedness, eternal, unchangeable, incomprehensible,

almighty, knowing all things, most wise, most holy,

most just, merciful and gracious, long-suffering, abound-

ing in goodness and truth?" Read the Vedic hymns,

to the Maruts, the storm-gods :
" Charged with rain,

endowed with fierce force, terrible like wild beasts,

blazing in their strength, brilliant hke fires, and impet-

uous." " From the tires of their chariot wheels streams

gush forth, when they send out the voice of the clouds
;

the lightnings smile upon the earth, when the Maruts

shower down the fatness of the fertile rain." Thus was

wonder and reverence first stirred in man. He exulted

to dwell in a Universe where the fierce winds herded the

flying clouds ; he felt humility beneath the midnight sky
;

the grandeur and awfulness of law arose upon him, as,

year by year, in the cheerlessness of shortening days and

growing cold, he saw the light triumph, and as, year by
year, the seasons returned each in its kind, and each in

order as before. He learned love by seeing that power
was beneficent ; that the thunder-clouds held the fertile

rain, and that the struggling powers of earth and air

brought forth the smiling harvest ; by appreciating the
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exquisite art with which the butterfly's wing is designed,

the deHcate beauty of the flower, and the superb glory

of the sunset. It was through the phenomena of nature

that man has been educated in worship.

The child also must be educated in worship ; and this

can be done only by presenting something the child can,

at least to a certain extent, understand. The phenom-

ena of nature must be the spiritual schoolmaster of the

child, just as they have been of the race. It will learn

to feel admiration, awe, reverence and love, first for the

concrete things it can see and hear and feel. After the

spiritual nature has been developed over these things, it

will be capable of the higher spiritual life.

If we are not highly spiritual to-day, if this age de-

serves to be called materialistic, is it not because we

have lost this primal sympathy with nature, which hav-

ing been, must ever be, if there is to be a spiritual life

in man ? If we are materialists, is it not because,

" Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers
;

Little we see in nature that is ours
;

We've given our hearts away, a sordid boon !

The sea that bares her bosom to the moon
;

The winds that will be howling at all hours,

And are upgathered now, Uke sleeping flowers

;

For this, for everything, we are out of tune
;

It moves us not. Great God ! I'd rather be

A pagan suckled in a creed outworn.

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn
;

Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea,

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn ?'

'

If we would have the children appreciate not only

the majesty, power and beauty of the Universe, but also
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its essential righteousness, we must train them as the

race has been trained—not by telling them that the

Spirit of the Universe is full of goodness and truth, but

by showing them that goodness and truth are principles

of the Universe. The Hebrews learned that there was

righteousness in the world, when, feeling the injustice of

their treatment in the land of Egypt, they, a weak and

despised race, rose up against a race of warriors, and

triumphed, and established their own nation. When
they saw that justice could triumph in the world, they

worshiped the Spirit of the world, as the " God who

hath brought us out of the land of Egypt and out of

the house of bondage ;" and it Wcis only after they had

experienced, by many lapses, that sin is a reproach to

any people, and that righteousness alone exalteth a

nation, that they realized fully that there must be a

righteous God. And it was not until the Roman
Empire broke down the barriers between states, and

men from the uttermost parts came together, and,

almost with a start, recognized that they were brothers,

that man received this also as a truth about the world

and worshiped an All- Father.

If we would have our children spiritually educated,

so that their emotions respond not only to the majesty

and power, but also to the goodness and righteousness,

in the Universe, we must show them that these things

really exist, and that they are the essential principles of

the Universe. We must win them to love all things by
showing that all things are lovely, knowing that

'
' He prayeth best, who loveth best.

All things both great and small."

When we have made them feel that sympathy with every
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created thing which prompted Francis of Assisi to call

all things his brothers and sisters ; and when we have

made them feel and know that all men, the rich and the

poor, the great and the small, are brothers ; then only,

and not till then, will they have in their attitude that

feeling of reverence and of love, which has made men

look up and say " Our Father."



FIRST QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE PROG-

RESS OF THE ETHICAL MOVE-
MENT (APRIL 1ST, 1897).

BY DR. F. W. FOERSTER,

Secretary of the International Ethical Federation.

THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ETHICAL SOCIETIES,

The office of Secretary of the Ethical Federation is

intended to strengthen the international connection be-

tween the Ethical Societies of Europe and America.

In the field of ethical work, particularly, the interna-

tional tie is of the greatest importance. For every na-

tion possesses special moral quaUties and moral limita-

tions, and hence the enriching and deepening of ethical

feeling and thinking can only be brought about by

means of an interchange that binds different nations to-

gether. The most perfect bloom of the moral life has

ever been the result, not of a national particularism, but

of the commingling of different national ideals. Alex-

andria, and not Nazareth, was the real birthplace of

Christianity. And, coming down to modem times, we
find that Kant was deeply influenced by the moral en-

thusiasm of Jean Jacques Rousseau ; Carlyle and the

American ethical thinkers by Goethe and Kant ; while

the German Ethical Movement, on its part, received de-

cisive impulses from the characteristic interpretation

which our American friends gave to the moral ideal.

To open new avenues of communication for this mu-
tual influence, and to make it positive and deliberate, in-

(97)
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Stead of accidental, is the object of the new " Central

Station " at Zurich. But it is not only this interchange

of intercourse that we hope to accomplish, but also the

preparation of common undertakings, the founding of

common institutions. If armed peace is put on an in-

ternational basis, then the interaction of constructive

and generous ideas should likewise be organized inter-

nationally. In this sense, the progress of Ethical Cul-

ture in Germany must be a matter of deepest concern

to Englishmen and Frenchmen, while, on the other

hand, the former country is dependent, in all matters vi-

tal to its well-being, on the success of Ethical ideas in

Russia and France.

Furthermore, if we believe that the suffering caused

by present social conditions is a phenomenon intimately

connected with the development of a world-market, and

that it can be cured only by measures of international

comprehensiveness, then it becomes one of the principal

duties of the Ethical Movement to prepare the soil mor-

ally for such international development. And, finally,

the more the conflict between employers and wage-earn-

ers assumes international dimensions, the more important

does it become that the ethical influences brought to

bear upon the combatants are made to act consistently

and simultaneously at all points.

We ask all who believe with us, everywhere, to assist

the international development of the Ethical Movement

by sending regularly to the Secretary, not only the of-

ficial reports of their own societies, but also newspaper

items and other printed matter, which may serve to il-

lustrate the attitude of pubHc opinion, or of the Church,

or of the press, toward the Ethical Movement, and
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which may indicate how far the ideas for which we
stand are penetrating into other movements—as, for in-

stance, the Labor Movement,

THE ZURICH CONGRESS.

The International Ethical Congress at Ziirich met on

September 7th, 1896, and was opened by Professor Felix

Adler, of New York. The following account gives a

brief summary of the proceedings. The first business

was the Report of Delegates. Pastor Paul Pfliiger, in

reporting on the Swiss Society for Ethical Culture, said :

" The Swiss character is cautious and reserved in deal-

ing with new ideas, and for this reason the Ethical

Movement in Switzerland has, thus far, been able to

gather only a small band of adherents. Gradually,

however, the need of independent Ethics will be more

idely felt. For, of Switzerland, as of other countries,

Ht is true that the ethics of the Church, pure and simple,

Fare not competent to grapple with all the compHcated

problems of modem civihzation, and the supplemental

^activity of the Ethical Societies is therefore required."

[is hope was that the life of the Church would be stim-

Julated by the Ethical Movement.

Professor Adler gave an account of the Ethical Socie-

fties in the United States. He had endeavored to dis-

courage, he said, a large numerical extension of the

Movement. He had cautioned against putting the chief

stress on public reforms. He believed in intensive

rather than extensive growth. He desired to see a new
ideal of holy living take root among the few, with a

view of leavening the mass, and, in this way, preparing

a renewal of public spirit rather than by direct propa-
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ganda. He believed that the establishment of such

nuclei of a more earnest ethical life is all the more nec-

essary in the midst of a highly developed material pros-

perity with all its corrupting influences. As for a large

membership, that did not seem to be equally important.

The list of members in New York, Chicago, St. Louis

and Philadelphia hardly amounted to 2,000, but, on the

other hand, many thousands were being influenced by

the Ethical ideas. And this was chiefly owing to the

fact that a few men were giving all their time to the

Ethical Cause, sufficient funds having been raised to en-

able them to do so, and to the founding of schools in

which the Ethical spirit was being fostered among the

rising generation. Adler specially characterized as in-

dispensible for the Ethical Work the services of profes-

sional men who, being free from other duties, might

take upon themselves the literary, scientific and public

functions of the Ethical Society. He claimed that it is

impossible to do justice to the work by giving up only

one's spare time and devoting odd hours to it.

The report on the German Ethical Society was made

by Professor Foerster. In contrast to the American

Movement, the German Society had been forced at once

into active participation in outside movements, owing to

the reactionary tendency which had set in in Germany,

making it impossible for those who have the interests of

morality at heart to remain silent, and compelling the

immediate intervention of the Ethical forces in the social

conflict. The German Societies are still obliged to

struggle for their very existence, face to face with the

obstacles which legal and police regulations put in thej

way of the free and unfettered development of educa-
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tion. In consequence of the particular services rendered

at the time of the founding of the German Empire, the

feudal powers, inimical to social progress, had been en-

abled to seize so strong a position in the life of the nation

that they can only be driven out by slow degrees. The

need of united action against these powers had also been

the main reason for the greater centralization, which

might be observed in the case of the Ethical Movement

in Germany.

The English Societies were represented by Dr. Stanton

Coit. In marked contrast to German conditions, there

is absolutely unhampered freedom of conscience in

England, he said. But even the most advanced thinkers

seem to believe that Ethics must be founded on some

kind of metaphysics. The special mission of the Ethi-

cal Movement would seem to be the dissemination of

the idea that Ethics is sufficient unto itself, and is not in

need of any transcendental foundations.

Dr. Arthur Pfungst was authorized to report on the

EtJiical Min>tjne?it in Italy. The first Ethical Society

was founded in 1 894 in Venice, and is named " Circolo

per la Cultura Ethico-Sociale." It admits as mem-
bers only those who believe in the necessity of social

reforms. The Society has suffered severely in conse-

quence of the opposition of the Catholic Church. The
founding of a Home for the children of working people

was prevented by the Patriarch of Venice. But the So-

ciety has succeeded in establishing a School for Work-
ingmen which has an attendance of nearly 400. A
Free Public Library and a Bureau for Free Legal Aid
have also been established.

The Ethical Society of Vtentia was not represented at
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the Congress, but a brief account of its work will be

given below.

The address given the following evening by Profes-

sor Felix Adler, the founder of the Ethical Movement,

on " Our Common Aims," proved to be of importance

in the outlook it opened and the influence it exercised

on the deliberations of the Congress. For him all

merely external results achieved by the Movement are

of minor significance. The true " practice " cannot ap-

pear unless a social regeneration has previously taken

place in every individual. In assigning the chief prom-

inence to the moral renewal of the inner life, Professor

Adler pointed out, at the same time, the necessary con-

sequences which a thoroughly sincere person, who lays

the principal stress on the inner side of reform, must

draw, so far as the social and economic distress of the

present day is concerned. This elucidation was the

more timely, as many of the continental leaders were

under the mistaken impression that the Ethical Move-

ment in America has taken the shape of a sort of

religious sect, and does not attempt to exert a decisive

influence upon the attitude and conduct of its members

with respect to social and political questions. This im-

pression indeed seemed, for the moment, to receive ad-

ditional confirmation when Professor Adler proceeded to

warn against the tendency to over-emphasize activity in

the external field and declared that, as members of the

Ethical Societies, we are to see to it primarily that " we

save our own souls alive," that it is our own inward in-

tegrity which we must seek to rescue. But it was speed-

ily made plain that no mere retirement into a sequestered

Ethical individualism was intended, but that the po-
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sition indicated contained within itself the very strongest

motives to the exercise cf the social energies. For,

moral self-recollection, according to Professor Adler, if

it be only deep enough, is sure to lead us beyond the

narrow Hmits of individualism, sure to awaken in us not

merely interest in our fellow beings and a forceless pity

for their sufferings, but to fill us with a profoundly-

moving consciousness that we are, in part, responsible

for the crimes and miseries that exist in society and will

arouse us to seek e^xpiation from the social guilt which

adheres to us. And this, first of all and chiefly, by

achieving our inner release from the evil powers that to-

day devastate mankind. Professor Adler is of the opin-

ion that not the founding of schools, reading rooms

and other similar undertakings, but the development of

the moral personality ought to be the principal aim of

the Ethical Movement. To fix attention chiefly on the

removal of the outward obstacles to human develop-

ment can lead to no good purpose, since the inner re-

form must precede. Only he who has given entrance to

the Ethical ideas into his own inmost life and has exper-

ienced the change consequent upon the domination of

these ideas can satisfactorily help to extend their power

over others. The Ethical Movement differs from all

other movements in this very particular—that it seeks

delib rately to safeguard us against losing ourselves and

becoming absorbed in social or other activities to the in-

jury of conscience and integrity'. Not by giving up,

but by the effort to realize our true selves, can we be

genuinely of use to our fellows. Professor Adler, in

urging the demands of the inner life, by no means ad-

vocates a withdrawal from social work. On the con-
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trary, what he desires is that the consciousness of our

social relations shall be deepened in us, and penetrating

into the minutest details of thinking and acting, shall

impart to them the impress of consistency and unity.

Far from placing the social ends in the background, he

appears rather to date the moral regeneration of the in-

dividual from the moment when that supreme feeling of

responsibility becomes alive in him, which is due to the

apprehension of the unity of all human life.

The position thus taken by the founder of the Ethi-

cal Movement was of special value when brought to

bear upon the discussion that followed, on the relations

of the Ethical Societies to the various problems of mod-

ern civilization—such as the peace question, the ques-

tion of the position of woman, of education, of labor,

etc. And if it proved possible— despite the widely

different demands upon the Ethical Movement, due to

differences in the social conditions of the different coun-

tries in which it has been undertaken—to arrive at a

profound agreement regarding the task of Ethics, in rela-

tion to the great issues of our time, and to formulate a

program which satisfied the most radical, as well as the

more moderate, this result was brought about, in no

slight degree, by the emphatic definition of the real aim

of the Ethical Movement which had thus been laid

down at the outset—to wit : the purification of the in-

most personal life and, as a consequence, unremitting

struggle against all conditions which stand in the way of

such internal sanctification. In keeping with this funda-

mental view, it became possible to apply the utmost rigor

of moral consistency to the specific points, in respect to

which social changes are needed, and, at the same time,
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to mark the sharp contrast which distinguishes our

Movement from all other enterprises in the nature of

reform which are based on social and economic consid-

erations exclusively.

It may be appropriate, at this point, to introduce the

new program of the Ethical Federation. It is as fol-

lows :

"The Delegates of the first International Assembly of the

Federated Societies recommend to the Federated Societies of the

various countries represented, the following statement, subject to

future expansion and revision :

'

' The prime aim of the Ethical Societies is to be of advantage

to their own members. The better moral life is not a gift which

we are merely to confer on others ; it is rather a difficult prize

which we are to try with unwearying and unceasing effort to

secure for ourselves. The means which are to serve this end

are : first, the close contact into which our associations bring us

with others having the same purpose in view ; second, the moral

education and instruction of the young in Ethical principles,

which in their foundations are independent of all dogmatic pre-

supposition ; third, guidance for adults in the task of moral self-

education.
'

' Furthermore, the Ethical Societies should define their atti-

tude toward the great social questions of the present day, in the

solution of which the part to be played by the moral forces of

society is of the highest significance.

'
' We recognize that the efforts of the masses of the people to

obtain a more humane existence, imply a moral aim of the great-

est importance, and we consider it our duty to second these

efforts with all possible earnestness and to the full extent of our

ability. We believe, however, that the evil to be remedied is

not only the material need of the poor, but that an evil hardly

less serious is to be found in the moral need which exists among
the wealthy, who are often deeply imperiled in their moral integ-

rity by the discords in which the defects of the present industrial

system involve them.
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'

' We regard resistance to wrong aind oppression as a sacred

duty, and believe that under existing circumstances conflict is

still indispensable as a means of clarifying men's ideas of right

and of obtaining better conditions. We demand, however, that

the conflict be carried on within the limits prescribed by morality,

in the interest of society as a whole and with a constant eye to

the final establishment of social peace as the supreme consum-

mation.
'

' We expect of the organs of the Ethical Federation that they

will endeavor to provide, so far as they are able, intellectual

armor to serve in the social struggle—by this we mean the publi-

cation of careful scientific treatises, which shall have for their

object to ascertain whether the positions of individualism and

socialism are not susceptible of being united in a deeper philos-

ophy of life ; further, statistical investigations to show with the

impressiveness of facts how profoundly our present conditions

are in need of reform, and furthermore to see to it that the

results thus obtained shall be spread far and wide so that the

public conscience may be developed in the direction of a higher

social justice.

"We leave it to the several Societies, according to the partic-

ular circumstances of the countries to which they belong, to carry

out the above general purpose in particular ways ; but we*espe-

cially call upon all the members of the various Societies, in their

individual capacity, to promote the progressive social movement

of the times by simplicity in the conduct of life and by the dis-

play of an active public spirit.

"We recognize the institution of pure monogamic marriage as

a priceless possession for mankind, indispensable for the moral

development of the individual and for the permanent existence of

civilization ; but we demand that the monogamic idea shall express

itself in the sentiments and practice of men with a degree of con-

sistency which to a very great extent is still wanting.

'
' We demand for woman opportunity for the fullest develop-

ment of her mental and moral personality, and realizing that her

personality is of equal worth with that of man, we pledge our-

selves, as far as we are able, to secure the recognition of this

equality in every department of life.
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"We regard especially the lot of female wage earners in in-

dustrial establishments and in personal service as one of the

most grievous evils of the present time, and we will use such

influence as we possess to restore to all classes of the population

the conditions upon which a true home life depends.

"We regard it as a fundamental task of modern civilization

to give back to the educational system the unity which it has

in a large measure lost, and to replace the missing key-stone

once supplied by dogmatic teaching in schools and universities

by setting up a common ethical purpose as the aim of all

culture.

" We heartily appreciate the efforts now being made to bring

about universal peace among the nations, and we would contrib-

ute our share toward the success of these efforts by inwardly

overcoming the military spirit, by endeavoring to counteract the

attraction that military glory exerts on the minds of the young,

and by seeking to provide that the ethically valuable elements

which the military system contains may find expression in nobler

and worthier forms.

" Furthermore, we would oppose that national egotism and
national passion, which at the present day are just as dangerous

foes of peace as are the prejudices and interests of the govern-

ing classes
; and in times of excitement and of political hatred

we will exert ourselves in conjunction \^^th others who think as

we do, to compel attention to the voice of reason and conscience.

" We ask our Ethical Societies not only to direct their atten-

tion toward the outward extension of the movement, but to

devote their utmost energy to the building up of a new ideal of

life, which shaU correspond to the demands of enlightened

thinking, feeling and living, confident that such an ideal for

which mankind is thirsting will in the end be of equal profit to

all classes and to all nations.
'

'

In addition to accepting the above program, the fol-

lowing practical resolutions were adopted by the Con-
gress : That a Committee of the Ethical Federation, in

which every national Union of Ethical Societies is to be
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represented by two members, shall establish a perma-

nent Secretaryship, located at Zurich, the expenses of

which shall not exceed at present 2,000 marks per an-

num ; this amount to be raised by voluntary contribu-

tions from the National Organizations included in the

Federation. The duties of the Secretary shall be to fa-

cilitate co-operation between the different organizations

by means of correspondence, the interchange of their re-

spective publications, by arranging a collection and a

bibliography of the most important literature, and, be-

ginning with the year 1897, b}' publishing a quarterly

review of the Progress of the Ethical Movement in the

different countries—this review to be printed in Ger-

man, English and French, and to be sent to all members.

Finally, it was resolved, in order to prepare the way for

the creation of a complete Ethical Academy, to establish

provisionally, as soon as practicable, an International

Seminary for Moral Instruction in the city of Zurich,

and to authorize the Committee, in conjunction with the

Secretary, to take the necessary preliminary steps for the

starting of such an institution.

This International Seminary is to be in touch with the

University of Zurich and the excellent educational sys-

tem of that city and Switzerland in general, and is in-

tended to attract teachers who are interested in Ethical

pedagogics, and to give them instruction and inspiration

in their attempts to deal with the problems of moral

teaching and training. Gradually it is hoped that the

Seminary may become a center for the most unhamp-

ered and thorough investigation in the field of educa-

tion. As a preliminary measure, it is proposed to give,

in the course of the year 1897, a series of lectures on
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Moral Instruction and Religious History in Zurich, as

well as in other places.

The real meaning of the Congress of Zurich is to be

found in the fact that here a number of men and wo-

men from different countries were able to agree upon

some of the most vital questions affecting modem civil-

ization, and that they recognized how valuable it must

prove for the all-round solution of these delicate ques-

tions, if the representatives of different national types

would arrange to meet for the regular interchange of

their special experiences and ideas on Ethical subjects

Worthy of special consideration by all the younger

Ethical Societies are the remarks of Professor Felix

Adler in his address at the Zurich Congress, delivered

on his return to New York, regarding the Ethical

Movement in Europe :

•

' It did seem to me as if there was one thing lacking in the

foreign Ethical Societies—or at least if not lacking yet not suffi-

ciently pronounced : that is, the spiritual element It

seemed to me as if the spiritual side, though not wanting by any
means among the leaders—in fact it was beautifully emphasized
by some of the leaders—was nevertheless too much neglected

;

as if the drift were in an external direction, as if the feeling pre-

vailed that the ethical society exists for the benefit of others. I

have always felt that an ethical society should take the ground
that it exists primarily for the moral benefit of its own members.
It is in this way that I have distinguished in my mind between
the real members and the quasi members of an ethical society.

The real member of an ethical society is the person who feels

that he has not yet—morally—finished his education ; that he is

in need of moral development, in need of help, and looks upon
the societ}' as a means of helping him in his moral development.
The quasi member is the person who merely appreciates the
society in so far as it is doing good for others."
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VACATION COURSES OF LECTURES ON ETHICO-SOCIAL SUB-

JECTS, IN ZURICH.

Prior to the meeting of the Congress (from August

25th to September 5th, 1896), the Ethical Societies of

Austria, Germany and Switzerland had arranged a series

of lecture courses on social science, which proved of

great value for the further elaboration and dissemination

of the ideas of the Movement. The circular announc-

ing the lectures made special mention of the following

points :

"An attempt must be made to win new forces for the work of

ethical and social reform and to strengthen such as are already

in action. There is no lack of good intention, but we need more

positive insight, more harmony of convictions, closer co-opera-

tion. Confronted as we are by political and religious parties,

whose doctrines are in compact and accessible form, it is time

that we, too, on our part, should bring about a more extensive

knowledge, and a more thorough recognition of the efforts which

are being made, with the help of science, and, avoiding exag-

geration and passion, to spread enlightenment and prepare the

way for a better mutual understanding among mankind."

The following was the program of these lecture

courses

:

1. Ethical Principles—Prof. Harald Hoffding (Copenhagen).

Eight lectures.

2. Contributions to Social Pedagogics— Prof. Staudinger

(Worms). Two lectures.

3. The University Extension Movement—Dr. Emil Reich

(Vienna). One lecture.

4. On Education

—

Oberstlieutenant A. D. von Egidy (Berlin).

Six lectures.

5. Natural Science and the Conduct of Life—Prof. Wilhelm

Foerster (Berlin). Four lectures.
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6. The Earliest Moral Instruction of Children—Dr. R. Penzig.

Two Lectures.

7. On the Reform of the Methods of Higher Education—Dr.

R. Saitschick (Ziirich). Two lectures.

8. The Fundamental Facts in the Life of Society-—Prof. Fer-

dinand Tonnies (Kiel). Six lectures.

9. Socialism and the Social Movement in the Nineteenth

Century'—Prof. Werner Sombart (Breslau). Eight lectures.

10. The Social Point of View in the Administration of the

State and of the Community—Dr. J. Jastrow (Berlin). Si.\

lectures.

11. On Associations

—

Landrat Stefan Gschwind (Basselland).

Two lectures.

12. Social Evolution in Relation to Currency and Credit Sys-

tems, to Commerce, Trade, and Domestic Economy—Gustav

Maier (Ziirich). Four lectures.

To appreciate the importance of these lectures it is

necessary to bear in mind the aims of those who pro-

jected them and who intended by this means to present

a kind of object lesson of the problems, in all their

breadth and depth, which an International Academy
for Ethical Culture must solve if it would be a school

of reform in the freest and most scientific sense of the

word. And it was precisely in this direction that the

lecture courses attained the most palpable success. It

chanced that at the very time when the lectures were

being delivered a liberal theologian in Berne pubhcly

asserted that morality without religion is practically and

theoretically impossible, and that a moral life without

a Christian basis is inconceivable ; and yet the lectures,

together with the discussion to which they gave rise,

clearly demonstrated what a rich fund of secular ideas

concerning the conduct of life and the ordering of soci-

ety exists in the world at the present day and how the
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fascination of these moral problems is intensified in pro-

portion as one throws off the limitations of the religious

and Christian tradition in dealing with them. The say-

ing of Goethe that the most essential and most impor-

tant object of study for mankind is and must ever be

man himself came home with impressive force to all

who participated in this enterprise, and the opinion of

one of the lecturers, who characterized social science as

the science of the future, was quite in accord with the

prevailing sentiment. The meetings certainly brought

clearly into view the inexhaustible nature and the

profound significance of the social problems which the

prevailing rehgious systems for the most part dismiss

with unavailing general phrases or purely conventional

interpretations.

The impressive effect produced on the hearers was

especially due to the happy co-operation that existed

among the lecturers. The list of subjects clearly

showed that the ideals of the Ethical Movement had

left Utopia behind them and were moving forward on

the path that leads to actual science, and that their

strength is derived from a thorough appreciation of

the real conditions of modern social life.

It may be asserted without presumption or extrava-

gance that we have never before had on the Continent

such a collective treatment of the great questions affect-

ing human society, such harmonious voicing of serious

and liberal ideas concerning the conduct of life, con-

cerning social politics, education, the labor movement,

social organization and popular enlightenment. It was

especially gratifying that the French Ministry of Edu-

cation deputed two of the most eminent experts in its
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service to attend these lectures, MM. Joest and Buis-

son. The latter delivered an address on the " Devel-

opment of Moral Instruction " at the close of the

session. He laid stress upon the point that the mere

emancipation of the teachers from the yoke of clerical

supervision in the matter of moral teaching had served

to raise the teachers' self-respect and dignity. In

France, he said, the Ethical Movement had not as yet

gained a footing (for the ''Union pour I'Action Morale''

tends toward a mystically religious view of Ethics), but

every village school is in a certain sense an Ethical

Society.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE ETHICAL

SOCIETIES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

SOCIETY FOR ETHICAL CULTURE IN NEiV YORK.

This Society was organized on the 15th of May,

1876, and began its regular Sunday meetings in Octo-

ber of the same year. It occupied at first Standard

Hall, with a seating capacity of about six hundred

;

later on Chickering Hall, with a seating capacity of

between twelve hundred and thirteen hundred. At
present the meetings are held in Carnegie Hall, the

largest hall for public speaking in the city. The leader

of the Society is Dr. Felix Adier. He is at present

assisted in the work of the platform by Mr. M. M. Man-
gasarian and Dr. John L. Elliott.*

The Sunday-school meets on Sunday forenoons. It is

* Prof. Adler has been empowered by the Legislature of the State to

ofiSciate at weddings, and he is called upon to speak at funerals of mem-
bers of the Society. The fees for such services are devoted to a fund for

philanthropic purposes.
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attended by about one hundred and seventy-five chil-

dren between the ages of seven and sixteen years. The

younger children are taught to appreciate the good and

beautiful through the medium of moral tales, fairy tales,

stories from the Old Testament, from Homer, etc. In

the more advanced classes the pupils are led to form

their own deductions concerning moral problems, and,

by means of historical study and a review of the

achievements of civilization, are taught to appreciate

their own position in human society and to realize their

debt to past generations of mankind.

An Ethical Class for young women of fifteen to eigh-

teen years is under the leadership of Dr. John L. Elliott.

The winter course consisted of a study of woman's con-

tribution to civilization.

Prof, Adlcr's Fortnightly Class meets for the study of

selected parts of the New Testament.

A class for the critical reading and discussion of Kant

and other philosophical writers meets with Prof. Adler

once a week.

The Ethical Society for Boys meets on Sunday even-

ings and admits boys of from fifteen to seventeen years.

It endeavors to prepare the members for the temptations

and struggles of life by elevating and strengthening

their moral principles. At each meeting there is a

discussion on some practical moral question, and the

boys are led to appreciate the importance of taking a

stand against dissolute and immoral living.

The United Relief Works, organized in 1878, has

established a model school for the children of working

people, has introduced District Nursing for the Poor,

and is a practical society for the service of any charity
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that may be needed, without restriction of race, or

religion. At present two schools and kindergartens

are maintained, with four hundred and twent>- pupils.

These schools aim to present a model for the pubUc

schools where educational reforms may be tested. The

development of character is considered the most impor-

tant function of the school and manual training one of

the most helpful agencies in carrying out this method of

education.

The District Nursing Departtnent supports two trained

nurses, who give all their time to the work of visiting

and caring for the sick poor in their homes, upwards of

six thousand visits having been made last year.

The annual expenses of the United Relief Works

amount to more than thirty thousand dollars. A third

of this sum is covered by tuition fees, the remainder

being raised by contributions of members and an annual

benefit concert.

The Woman's Conference was founded in 1 893 in order

to bring into closer co-operation the different branches

of the Societ>''s practical work. Its chief object is to

awaken interest in all questions pertaining to women, to

assist in social, moral, philanthropic and educational

reforms. There are over two hundred members. Its

most important sections are :

1

.

The Society for Child Study, in which the mental,

moral and physical development of the child is carefully

studied. Philosophical and pedagogical authorities are

consulted and papers are read by the members at the

weekly meetings.

2. Tlie Woman's Auxiliary Union, which unites the

women in a sewing society in order to furnish clothing,
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bedclothes, etc., for the sick under the care of the

nurses and for destitute children in the school.

3. The Guild for Teaching Crippled Children has been

engaged for seven years in visiting crippled children at

their homes and amusing and teaching those,who cannot

attend school.

4. The Children's Guild, organized 1895, has an edu-

cational as well as philanthropic mission. It interests

and draws together the children of members of the

Society, and at the same time furnishes useful instruc-

tion to the children of the tenement house quarter by

teaching them manual and domestic work after school

hours. There are eight clubs, with 141 members—all

children—who meet once a month, and contribute to the

support of the classes.

5. The Women Wage Earners' Section unites all

women in the Society who are wage-earners and who
meet once a week in order to discuss moral and eco-

nomic problems, listen to lectures and talks on kindred

subjects and agitate for needed social reforms. Besides,

there are standing committees of women to assist in

raising funds for the school, to take charge of occasional

philanthropic work, etc.

The Young Men's Union has several hundred mem-
bers, wko meet for social recreation and who assist in

the educational and philanthropic work of the Society.

It has lately given much help to the Hudson Guild, a

West Side Settlement, where the boys of the streets

are interested in self-improvement and by means of

clubs and classes are taught higher standards of

living.

The Fortnightly is a small circle, meeting at private
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houses, for the discussion of religious and social ques-

tions of the day.

THE GERMAN SOCIETIES FOR ETHICAL CULTURE.

The German Societies, unlike the American Societies,

are not accustomed to have regular Sunday meetings.

The different Societies in the cities of Berlin, Breslau,

Frankfurt, Freiburg, Jena, Konigsburg, Magdeburg,

Munchen, Strassburg and Ulm arrange to have meet-

ings once a week or once a fortnight to listen to a dis-

course on social or ethical topics, with discussions by

the members. They also have public lectures when-

ever it may be desirable to influence public opinion in

matters of public interest—for instance, at the time of

the legislation against the Anarchists, the strike of the

clothing makers and the strike of the Hamburg dock

laborers.

Of the practical work of the German Societies the

following deserve mention :

{a) The Bureau of Charities has the following func-

tions : to give personal or written assistance to persons

in need of help or those who desire to help others,

based on the reports that are to be made of the local

charitable institutions
;

{b) Systematic instructions for members of the Char-

ity Bureau by means of (i) correspondence and investi-

gation by the members and (2) lectures, conferences and

reports

;

{c) Systematic and scientific study of relief work on

Ethical lines.

This undertaking has the advantage not only of

directly benefiting charity organizations by inducing
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more centralization and better control—a publication

of four hundred and thirty-one pages on the charities

of Berlin having been prepared for this purpose—but

above all it is instrumental in educating the members

by means of their personal contact with poverty and

want.

The founding of public libraries and reading-rooms

in some of the German cities is another practical work

of the Ethical Societies. If we appreciate how few

are the institutions of this kind in Germany we can

realize the value of this work, which gives an object-

lesson to the community in which it is placed and

encourages the founding of similar institutions else-

where.

Some of the branch Societies have organized public

lecture courses on questions of law, of economics, of

hygiene, of education. The lectures on "The Labor

Question" delivered at Freiburg by an eminent author-

ity, Prof V, Schultz Guvernitz, met with a particularly

warm reception by a large assemblage of workingmen.

Finally, it may be mentioned that the Society has

offered a prize of four thousand marks to the author of

a popular handbook of Ethics, based on scientific meth-

ods, which can be used by teachers and parents for the

inculcation of purely ethical principles, without relig-

ious, metaphysical or materialistic bias. A commission

appointed by the Society is at present engaged in the

examination of the books submitted.

THE ETHICAL SOCIETY IN VIENNA.

This Society has no specially appointed lecturer, but

various speakers are prepared to address the members
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at their meetings. The Society has gained considerable

recognition owing to its investigations recently conducted

in the city of Vienna into the conditions of female labor.

The results of this investigation have stirred the con-

sciences and aroused the interest of wide circles of

society.

A course of pedagogical lectures given by the Soci-

ety for mothers and young women has been well

attended. The program thus indicates the objects of

these lectures :

'

' These lectures are intended to introduce the hearers to a

deeper understanding of the child's soul as well as to increase

their ability to carry on the education of the child on a sound

ethical and psychological basis. A mother's love, to be sure, is

the natural foundation of education, but experience teaches us

that in many cases even the most devoted affection cannot ac-

complish what it aims to do, because it is not supported by a

clear insight into the child nature and a systematic application

of the methods of educational science."

At the same time a series of conferences of parents

with teachers was introduced, which have been attended

by hundreds of parents, and which are to be extended

to all parts of th=" city next year.

THE ETHICAL SOCIETIES IN ENGLAND.

The Ethical Movement was inaugurated in London by
Dr. Stanton Coit. There are at present nine Ethical

Societies in England. The " Union of Ethical Socie-

ties " counts four London Societies—the East, West,

North, and South London Societies. Those not in-

cluded in the "Union" are the London Ethical Society,

at the head of which are some eminent men of science,

and the South Place Ethical Society. Recently Socie-
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ties have been established in Cambridge, Southsea, and

Belfast.

The Union of Ethical Societies was organized in

1895. Each Society sends three delegates, who form

the governing body. Their object is thus defined :

1. By purely natural and human means to assist individual

and social efforts after right living.

2. To free the current ideal of what is right from all that is

merely traditional or self-contradictory, and thus to widen and

perfect it.

3. To assist in constructing a theory or Science of Right,

which, starting with the reality and validity of moral distinctions,

shall explain their mental and social origin and connect them in

a logical system of thought.

The first Congress of these Societies prepared a com-

mon program of work. The Union undertook :

1. The founding of an Ethical Library, with a chil-

dren's department.

2. Propaganda of the Ethical Movement in England.

3. Superintendence of the Ethical Sunday School

classes.

There are three Ethical Sunday Schools in London,

under the leadership of Mr. Gould, an experienced

teacher and lover of children. Mr. Gould is at present

engaged in the publication of his Sunday school ad-

dresses, which he intends to use as a practical guide for

ethical instruction, so much sought for. He is able to

work more quickly and freely than we can, for in

Germany we are obliged to struggle for the free devel-

opment of educational reforms.

The East London Society considers its mission to be

to provide for the ethical needs of the poorer classes.
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Its report tells of the great difficulties which beset it,

owing to the overworked condition of the young people.

The Sunday School has fifty-five pupils. There is also

a Guild for boys and girls of twelve to seventeen years,

with classes and social recreation.

The London Ethical Society has three departments of

work :

1. Public Sunday lectures. (William Wallace, con-

ductor.)

2. University Extension lectures. (Participated in by

men like Sidgwick.)

3. Guilds for social recreation and mutual intellectual

and moral improvement.

The importance of these Guilds, which are particularly

devoted to the needs of the growing generation, is thus

commented on by Dr. Stanton Coit in an address on the

" Social Mission of Young Men "
:

" Increase wages and let workingmen become owners of the

soil ; let them enjoy the pleasures of the palate, make their

tastes refined, and please them with classical music. But all

these things at best are superficial and evanescent, whereas the

presence of noble men and women influences and elevates the

mass of men as the moon does the ocean. And when such

influence shall have acted on them the thoughts of the people

will leave the merely external pleasures and sorrows which had

agitated them formerly and learn to penetrate to unknown
depths and breadths of conscious life."

From the reports on these Guilds we give the follow-

ing summary

:

The evenings of the week, one of which must be attended, are

arranged as follows :

Monday—Plain sewing, outdoor games for boys.
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Tuesday—Choral singing for all.

Wednesday—Dressmaking, business meeting of Boys' Club.

Thursday—Painting lesson for all.

Friday—Boxing (according to latest reports dropped again).

Saturday—Dancing or music or committee meetings.

These committee meetings are particularly interesting, as they

are carried on somewhat differently from those of other clubs.

They are under parliamentary rules, one of the older members

being elected to the chair. Boys and girls vote alike. All offi-

cial positions are filled by a boy and a girl, with the same duties

and rights. An "advisory member," belonging to the Society,

attends the meetings, but can be outvoted. In case of disagree-

ment a small committee of men and women from the Society is

called upon to decide, but it has never so far been obliged to in-

terfere. This plan of self-government appears more truly demo-

cratic to the members of Drury Lane Club than any committee

composed equally of educated and uneducated members could

be. Homogeneous elements of society are thus prepared to act

for their own interests, and trained to organizing power and inde-

pendence. For this Club is but a preparation for the Union,

later on, which is to decide on all questions of common interest

and in which the individual can be of service only by unselfish

devotion to common aims. Those who are not fitted to become

organizers, speakers or other public workers, can be trained in

these clubs to become the future steady members of those social

organizations that have made England's laboring population

happier and freer than those of other countries. That a woman
of great organizing capacity and a good speaker (not an

unusual occurrence in England or Ireland) should endeavor to

utilize these club meetings for the improvement of woman's

status is quite to be expected. She can prove the benefits of the

co-operative efforts of men and women in social matters. And

the highest result is reached in that the social intercourse of the

sexes is immeasurably elevated by this common work.

Members and non-members of the Society have volunteered

as teachers and assistants for the clubs. Every club member

pays ten pence per week, and in spite of the high rent of the
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club-rooras they have been able to lay aside a vacation fund,

giving seventeen members an outing in the summer.

The University Extension Lectures arranged by the

Society consisted of five courses, with ten lectures each,

on Ethics, Esthetics, and Philosophy. The lecturers

were eminent university men, members of the Society.

The West London Ethical Society gives its chief at-

tention to its Sunday lectures, Dr. Stanton Coit being

its lecturer. The discourses are prefaced by ethical

songs. Among the subjects of lectures we mention the

following

:

" The Cult of Pure Ethics ;
" "The Jealous God ;

" " Infinity

and the Moral Ideal ;
" "The Holy Ghost ;

" " Hell and its Eth-

ical Substitute ;
" "Prayer;" "Ethical Culture as a Popular Re-

ligion;" "War as an Instrument of Justice;" "Our View of

Christ."

THE ETHICAL MOVEMENT IN ITALY.

The " Circolo per la Cultura Etico Sociale," the Eth-

ical Society in Venice, in spite of many unfavorable

circumstances, is able to report progress after the first

three years of its existence. The President of the

Venetian Society, Dr. Levi-Morenos, has determined to

devote himself entirely to the movement. He corre-

sponds with the Societies or similar organizations in

various parts of Italy, and tries to induce them all to

join the Ethical Union, as defined at Zurich.

In Rome an Ethical Society has already been organized.

In Turin, Milan, Bologna, Padua and Verona there are

Peace Societies, Women's Clubs and Self Culture Clubs

which will probably join the Ethical Movement, as their

constitutions forbid any association with pohtical or

religious organizations. A central office in Venice is to
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offer these societies mutual assistance and furtherance.

For their literary propoganda they intend to publish in-

formally some account of the Renaissance in Ethical

matters (Le Chroniche de Rinascimento etico-sociale)

by means of the following publications :

1. A monthly journal.

2. Pamphlets.

3. Leaflets.

The first number of the Monthly publishes an extract

of Mazzini's on the " Duties of Man," together with a

review of the results of free education for the people,

and a program of the third year's course in the public

schools. A fact to be noted in this enthusiastic account

is the lack of signatures. The persons at work here

differ so radically, it is said, in their political, religious

and other convictions that it would be misleading to

mention them individually out of their habitual environ-

ment. It is particularly gratifying to see how the work

of public education is brought into harmonious relations

with social ethical ideas " More harm is done through

ignorance," the report states, "than through evil intent.

So long as knowledge is the privilege only of the wealth-

ier classes, so long these are to be held responsible for the

evils which arise out of the lack of this possession due to

all men." And again :
" Spiritual gifts prove their depth

by the fact that they grow more abundant the more

people partake of them and by means of them, becoming

less worldly, more spiritualized and refined, live for the

benefit of mankind. This searching out of the Infinite

may afford some compensation, too, for those who must

be content without material and worldly possessions."

Whoever desires to enjoy a privilege nowadays with
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a quiet conscience, must endeavor to share it with

others.

We quote again from the interesting report

:

During the first year, number of regular students, . 384

With occasional visitors, a total of . . . .4180
During the second year, regular students, . . . 328

Total attendance, ....... 3359

The majority are workers in metal. There are but few of the

gondoliers, whose occupation takes them away in the evening

hours. During the second year we find one of them on the list.

The lectures delivered from November, 1894, to May, 1895, are

published in one volume, dedicated to the working people (C. Fer-

rari, Venice, 1895, 120 pp.). We quote from the preface :

"True to the modern conception of educational methods

—

freedom of speech and of thought is the motto of this school,

which inclines to no party and no social class, but is open to

all those who are inspired by the breath of modern life, and who
feel the pulse of the new social conscience.

'
' The public school should attempt, like this outline, to make a

first tentative effort to set forth clearly the principles of social

ethics. If your confidence remains unshaken, we hope in the

coming years to place our ideas on a broader basis, to seek a

larger oudook and to make our intellectual communion more

intense and more fertile. Aided by your efforts, we hope to reach

our goal by means of improved public school education—this

goal being the substituting of true brotherly devotion and moral

harmony instead of class differentiation and class conflict."

THE SWISS ETHICAL SOCIETY.

This, the youngest of the Ethical Societies, was

founded January 31st, 1896, Pastor Pfliiger being chair-"

man. The Society has hitherto confined its operations

chiefly to the lecture platform in order to spread its

ideas. It has won high praise for its agitation in aid of

University Extension, which has since been taken up
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quite in the spirit of the Ethical Society by the Pesta-

lozzi Society of Zurich. The success of the Ethico-

social-economic lecture course at Zurich is also due to

the Swiss Society, especially to its secretary, G. Maier,

Esq, The Society encourages the activity not only of

the Society as a body but also of its members individ-

ually. Thus Mr. Maier has deUvered addresses on

economic subjects in some of the labor unions of

Zurich.

PERSONAL NOTES.

Mr. W. M. Salter, the former lecturer of the Philadel-

phia Ethical Society, has taken the place of Mr. M. M.

Mangasarian in Chicago.

Prof William Foerster has resigned from the presi-

dency of the Society of Ethical Culture in Germany

owing to the pressure of his professional duties. Prof

Doring has accepted the position.

This, the first International Report of the Ethical

Union, has grown to greater dimensions than was

expected. We shall, therefore, be obliged to leave

some further reports and items for the next publica-

tion, and shall then give a detailed account of the Soci-

eties in Chicago, Philadelphia and St. Louis. A review

of the literature of the Ethical Movement will also be

added.

F. W. Foerster.

Zurich, April ist, iSgy.



THE JUSTICE OF THE "SINGLE TAX."*

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER.

An ethical fellowship presupposes a willingness on

the part of its members to view their actions, their habits

of life and the social usages and laws they countenance

in the light of truth and equity. The moral impulse at

bottom is, I take it, the desire to square our lives and

the order of societ^'^ about us with right ; it is the disin-

terested part of us—the part which makes us not un-

willing to hear the truth even when it is against our-

selves, which makes us love justice for justice's sake

and gives us uneasiness at the thought of anything we
may be doing, enjoying or permitting that is not in har-

mony with this sovereign principle. A certain open-

mindedness, a certain readiness to hear and to learn be-

long to the very nature of the ethical disposition. As
to some things we may indeed be already sure and our

only difficulty may be to act up to our knowledge ; but

in regard to other things, we may feel that we do not

know, we may be aware that our ideas are vague and

confused—and if we are ethically earnest, we must desire

to know, to the end that we may bring our whole lives

into harmony with the right. Duty is like a journey

half-made
; there is ground yet to traverse, fields still to

be explored.

* A Lecture first given before the Society for Ethical Culture of Phil-

adelphia, April 29, 1894.

(127)
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No questions, perhaps, are more difficult for most of

us than the ethics of economics and the ethics of poH-

tics. The private and family life of men has been treated

with tolerable thoroughness by the great teachers of the

religions that lie back of us—Judaism and Christianity

;

it is plain enough that murder and robbery, that drunk-

enness and licentiousness are wrong—however frequent

such things may be in fact, it is against the conscience

of men to practice them. But the industrial life of men

and the political Hfe of men have not been brought un-

der the light of ethical principle to anything Hke the

same extent. There is very little in the way of an or-

ganized conscience about them. Some would hold that

these are not fields where conscience has anything clearly

to say, that they are best left to regulate themselves, that

self-interest will be a sufficient guide, or at least that any

higher motive or rule is impracticable. But it is difficult

to assent to this, since we instinctively feel that the great

principles of justice and human brotherhood are for every

part of life—and if they have not been worked out in

some departments and taken practical shape, at least as

ideals, the greater the need for attempts in this direc-

tion.

It is a problem of justice in taxation that I ask you to

consider with me this morning. I do not pretend to be

anything more than a searcher for truth in dealing with

the matter. Beyond fundamental principles, I have no

points to maintain, no positions from which I would not

retreat or beyond which I would not go, if further reflec-

tion convinced me of the necessity of doing so ; I am
not here as the champion of any party or of any man

;

I simply give you the best results of my thinking up to
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the present time—and only hope that if there are some

here who have thought more than I, there may be others

whose thinking I may help to start.

Would what is known as the single tax on land be

just ?—^that is my question. To properly understand

this proposition as it is made by Mr. Henry George and

others to-day, we have to go back a little. At first

sight, land as it lies about us may seem like anything

else we are accustomed to call wealth ; it has value, can

be bought and sold, may yield an income—and thus is

to all intents and purposes like other property. And
yet a moment's thought makes us aware that it is unlike

a great deal of property in that nobody has produced it.

It is a gift of nature or of God. It is like the air or the

water. We do not make it, but find it. If, then, we
think of ourselves as truly brothers to one another, if

we do not believe that might makes right, if in a funda-

mental sense we are all equal, and no one has more of

a right to be on the earth than another, then it would

seem as if the earth should be regarded as a common
possession and each one should be allowed an equal

share of it. All would seem to depend on our funda-

mental conception of humanity. If one does not think

of humanity as a brotherhood, if he looks on it simply

as a mass of struggling units, each of which may do the

best it can for itself regardless of the rest, there is no

basis for such a proposition as Mr. George has given to

the world. But if all men have, whatever their differ-

ent stages of culture and advancement, one common
nature, if each should be sacred in the eyes of the

others and should not be injured or crippled or hindered

in the realization of his nature as a man, then it would
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seem natural that what no one has made should be

treated as a bounty for all, and each and every one

should be given the right to participate in it, so far as it

is anywise possible to do so. Such is the fundamental

idea upon which a proposal like that of Mr. George's

rests ; and I confess I am unable to see how any other

idea, in this age of the world, can be called an ethical

idea. To my mind, at least, ethics and the notion of

human brotherhood are inseparable ; a narrowed sort of

ethics might have been possible for the ancient world,

but not since Isaiah or Jesus or Marcus Aurelius have

spoken ; or if a possible ethics is to be entertained with-

out human brotherhood as a component element of it, I

should let ethics go and cleave to brotherhood.

But how now shall we practically give effect to the

idea that all men have an equal right to share in the

bounty of nature ? We might try to give to each and

every person, or at least, family, an equal fraction of the

earth's surface, or rather a fraction of equal value—that

is, to make it his property. We might feel that the in-

dividual would do best for himself, and for others with

whom he might exchange the products of his labor, if

we made his share of land absolutely his own, so that

he or his children should reap the full reward of his

labors upon it. Private property in land has not

always, or in the majority of cases, had a motive of

this sort behind it ; but it is conceivable that this motive

should exist, and it unquestionably did exist when the

great estates of the Ancient Regime in France were

broken up during the Revolution of a century ago and

made over into small farms for peasant proprietors ; this

was the motive in our own country when Virginia,
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which up till 161 1 had acknowledged no private prop-

erty in the soil, began to parcel out the land in its

domain—with the result of a thriftier and better agricul-

ture ; and it was the motive that animated the early

statesmen of the Republic when, instead of treating our

vast public domain as a fiscal resource for the govern-

ment, they believed the greatest good on the whole

would be obtained by allowing it to become the indi-

vidual property of actual cultivators.*

And yet every one can see that such a method as

this has its disadvantages and sooner or later defeats the

idea of equal rights which it was meant to ser\e. For

in the first place, it is not easy always to find tracts of

land of just equal value ; secondly, a new generation

has its rights, and when it comes on the scene a fresh

distribution of the soil becomes necessary ; and in the

third place, persons who come from without and settle

on the territory in question, have, within limits, their

rights. In other words, the most perfectly just allot-

ment of the land of a community at any one time

would, if perpetuated without change, become unjust

later on. Accordingly, it is possible to try another

method of securing equal rights.

Mr. George somewhere happily says, " Two men may
own a ship without sawing her in half" The illustra-

tion is, of course, not perfect, for to saw ships in two
would be folly and no one would dream of doing it,

while people have divided up land with a considerable

show of sense on the theory that each would be apt to

do the best with a piece of soil that he could call his

own. All the same, the illustration serves the purpose

* F. A. Walker, Land and Its Rent, p. 140.
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for which it was intended, viz., to show how common
ownership of a thing is possible and how each person

may have a share in its value without breaking up the

thing itself. If with another you own a house which

you let, or a business of some sort, it is enough if you

have your share of the rent or of the proceeds of the

business—you do not need to ask just which room of

the house is yours and which your partner's or which

particular articles of the stock in trade are yours and

which his
; you two own the whole in common. In

Chicago there is to-day land that does not belong to any

individual, that is the property of the city and is let

out on leases bringing ever greater and greater returns

to the citizens ; but no citizen cares to know just what

square foot or square inch is his so long as the pro-

ceeds of it all go into a common fund and are used for

the city's (in this case, school,) purposes. Now it is

conceivable that land generally might be owned in this

way and that the value of it (whatever it be) at any

given time or place should be paid into a common fund,

and used for the benefit of all alike.

Let us look into this species of land-ownership and

see how justice would be met by it in detail. In the

first place, the practical difficulties connected with allot-

ing shares of land of equal value to different individuals

would be obviated. Those wanting land would pay for

it into the common treasury and the equal rights of all

to land would simply mean their equal share in the

fund so raised. Of course, in primitive conditions, with

abundance of land and few people, nothing would be

paid or next to nothing. But as population increased

and the land was more and more used it would begin to
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have a value—and a higher and higher, as the commun-
ity increased in numbers and the unused land became
relatively scarce. The value of land is indeed bound to

rise so long as the community keeps multiplying, be-

cause the quantity of it cannot be increased to meet the

increased demand (as, for example, the quantity of hats

and shoes and clothing can be—and so the prices be
kept down), but remains an absolutely stationary quan-
tity. Or if things take a different turn and the popula-

tion in any given area diminishes, the value of land

would so far decrease

—

i. e., any individual wanting land

v.-ould pay less for it. Individuals would thus take

much or little land as they chose, and they would pay
more or less for it according to the circumstances.

Undoubtedly, no one would care to take land unless he
were reasonably sure that he would get the benefit of

his exertions upon it in the future—and this is probably
the one serious difficulty about a system of common
rather than private ownership of land ;

* and yet leases

* Dr. Geoi^e Ashton Black makes the following remarks in the con-
cluding chapter of his painstaking History of Municipal Ozunership oj
Land on Manhattan Island to the Beginning of Sales by the Commission-
ers of the Sinking Fund in 1844 K Columbia College Studies in History,
Economics and Public Law, Vol. I, No. 3, New York, 1891), and his re-

marks must be allowed the greater force, as he was formerly a public ad-
herent of the Single Tax : " Some stock arguments against municipal
ownership are not borne out by the city's experience. Up to 1844 there
had been neither a dishonest nor a fickle administration of the municipal
estate. Governments, parties and officials changed, but there is a distinct

continuity of fiscal policy, so far at least as relates to corporation land
On the other hand, the contention that municipal ownership

and the leasehold system made necessary by it are relatively unprofitable,
and unfavorable to improvements, is sustained. Improvements would
hardly be undertaken on a shorter lease than twenty-one years, and on its

twenty-one-year leases as sold at auction the city got no fair return on the
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of land could be given and for the length of time that they

cover one could be sure of enjoying the full value of his

improvements—and it must be remembered that im-

provements are being continually made in the lease-hold-

ing system now (the only difference being that individuals

rather than the community are the owners) ; in London
hardly a house goes up and in England hardly an acre

is cultivated on any other terms, and I have read re-

cently that the average returns per acre of English land

far exceed the average returns of American land *
; in

Philadelphia many of the working people own their

homes subject to ground rents, and in Chicago some of

the finest buildings in the city go up on lands leased to

individuals by the public authorities, f

Secondly, the difficulty about the future generations

and those coming from the outside—namely, that some
would not have as good chances as the first possessors,

would be obviated if those freshly on the scene had

their equal shares in the common fund, and also, had

equal chances with others to get land by paying for it.

Equality would thus be perpetually kept up.

It would seem thus as if instead of there being any

injustice in a system of common ownership of land as

opposed to individual ownership, this system would come

nearer to working justice than the other—always pre-

average selling value of its property for that time. Neither were the struc-

tures put up creditable. Nearly all were but two story and attic brick

buildings, the minimum required by the leases."

* Ely, Land, Labor attci Taxation, p. 4.

t " It is the rule of this [London Coimty] Council to grant building

leases of not less than 80 nor more than 99 years. '

' The rent roll of the

Council now amounts to about ;^i 1,000. Stt Progressive Review, Feb.

1897, p. 447.
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supposing that for whatever labor a man applies to his

land, for whatever enrichments and improvements he

makes, he can ask a proper remuneration. Common
ownership means simply that the land, as other gifts of

nature which the race finds ready to hand, belongs to all

and that if anyone wishes to appropriate it and turn it to

private account, he shall pay to all for the privilege

(supposing, of course, that the circumstances are such

that the land has any value and there is anything to

pay). It is simple equity, is it not, to pay for what one

gets, to pay more if the value is more and less if the value

is less ? It cannot be said that landowners do this now,

to anything like a full extent. If this land were their

creation, the fruit of their toil, it would be different. But

as they do not make it, but simply hold it, it would

seem as if they ought to pay the community what it is

worth. As it is, their land may become valuable with-

out any efforts of their own ; the whole increase in its

value, due to the growth of population and other causes,

may go into their private pockets. Here is a privilege,

often an enormous privilege, for which the possessor of

it makes no adequate return—he makes some return, of

course, in the shape of taxes, but no adequate return.

It would seem a fairer, a juster way for every one who

has such a privilege from society to pay for it what it is

worth—and what it is worth can, I suppose, only be

practically determined from time to time by what others

would be willing to offer, had they a chance to bid for it.

Indeed ordinarily in the past the possession of land

(at least of much land) has been considered in the light

of a privilege, and some duties have been attached to it.

The mediaeval landlord collected his rents from his ten-
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ants, but he had in turn certain obligations to his sov-

ereign or his country. He was often a magistrate ; in

time of war he had to equip and put a certain number
of soldiers in the field—Mr, George reminds us that the

landholders of England in the early Norman days had

to put in the field on call sixty thousand perfectly

equipped horsemen and had to render other services and

dues which mounted up, all-told, to perhaps half the

rentals of their land. In no other country of the world

is large landownership so divorced from the idea of pub-

lic duty as in the United States ; for though English and

other European landlords have shifted their burdens

to the middle or lower classes as far as they could (and

have in most cases tolerably well succeeded), at least

something of the old tradition and instinct surviv^es and

it is counted only natural and becoming that the nobility

and gentry should interest themselves in public affairs

and serve, often without pay, in public office. It is high

time that in this country we should go back to first prin-

ciples and revive the idea that the occupancy and control

of land is a privilege, for which one should give some

sort of an equivalent in return.

All that I have said and contended for seems (I may
add) to be stated, in principle, by John Stuart Mill, when

he admits that " Landed property is felt, even by those

most tenacious of its rights, to be a different thing from

other property," that " When the sacredness of property

is talked of, it should always be remembered that this

sacredness does not belong in the same degree to landed

property " (for " No man made the land. It is the orig-

inal inheritance of the whole species ") ; that " The essen-

tial principle of property being to assure to all persons
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what they have produced by their labor and accumu-

lated by their abstinence, this principle cannot apply to

what is not the product of labor, the raw material of the

earth." " Suppose," says Mill, " that there is a kind of

income which constantly tends to increase, without any

exertion or sacrifice on the part of the owner, these own-

ers constituting a class in the community, whom the

natural course of things progressively enriches, consist-

ently with complete passiveness on their own part. In

such a case it would be no violation of the principles on

which private property is grounded, if the State should

appropriate this increase of wealth, or part of it, as it

arises. This would not properly be taking anything

from anybody ; it would merely be applying' an acces-

sion of wealth, created by circumstances, to the benefit

of society, instead of allowing it to become an unearned

appendage to the riches of a particular class. Now this

is actually the case with rent .... landlords ....
grow richer, as it were, in their sleep, without working,

risking or economizing. What claim have they, on the

general principle of social justice, to this accession of

riches ?
"

Such are some of the principles underlying the pro-

posal known in our day as the Single Tax. I have not

been trained in the school, I do not speak by the book
—^but this is something as I, a layman in such matters,

understand it. In its gist and essence it seems to me
about as fair and just a social or political measure as I

can conceiv^e of By the gist or essence of it I mean

this : that where land has a value (owing to the pres-

ence of a community on it or near it or in communica-

tion with it), any possessor of land should pay to the
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community for the privilege of using it what anybody-

else would pay ; in a word, that the community should

get the full market value of the land, (or, that this value

should not go into private pockets, but into the common
fund).

If a community were starting out on its career, this

would seem to be the simplest, easiest, justest way of

raising a revenue. The practical difficulties in the way
of introducing such a tax on land values now are that

communities as they exist have been accustomed to

treat land as legitimately private property and have al-

lowed people to put their savings into land with as much
sense of security as if they were investing in houses or

stocks or any other species of property. Hence if a

change is made (and changes are always in order in the

direction of equity and justice), it should be made care-

fully, warily, gradually and with as little shock as possi-

ble to long-established rights and expectations. There

is such a thing as good faith between men and it should

not be lightly broken. In a progressive society a new
conscience is always evolving and the new conscience

must have its way ; but those who hold the new con-

science and those who have the old are alike men—and

all the hardship should not fall on the less enlightened,

and would not if there were a real fraternal feeling in

society. I think the large way, the magnanimous way,

the in the highest sense just way would have been for

the North to have borne the burden with the South of

emancipating the slaves—if that had been possible in-

stantaneously at any time before the war ; and I think

that now, immediately and without preparation or warn-

ing, to tax land-owers up to the full rental value of their
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land would be, in the name of justice, to commit an in-

justice. Some have put their savings into land for the

sake of the rent they would get for it, just as they might

invest it in railways stock for the sake of the interest

;

they have not been aware that in law or morals there

was any difference between the two—for the community

without any notice to appropriate the rent to itself would

be almost an act of violence. All would change, how-

ever, if the communit}'^, having determined to alter its

mode of procedure, gave ample notice of this fact before-

hand, if time were given to individuals to adjust them-

selves and their expectations to what was going to come

to pass—if it was resolved, for example, that after a

hundred or even fifty years the owners of land would

have to pay the full yearly value of their land to the

community and that in the meantime the rate of taxa-

tion should be gradually and steadily raised in that direc-

tion,* If such a thing were possible, I do not see how
the question of compensation would arise. And I doubt

if Mr. George expects, himself, that the single tax will

practically go into effect in any other than this gradual

way. t

The details of the measure I need not stop to work

out. To the extent that this tax was developed, other

taxes could be remitted. This would be the simplest of

all taxes, too, and could be collected with least ma-

chinery. Government expenses themselves would be

* Cf. tlie suggestions of Professor T. E. Qiff Leslie in Fortnightly

Review, October, 1880, p. 508, and of Mr. A. R. Wallace as quoted in

Ely's Land, Labor and Taxation, p. 14.

t"Will it at length prevail? Ultimately, yes. But in our own
times, or in times of which any memory of us remains, who shall say ?

"

—Progress and Poverty, p. 499.
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reduced in this proportion. Whether the tax on land

values would be enough to maintain the government

seems to me a minor matter. Mr. George thinks it

would be more than enough and that with the surplus

government could turn itself into more or less of a co-

operative enterprise, supplying water and light to the

citizens, running railways, maintaining public parks,

libraries and colleges. Others doubt if the fund would

be enough even for necessary governmental expenses.

But whether or no, the principle is the same of each in-

dividual paying to the government the full market value

of the privilege he holds in the shape of land* ; and it is

this principle alone that is material to the single tax (as

I now understand it).

I will now pass on to certain other and larger aspects

of the single tax idea. The single tax is often proposed

not only as a measure of social and political justice, good

in itself and yet only one of other possible measures,

but as a solution of the labor question, as a sufficient

remedy for all the evils which arise from the increasing

inequalities in the distribution of wealth, as a means of

extirpating pauperism, abolishing poverty and giving re-

munerative employment to whoever wishes it. f Mr.

George, who says these things, makes the following

statement at the close of his great work. Progress and

Poverty: " I have now traced to their source social

weakness and disease. I have shown the remedy. I

have covered every point and met every objection."

The source, he holds, is private ownership of land ; the

* That one should pay for other privileges conferred on him by society

is not denied but rather implied by what I am saying,

t Cf. Progress and Poverty, pp. 296, 364.
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remedy is common ownership of land—or practically

speaking, the single tax. It is as making a diagnosis of

our social disease and as pointing out the cure, that

Mr. George has won most distinction and gained the re-

markable hold which he has on the hearts and enthusi-

asm of many men and women. For this is the thing

tliat most oppresses thoughtful, earnest persons at the

present time, that with all our progress, all our machin-

ery, all our wealth, all our pohtical freedom and democ-

racy, we have poverty still staring us in the face, we

find men willing to work and unable to get a chance

to—and that in our great cities where wealth is greatest,

where industry and business are at their maximum, the

direst poverty, the most pitiable want are often to be

seen. Whether poverty literally increases as wealth,

increases may be left to the statisticians and the curious
;

but there is enough poverty and want to startle, if not

almost to distract, every man and woman who have a

heart and are not so occupied with their own problems

in Ufe that they have no time to think of the struggles

of their fellow-men.

It is perhaps foolish to take up this part of my sub-

ject when I can say only a few words on it, and yet I

will say something. Suppose that the single tax were

in operation, that no man had land that he did not

equitably pay for, that all the ground rents that now go

into individuals' pockets went into a common treasury,

how would this affect the labor-question ? Undoubt-

edly one source of social inequality would be gone.

Mr. George says that as society makes its advances,

" rent swallows up the whole gain "
; this seems a most

extravagant assertion when we think of the great bank-
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ers, brewers, iron manufacturers, shopkeepers who are

not landlords. But undoubtedly rent swallows up a

great deal of gain ; and to have it socialized would be

a great forward step. This social fund would, however,

be used to pay governmental expenses, and so would

not be a direct source of income to the workingman.

Indirectly, however, the workingman would surely ben-

efit by the change. F'or, first, if the possessor of land

had to pay the same for the land whether he used it or

not, he would without doubt soon try to put it to use,

either by cultivating it or by erecting buildings on it

—

and in this way would give employment to working-

people. Secondly, taxes being proportionately lowered,

if not abolished, on all the things that men produce by

their labor, there would be naturally an increase in pro-

duction generally—and in this way more opportunities

would be opened to the workingman. And thirdly, the

price of land itself would be likely to fall, since much of

it that was not being turned to any productive account

would be thrown on the market (rather than held, when

taxed at its full value), and so many would be likely to

be able to hire land who under present circumstances

cannot do so ; in other words, some would be able to

employ themselves who now have always to seek em-

ployment from others. Things of this sort would cer-

tainly happen, it seems to me, and the gain for the

laborer would be an unquestioned one—not to say

that his wages (whatever they were) would go further

when the taxes on ordinary articles of consumption

were removed or lessened and their prices correspond-

ingly reduced.

And yet Mr. George uses some language that I do not
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exactly understand. He says that men who would eag-

erly improve land if it were to be had for the using are

under the present system turned away. But some land

is to be had for the using now, and doubtless there

would be more of this practically free land when the

single tax went into effect ; it could not be an unlimited

amount, however—and it would be always relatively the

poorest land to be had ; for land that had any value to

speak of would have to be paid for as truly as under the

present system—the very idea of the single tax being

that land that has any rental value should pay a tax

corresponding to that value to the community. I am
not able to see, then, how the single tax is going to

bring about free land any more truly than the present

system, though it would (for a time, at least,) give us a

little more of it ; it would simply give equal rights to

the fund produced by land and equal freedom to bid for

land—people yet having to pay for land very much as

they do now, and those who could not pay not being

able to get it. Again, in speaking of the periodical de-

pressions in the business world (one of which we are

now passing through) he says these could not take

place to the extent they do if productive forces had free

access to land. But I am not able to see how there

would be free access to land if his proposal was carried

into effect ; for according to its very terms the produc-

tive forces are to pay for access to land up to the full

value of the privilege thus accorded. In still another

place he says that at present we permit the natural op-

portunities to be monopolized which nature freely offers

to all ; but the single tax will no more make these op-

portunities free than the present system does—on the
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other hand every natural opportunity that has any

market value will have to be strictly paid for. This is

equity, this is justice—and it will bring an improvement

of the average condition of the workingman in its wake
;

but that it is going to enable every man to go to work

who wishes to and to assure him the full returns for his

labor—or even if it does for one year or generation,

that it will for another, that it is going to strike at the

root of the labor problem and give us a radical cure,

that it is going to banish all the evils arising from the

increasing inequalities in the distribution of wealth, and

give us a " City of God on earth " (as Mr, George in

Progress and Poverty seems to expect), this, much as I

should like to believe it, I am unable to see.

In the cities everybody knows that the land is too

valuable for the laborer to hope to get hold of it and

employ himself upon it. How is it in the country?

Undoubtedly some land not worth very much would be

had for the using under the rule of the single tax
;

some such land is already practically free. But land

anywhere and everywhere will pass into the hands of

those who can get most out of it, who can make best

use of it—for they can afford to bid most for it ; and

they will always make the most profitable use of the

land who have most intelligence and, particularly in this

age of the world, most capital, the greatest command

over the most improved tools and machinery. Yearly

we know capital is being more and more applied to land

(about the origin of capital I entirely agree with Mr.

George, but that is not inconsistent with the present

fact), and a workingman without capital has very little

chance of competing successfully, either in bidding for
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a farm or running it, with another person who has

capital. Farms, like other property, are being more

and more organized on a comparatively large scale.

Mr. George sees this, but he does not seem to see the

bearing of it on his own theorj'. He admits that the

independent American farmer working with his own

hands is doomed as certainly as 2,000 years ago his

prototype of Italy was doomed. But he appears to

think that this is because of private ownership of land.

But it is really because in everything (farming included)

we seem to be entering on a period of large production
;

and those who can carry on this large production most

successfully, who have most brains and the most capi-

tal, are bound to win. In general, indeed, Mr. George

himself appreciates the significance of the new era on

which we are entering. " Without a single exception

that I can think of," he says, " the effort of all modern

industrial improvements is to production upon a large

scale, to the minute division of labor, to the giving to

the possessors of large capital an overpowering advan-

tage," It is true that this may never be quite as much
the case in agricultural production as in ordinary manu-

facturing ; but the general tendency is the same. Hence,

it seems to me futile to expect that all those who are

thrown out of employment by the increased use of

machinery in ordinary industrial occupations are going,

under the single tax system, to have a chance to employ

themselves upon the land. Would that this were pos-

sible, for in this case we could see plainly how under

any circumstances the laborer might still remain a free

man ! But go out to our Western farms—which have

always seemed to hold out a ray of hope for anyone
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discontented with his lot. The great bonanza farms

may not become universal, they may indeed disappear.

But it does not pay to have a farm of less than 160, or,

better, 320 acres. A man must be able, under the

single tax, to pay the rental on that. Moreover,

machinery is more and more taking the place of farm

laborers ; so that the workingman who looks for work

even as a hired hand is encountered with difficulties not

unhke those that confront him in the Eastern factory

which he left.

But I must stop. It is no argument against the jus-

tice of a measure that it will not accomplish everything

that is expected of it. Our progress is by piecemeal in

this world ; and if a thing is just that is enough. We
should go as far as we know ; and when we know far-

ther, we should go farther.

The Single Tax in its gist and essence seems to me
one of the justest proposals that have been brought

forward in modern times. I sometimes regret that

many of those who believe in it do not look around it

and beyond it ; I sometimes think they are narrow in

their unwillingness to admit good in anything besides

it ; but it is the failing of a great deal that it is best in

the world to be narrow—and we should take men as

they are and ideas as they present themselves, and

make the most of what is good and true in them.
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None of us can escape having some attitude toward

religion. There are many subjects in regard to which

a person can be indifferent, but religion is not one ot

these, and if for no other reason, simply because of the

fact that rehgion is on all sides of us. Whether we

turn to the present or the past, everywhere we are con-

fronted by the stubborn presence of religion. As yet

no nation has been discovered, in whose life religion

does not at some point enter as a factor ; and if we
leave man and go to animals we are not certain of leav-

ing religion behind, for there are scholars who assert

that, even among the brutes, a religious sentiment exists.

This, then, is the starting point of our discussion. We
cannot escape from religion ; there is no use in turning

our back upon religion, for we would only be confronted

by it on the other side.

If we let go of religion there is still the possibility to

be considered that religion may take hold of us ; and

the man who fancies that he can throw it aside, is very

much in the position of the soldier who advanced to

the gates of a city and shouted to the sentinel within,

that he had a prisoner. " Bring him along," said the

sentinel. "He won't come," was the reply. "Then
come yourself," said the sentinel. " He won't let me,"

said the soldier.

*A lecture given before the Philadelphia Ethical Society, April, 1897.

(147)
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In the second place, our attitude towards religion is

quite independent of the question of individual beliefs,

though here we touch upon a fundamental and very

common error into which people fall, when considering

what their attitude towards religion should be. When
an ancient philosopher said that " man was the measure

of the universe," he did not mean that each one of us

was to make himself the measure of the universe. If

we judge the broad subject of religion from the point

of view of our own particular beliefs, our vision will be

necessarily distorted. It is like looking at a landscape

through the small end of a field-glass. To obtain a

proper attitude towards religion we must remove, so far

as possible, the personal equation. Not that individual

beliefs are not of importance. They are of very great

importance to ourselves, but we must lose sight of our-

selves upon approaching the subject of reHgion in gen-

eral. Besides, the religious beliefs held by the majority

of mankind are due to the accident of birth or to cir-

cumstances, otherwise accidental. It is only a small

minority of mankind that is able to think out religious

problems for themselves, and until the majority is able

to do so, it is perhaps quite as well that the majority

does not attempt the task.

But the most serious result of determining our atti-

tude towards religion from the standpoint of our own

beUefs, consists in the unequal divisions in this way set

up between truth and error. Assuredly, there is truth

in religion, and assuredly, there is error. The problem

of mankind has been to set up the boundarj', marking

off the one from the other. To settle this question by

labeling our own beliefs as truth and the rest as error

would be equivalent to drawing a great map of the
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world with one small bright spot and the rest com-

pletely dark. The solution is simple, but to accept it

would be to call into question almost all the achievements

of man. What confidence is to be placed in the reasoning

powers of man, if, as a result, a vast amount of error has

been engendered and only an infinitesimal quantity of

truth produced. Progress in thought becomes a will-

o'-the-wisp, man's highest aspiration the whisperings of

some evil spirit for the purpose of bringing about the

everlasting discomfiture of humanity. No ! The noble

deeds done by people in all parts of the world, the

heroic impulses existing among those whose religious

thought differs from our own, the pathetic martyrdom of

man in all ages, the fine impulses that have sprung from

widely-different convictions, solemnly protest against

this assumption.

Even though we grant that error and goodness may
exist side by side, the impulse to goodness can never

spring from error. Darkness cannot produce light.

Equally erroneous is the attitude towards religion of

those who in their despair of reaching truth, attribute to

all forms of religion an equal legitimacy. To do so, is

to identify all forms of religion as manifestations of

error. If everything has a right to be recognized as

true, then everything is also false. There is such a

thing as carrying one's impartiality too far—so far as to

become partial again through excessive impartiahty.

It cannot be denied that one of the most eminent

minds of the century is responsible for the strength

that this attitude towards religion has acquired. In

France a special word has been coined to express this

attitude—Renanism—derived from the supposed origi-

nator of the attitude—Ernest Renan. To a superficial
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observer, indeed, Renan appears in the light of the

famous magistrate who, in his aversion towards quar-

rels, declared that each of two contending parties was

right, and when remonstrated with by a third person

who protested, " But, your honor, both cannot be

right," replied, "You are right, too." However, I

venture to think that this charge brought against Renan

is unjust. It is the fate of men who give expression to

their thought in terms reflecting a peculiarly constituted

mind to be misunderstood, and Renan has been misun-

derstood. It may be that in his desire to judge impar-

tially, he at times oversteps the limits and appears to

favor an attitude which implies that, after all, it does not

make much difference what we think of the great prob-

lems of life ; but a man who adopted as his life motto,

veritatetn dilexi—" I loved the truth "—cannot have been

actuated either by the despair of finding truth, or by a

frivolity which regards it as indifferent whether we find

it or not. As in time, a keener appreciation of Renan's

mind and purpose in life will replace a view of him that

is necessarily biased by our proximity to his career

—

so recently closed—it will be found that he has illus-

trated better, perhaps, than anyone else the proper atti-

tude to be taken towards religion in our days—^the

attitude of sympathy.

It is Goethe who, it will be remembered, said that if

one would understand the poet, one must enter the

poet's land. To understand the reason for the great

varieties of form that religion has assumed in the present

and the past, one must for the time being set aside one's

own views and enter sympathetically into the world of

thought that others have created for themselves. With-

out sympathy for all forms of religion, it is as impossible
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to appreciate what part religion has played in the world

as it is for a person to appreciate a work of art without a

love for art, or for one to be thrilled by hearing of a

noble deed without a sympathy with nobility itself. I

say sympathy with all forms of religion—the lowest,

or those which appear to be the lowest, as well as the

highest. Indeed, I should say that sympathy with the

earliest attempts of man to give expression to his re-

ligious emotions is, in a sense, more essential than sym-

pathy with the advanced forms.

Is there not something pathetic in the sight of a child

addressing its doll—as though it were a living person

—

rocking and feeding it, consoling and punishing it?

Who is there that is not affected by the sight ? And
when the child's soul awakens and it begins to inquire

the reason for the things round about, who would

think of sneering at its fancies, and not rather be im-

pressed by the effort it makes to give expression to the

thoughts that overwhelm it? The awakening of the

child's soul is in many respects the most impressive

phenomenon in human life. Our savage ancestors, who
roamed at large through woods and deils, represent the

childhood of the race. The crude fancies of primitive

man, and his crude religious rites, bordering at times on

cruelty, are impressive just because they represent the

awakening of mankind's soul. The best elements in the

savage are brought out by his crude religious fancies and

rites. It is sometimes said in disparagement of this view

of the function of religion among the uncivilized, that fear

is the motive prompting him to some form of religious

thought, but fear is after all the corollary of love. The
Old Testament, which contains the command to " love

thy God with all thy heart," also declares that " fear of
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the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." The element

of fear is an essential part in a child's love for its par-

ents, and by no means a degrading one. The child

who is afraid to do wrong is proof against temptation.

In many languages there is no distinction between fear

and reverence, and, indeed, if we analyze our concep-

tion of reverence, we will find that the element of fear

enters largely into it. It is a mistake not to train the

instinct of fear in us, as much as the instinct of love,

and a religion or a system of ethics that emphasizes

only love and not fear is incomplete. But apart from

the impressiveness of man's first attempt to give ex-

pression to his religious emotions, there is another

reason why our sympathy should be extended to all

forms of religion. We are beginning to see that, after

all, a primitive and an advanced religion have much in

common. The starting point of all religions is the

same—the feeling of man's dependence upon some

power or powers over which he has no control. There

is absolutely no religion in which this element is want-

ing. The thought finds a variety of expressions, but

the thought is everywhere the same, and it is certainly

significant to find that a belief which no religion has

outgrown, should be a legacy bequeathed to us by the

savage. What is still more remarkable—the thought

of the unity of the world is reached, though in a dim

way, by early man. Though there are many powers in

the universe—^the sun, the moon, the stars, the light-

ning, fire, and water—upon all of whom man acknowl-

edges his dependence, there is found among many

people, living in a state of savagery, a belief in some

great unseen power, greater, more formidable and more

powerful than any of those that are visible. Take,
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again, the doctrine of immortality—so essential in all

the advanced religions, with the single exception of

Buddhism—and among early man, it is so strong that

he cannot conceive of death. The world is full of life

to him, and he cannot imagine of any activity without

associating with it life. He is a believer in life and

absolutely skeptical as to the idea of death. The

thought of death is beyond him, precisely as it is be-

yond the grasp of the child. Life is the great mystery

that he is called upon to explain. Death, in one sense,

does not exist for him. It is only a form of life—albeit

an unknown form.

Again, while both love and fear animate man in his

relationship to the powers upon whom he feels himself

dependent, and find expression in his rites, love predom-

inates, as it predominates in advanced religions. The

earliest religious rite in the world seems to be the care of

the dead. The dead are treated with great consideration.

Food is offered to them, a resting place is provided, or

they are sanctified by being brought into contact with

a sacred element—fire. Cremation is, at its origin, a

tribute of love or reverence for the dead, prompted by

the desire of the survivors to secure for the dead person,

the same sanctity that they attached to fire. The ele-

ment of fear, however, is also present. Earth burial is

in part an expression of this fear. The dead is put out

of the way, for fear that he may do some injury to the

living. To secure the living against harm, the dead is

strapped to a board, or nailed on, or placed between

boards—and after being sunk deep into the earth, heavy

stones are placed over the spot where he lies, so that

he may not escape ; and yet even in such rites, the ele-

ment of love is not wantingr—that same love which
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prompts us to-day, in direct continuance of the early rite,

to enclose the dead in a suitable coffin and to erect a

monument to his memory. Considerations such as

these justify an insistance upon including in our sym-

pathy, the earliest as well as the more advanced forms

of religion.

The role played by religion in the great drama of

civilization provides a second motive for assuming an

attitude of sympathy towards religion. There is per-

haps no factor that has been more instrumental in bring-

ing about all that we group under the term "progress,"

and it is interesting to see the manner in which religion

has brought this about. The thought of dependence

upon other powers beyond his control, which we have

seen to have been the starting point of all religions,

prompted man to make the attempt of putting himself

in communication with other powers. He tried to

make them favorably disposed by offering them things

which he treasured—food and trinkets. He showed

his reverence for them, by addressing them in terms in-

dicative of his love and fear of them. Such acts gave

man confidence in the future. The assurance which he

in time obtained that the gods would stand by him, if he

conducted himself properly towards them, gave him

courage in war and in dangerous enterprises. His re-

ligion thus contributed to the development of his man-

liness. The ethical sense was also aroused. Proper

conduct—albeit only towards the gods—formed one of

the purposes of life. A disposition might even arise to

sacrifice an immediate advantage for some ulterior

benefit, of which he felt assured through the aid pro-

vided by the gods. In short, with the gods ranged on

his side, man entered upon the struggle with the hostile
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elements about him under the most favorable auspices.

The consciousness of having the powers under control

aroused a new sense of dignity. He felt his superiority

over the rest of the animal world, which submitted

blindly to the powers of the universe without any at-

tempt to propitiate them. It needed but some incent-

ive to his ambition, in order to place him on the road

leading to gradual advance in culture. This incentive

was furnished by the struggle for existence which man

could not escape. But for his religious sentiment, the

struggle would have proceeded without a definite goal.

The pursuit of the ideal—and what is civilization if not

an ideal—would have been impossible, nay, is incon-

ceivable without the disposition which man's attempt

to place himself in communion with higher powers

created in him. The struggle for existence becomes

something more than a blind contest, when once man
fights not against the powers around him, but with their

assistance.

Advancing from savage life to the civilizations of

antiquity—to Babylonia, to Egypt, and to Judea—what

do we find ? Religion is the index of the culture that

is reached. The teachers of men in these ancient states

are the priests. The earliest attempts of man in art

spring from his religious sentiment. Long after he

continues to live in miserable huts or unadorned dwell-

ings, temples arise, in the construction of which consid-

erable architectural skill is manifested, and while the

interior of his own house is devoid of taste and marked

by extreme simplicity, fine carvings in wood and stone

adorn the temples. Justice, both in theory and execu-^

tion, is an offshoot of religion. The desire of man to

conduct himself properly towards his gods for the pur-
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pose of securing their favor reacted on his relations to

his fellows. Right and wrong in private life represent

the expression of the ideas of right and wrong, as

applied to one's conduct towards the gods. This close

relation between religion and justice is illustrated by the

fact that the earliest judges are the priests, as the repre-

sentatives of the gods. The first courthouse was the

temple. The appeal to justice involved the appeal to

the gods, and so strong is the feeling that justice is

divine that, in the Hebrew language, the word for god

becomes also the term for the judge. Science springs

from religion. The philosophers of the Middle Ages
called science the handmaid of theology. If for theol-

ogy we substitute religion, the proposition is perfectly

correct. The oldest sciences are astronomy and medi-

cine. Astronomy, the study of the heavenly phenom-

ena, arose from the belief that the stars and planets

were among the powers that controlled man's fate.

The theory, it must be admitted, was in large meas-

ure correct, for the earth forms part of a great sys-

tem. Our life here is certainly connected with the

phenomena of the worlds around and above us. It was

only the crude form that the theory took, that stamped

it as fanciful.

However this may be, the astronomers of ancient

times were priests. Medicine, generally regarded as

the most materialistic of sciences, has its source in a

religion. Disease and healing, the ancients believed,

lay in the power of the gods and demons. Sickness

was due to the entrance into the body of some invisible

spirit—a theory that, after all, bears a strong family re-

semblance to the modern germ theory, and the method

resorted to by the ancients of adding to some potions
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or medicinal weed, an incantation containing words that

might drive the demon out, recognized the part played

by the will, or imagination, if you choose, in the cure

—a principle that no modem physician would wish to

deny. Religion thus furnished the direct impulse to all

intellectual and moral advance. All the evidence goes

to show that the priest is the general who leads in the

forward movement of civilization.

There was no such thing as a conflict between science

and religion in ancient times. Religion expressed the

science of the day, and, as James Darmesteter puts it,

in a most suggestive essay on " The Religions of the

Future," * religion best summed up man's knowledge

as well as his aspirations. The resort to magic, which

many of us are inclined to regard as a species of con-

scious humbug practiced by the priests, was in reality

the advanced philosophy of the day, perfected by an

application of a perfectly logical and thoroughly scien-

tific method. It will be seen, therefore, how absurd it

is to decry religion as a stumbling-block to progress,

and to hold up the priests as the enemies of science.

This misleading view is of comparatively modem origin,

and since it still prevails and is to a large extent respon-

sible for the lack of sympathy shown towards religion

by many intelligent persons, who hold what are known
as advanced views in religion, it may be well to consider

it somewhat in detail. I do not for one moment deny

that there is some justification for this misconception

—

at least an apparent justification—but in speaking of it

as a comparatively modern view, I have indicated also

the reason for its existence. Voltaire in Europe and

Thomas Paine in this country have given popularity to,

Selected Essays (translated by Helen B. Jastrow).
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what may be called, the hostile attitude towards religion.

The error of the attitude consists in its failure to under-

stand the history of religions—to note that there has

been in religion at all times a constant tendency towards

reaching out to ever higher ideals. As one religion

succeeds the other, we observe that the main difference

between the one and the other is that the triumphant

one is purer, more spiritual, reflects the tendencies of

the age better than the other. Religions are subject

to the same laws of growth, decline and fall, that affect

empires
; but, just as little as we would judge a state

by its period of decay, just as erroneous is it to estimate

a religion by the symptoms it manifests during the

period of its decline. A time came when the mythol-

ogy of the Greeks no longer adequately expressed the

aspirations of the age, and the decline sets in. Instead

of state religion, we have independent religious organi-

zations that afterwards developed into the so-called

Greek mysteries ; but surely the religion of the Greeks

is not to be estimated by these mysteries, although in a

measure the latter represent an advance upon the old

religions. But coming to an aspect of the subject of

nearer interest—the conflict between science and reli-

gion which called forth Voltaire's hostile attitude—is

an exceedingly modern phenomenon. It begins in the

the period of the Renaissance—a matter of not quite

four hundred years. What a small period is this com-

pared to the six thousand years preceding the Renais-

sance, during which we can now trace the history of

civilization. The phenomenon of four hundred years

cannot outweigh the testimony of six thousand. It is

rather strange that the conflict between science and re-

ligion—utterly unknown in the ancient world—should
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have arisen at a time, when an advanced religion held

sway over mankind. Darmesteter has pointed out

what a fatal mistake the church made when, instead of

welcoming new truth, it opposed it with a non possumus

—its edict of heresy. It must not be supposed that

the church cheerfully condemned the martyrs of science

to a cruel death. She did so often with a heavy heart,

for the church lacked the great leader to point out that

in arousing a conflict between science and religion, she

ran counter to the traditions of religion—sinned, in a

measure, against the spirit of religion.

But this does not justify us in impugning the integ-

rity or sincerity of those who attempted to clog the

wheels of scientific and intellectual progress. A rehgion

opposing science, so far from being a characteristic

feature, is an ajiofnaly in histor>% witnessed for the first

time during the past three centuries. Nor has the func-

tion of the priest ever been that of an inventor of doc-

trines and rites. Religious doctrines arise among the

people—the priest at most gives expression to them.

Rites are even more of a popular product than doc-

trines. The priest is merely the preserver of these

rites. In every respect, then, the hostile attitude to-

wards religion is unjustified. History disproves it and

common sense protests against it.

Sympathy as an attitude toward religion must not be

confounded with tolerance. I must confess that to my
ears, the words tolerance and toleration have a disagree-

able sound. Tolerance assumes a superiority on the

part of him who displays it, toward the one who receives

it. An assumption of superiority is incompatible with

a sympathetic attitude towards religion, for sympathy is

as far removed from pity as it is from contempt. Toler-
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ance makes no effort to enter into the religious thought

of others—it merely tolerates that thought, and often

because it has not the power to do otherwise. Sym-
pathy with religion leads to becoming humility rather

than tolerance. But, on the other hand, a sympathetic

attitude does not tend to loosen our beliefs, but keeps

us from becoming incrusted in t^iem. It keeps us

from becoming so hardened that we see nothing but

error outside of a small circle ; it helps us to put

the proper interpretation upon religion ; and here I

touch upon an important feature of the sympathetic

attitude. It is not strange that people should be con-

fused by the Babel of religious phenomena by which we
find ourselves surrounded. What does it all mean—^this

endless variety of rites, these countless phases of relig-

ious thought, this ceaseless panorama of religious phe-

nomena ? We do not ask with Pilate, what is truth

—

but where is truth ? If we enter into the spirit of man's

religious thought, and sympathetically endeavor to un-

derstand what he means by a certain rite, trace the his-

tory of a belief from age to age and observe the con-

tinuity of religious thought, the answer to the question

will be ready at hand. Religion is an ingredient of man's

nature. It comes to him the moment that he becomes

conscious of his own weakness, of the fact that there are

superior powers, and of the necessity of gaining the favor

of the powers. He strives to give expression to this

thought in doctrines and rites. His best energies are

spent in this endeavor. The history of religion, from this

point of view, is the history of man's superb struggle for

the perfection of his being. Every phase in that struggle

is fraught with some significance, and as one phase suc-

ceeds the other, the ideals of existence rise ever higher
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and higher. Viewed in this light, the succession of re-

ligious phenomena do not indeed signify the substitution

of truth for error, but a clearer grasp of that part of

truth which man is capable of grasping. This sympa-

thetic attitude is particularly essential towards an under-

standing of the religious conditions of the present day.

One's heart grows faint when one sees how rarely

people understand one another. Men are arrayed in

opposing camps who ought to stand side by side. Es-

sentials are overlooked, while we fight for non-essentials

as though everything depended upon them. Bitterness

is aroused where there ought to be intense fraternity.

With poverty, crime, political corruption, and loose

business methods increasing, as a direct result of the

new forces at work in our modern civilization, what

hope is there of removing evils cmd approaching nearer

to the ideal state of society, if those earnest men and

women who grasp the situation, instead of clasping

hands, pass each other by estranged, or eye each other

with suspicion because of the inability or unwillingness

of the one to understand the other. We lose nothing

of our conviction by trying to understand those who
differ from us. Through lack of sympathy we overlook

the fact that we are all engaged in the same struggle,,

and instead of fighting in unison the hostile forces that

make for evil, we strike blows that are ineffectual or

injure the very cause in which we are engaged. We
organize peace societies all over the world, and yet are

clamoring for the destruction of our fellow-beings.

Does not the political situation in the East at present

come as a reminder of the necessity of sympathy in

matters of religion ? Can it be denied that in the strug-

gle of nations at present going on in the Orient, a hatred
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against a great religion—Islam—is involved ? Let us

beware of condemning others. A recent English writer,*

himself a Christian, has shown that in propagating the

faith of Islam, the representatives of it have generally

adopted far milder methods than the missionaries of

most other faiths. It is as unjust to judge Islam by
the errors committed by votaries, as it is to judge

Christianity by the crimes committed in medieval Spain.

But coming nearer home, to the problems besetting

us in our Occidental civilization, is it not sympathy that

we need to appreciate the religions and social move-

ments of the day ? The eminent economist and histo-

rian, Bryce, has called our age "an age of unrest." I

should prefer to call it one of activity. Activity is in-

separable from momentous changes, and we see the

great change going on around us in education, in sci-

ence, in social conditions, and in religion. Would we
understand those changes in religion, we must not start

out, by either condemning or defending them, but by an

honest endeavor to find out what they signify. With

an attitude of sympathy toward religion this task is

simple—without it, it is impossible.

Whatever, then, the religous views we hold, and even

though we hold none at all, our attitude towards relig-

ion should still be one of sympathy with it as a mani-

festation of human thought and human aspirations.

In conclusion, let us consider the question how this atti-

tude may best be acquired. Sympathy with religion in-

volves a readiness to investigate the phenomena of reli-

gion ; indeed, it implies a mind open to investigation.

Simple as it may seem, it is not an easy task to study

religions in a sympathetic spirit. Old as religion is as a

•Arnold, "The Preaching of Islam."
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subject of speculation, religion as a Subject of investiga-

tion is a creation of our own days. The man who has

contributed more than any one else towards studying

religion and religions in a sympathetic spirit—the dis-

tinguished Max Miiller of Oxford— is still living.

Renan, whose interest in the subject was no less, has

only lately passed away, and not a score of years have

gone by since the valiant spirits of Emerson and Car-

lyle fled—Emerson and Carlyle, who protested against

seeing in the great religious movements outside the

pale of their own, naught but error and fanaticism. But

for this sympathetic attitude towards religion, the study

of religions in a historical spirit would have been im-

possible. I feel justified therefore in designating this

attitude that we have been discussing as distinctly the

tnodern attitude towards religion, the attitude created by
the spirit of our century. But to merely give expres-

sion to this sympathy is not sufficient. It must become

part and parcel of our thought to view religion in the

hght indicated. It should be as natural for us to have

this attitude, as it is for us to adopt the scientific me-

thods perfected in this century for the investigation of

natural phenomena. Sympathy is far removed from

mawkish sentimentality. Sympathy does not mean a

mere spirit of uncritical admiration of everything, but a

conviction formed by thought and study. To acquire

the proper attitude of sympathy towards religion, I

know of but one method to be pursued—the study of

religions. That study should form part of the modem
education. Our curricula in higher schools and col-

leges, in our churches and synagogues, are lamentably

incomplete in not providing means for this study. It has

well been said that one does not undersand one's own
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language until one acquires a second. Equally impossi-

ble is it for us to know our own religion, whatever it be,

until we study, at least, a second. Is it not wrong that

most of us have grown up without a knowledge even of

those religions by which we are immediately sur-

rounded ? What do Christians know of Judaism, and

what do the Jews know of Christianity? What does

one Christian sect know of the other ? A few of the

externals, but of the thought underlying the one relig-

ion or the other, of the interpretation to be put upon

the doctrines, upon the history of the rites, of all this

and more in the religion of our neighbors most of us

know nothing—absolutely nothing. Equally important

is it for us to know something of the way in which

religion, in general, was developed, how it manifests itself

among savages, what the various forms are that it takes

on. The history of the human race cannot possibly be

understood without a study of the religions that have

arisen among men. Our universities and seminaries are

beginning to feel the need of the study. In Europe,

likewise, the importance of the subject has begun to be

recognized, and there is at least one country—Belgium

—where instructions in religious history for some years

formed part of the public school system.

It is not, of course, necessary or possible for every

one to make a profound study of religion. It is not

this study that I have in mind ; but every intelligent

person should have sufficient interest in the subject to

take up, from time, to time a book that will tell him what

other people believe and do ; or, let him observe the

doctrines taught in our immediate surroundings, and

ascertain what they mean. Especially is it mcumbent

upon those who claim to be independent in their thought
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to do SO. No one has a right to express an opinion on

a religious subject without a study of it ; and there is a

sense in which an indixadual has not even a right to an

opinion of his own, unless he has worked it out by care-

ful study. Were there more real thought given to

religion, there would be fewer opinions expressed.

Renan once said that only few persons have the right

to do what he did—to abandon the church in which he

was bom—because only few persons have studied the

doctrines of that church or know anything about it.

It cannot be denied that, in certain circles, there

is a dread of undertaking this study—a fear that,

in some way, the study will be injurious to the

cause of religion. Nothing can be more erroneous.

The study of religion undertaken in the proper spirit

can only lead to a clarification of our own views, and

nothing is so well calculated to impress us with the

importance of religion as its history, which shows

that religion accompanies the human race, as a shadow

does the individual. As the man, so is his religion,

advancing with him in every step that he takes—never

deserting him. History leads us to the acts of man—the

threshold of his Ufe, as it were ; language admits us to

his thoughts ; we cross the threshold, but it is the stor>''

of rehgions that brings us to the sanctuary of the soul.

A study that teaches us that there is soul life every-

where, among the lowest as well as the highest, can

surely not be harmful. It is true that the study of

religion uncovers the crimes and wrongs committed in

the name of rehgion ; but who is there that would not

regard such a revelation necessary and desirable, un

pleasant though the task may be ? The study of relig-

ion may not help us in finding a solution for the vexed
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problems of existence, but it will help us to understand

those problems. It will impress us with a sense of the

dignity of man ; it will point out to us the road along

which he has traveled, and will indicate the direction oi

future progress ; it will comfort us with the thought

that as long as man has aspirations, religion in some

form will be there to give expression to his aspirations
;

that the result of the conflict still going on between sci-

ence and religion will be to again give religion, as of old,

a form that will make it the perfect expression of sci-

ence. The study of religion will lead us towards truth,

even though it do not reveal all of truth. In order to

see the whole truth, the faith of the believer v/ill always

be necessary, or the intuition of the thinker, or the

imagination of the poet.

Faith in its essence is distinct from fact, but the ele-

ment of faith enters into the composition of man.

What intuition is to the thinker and imagination to the

poet, faith is to him who deals with the great problems of

life. But even without this faith, which perhaps is not

given to every one, enough of truth is revealed directly

to us, to make clear the purpose of life and to illumine

the path of duty while we are here on earth. Whatever

the future may bring, we know that righteousness is

essential to reaching the goal ; and though we cannot

attain righteousnes, we can strive to attain it. If the

study of religion cannot, then, supply us with the ele-

ment of faith—while not hostile to it—it will at least

aid us to understand that truth, and more particularly

religious truth, must not be conceived of as a solid that

can be grasped, but as an atmosphere that must be

breathed. A sympathetic attitude towards religion will,

assuredly, help us to rise to that atmosphere.
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EDWARD BELLAMY AGAIN.*

BY W. L. SHEXDON.

It was almost eight years ago, at this time, that I

addressed you on Mr. Bellamy's first important work

—

" Looking Backward." In thinking of it now, it would

almost seem as if a quarter of a centur}' had gone by.

I cannot make it possible to myself that it was only

eight or nine years ago when we were all talking about

Mr. Bellamy.

Nowadays we think so hard and the world keeps

moving on so fast that every year seems crowded to

overflowing. When we look back a few years, it is

almost as if we were glancing back over some stage of

pre-existence.

In dealing with books on social reform there are

a few points always to be kept in mind. We must dis-

tinguish them, in the first place, from books on science,

which are usually written in a more or less unimpas-

sioned spirit, for the sake of widening the skirts of

knowledge. But a work on social reform, if it have the

true ring, is never written in an unimpassioned spirit.

In the soul of the writer there is a burning sympathy,

or a burning indignation. At any rate, something is

burning there. On this account such a book is liable to

*A lecture given before the Ethical Society of St. Louis.

{167)
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contain any amount of truth, but also any amount of

error. The intense sympathies of the writer will lead

him off on side tracks ; inevitably forcing him, now and

then, to an irrational standpoint, or to a conclusion for

which the evidence may be most scanty.

In the second place, if a book on social reform is

written by an enthusiast, you will almost invariably dis-

cover that the main truths contained in it are on the

negative side. It is when pointing out the evil that his

vision will be most clear, as he rubs the sore and makes

you feel the truth of what he says. On the other hand,

the errors will be more especially on the constructive

side, because on that side a man requires not only great

prophetic insight, but a mind disciplined in scientific

methods and stored with a vast amount of knowledge of

past history. The prophet can lay his finger on the

evil, while the man of science alone can suggest the

remedy. On the whole, it is less easy to be a man of

science than it is to be a prophet.

Furthermore, in the third place, and what is most

important, you will also observe, in books on social

reform, when the writer is putting his finger on an evil,

he is most Hable to be in error when attacking individ-

uals or special classes, and most liable to be near the

truth when attacking a whole system. It is peculiarly

difficult for the social reformer to shake ofif the im-

pression that the well-to-do classes are spending all their

time, night and day, year in and year out, scheming to

enslave humanity. As a matter of fact, at the time

when the social reformer thinks that such men are pon-

dering deep-laid plans for crushing the workingman, the

chances are that such men are amusing themselves at
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billiards and have forgotten the very existence of the

workingman.

What I have said applies with force to the last work

by Mr. Bellamy, entitled " Equality." The sugar-coat-

ing which the author gives to it by putting his attitude

in story form, is rather tame. " Equality " is but a

sequel to the first work, " Looking Backward." I take

it for granted that ultimately Mr. Bellamy will rear-

range both volumes as one stor>^

In taking up this late work by Mr. Bellamy, it has

reopened for me the entire social problem. I have been

thinking of it steadily for the last eight years, although

not having said much about it. In going back to a

consideration of my standpoint at that earlier time, I

cannot see that my own convictions have gone through

any radical change. I stand now where I stood at that

time. But, on the other hand, these convictions, I am
frank to admit, have gone through considerable pruning

;

what is more, they have been gradually developing or

growing with a growing experience. It is the observa-

tions I have been forced to make upon human nature,

which, more than anything else, have been enlarging

and widening my own standpoint. I have made discov-

eries which I had not made eight years ago. Some of

these discoveries have been depressing ; others have

been encouraging.

Of all the results of these years of experience I

should say that the one which has been most marked in

my own life, has been the development of a deeper sense

of pity for human nature than I used to have. Do not

imderstand me as speaking in a tone of cynicism. That

is not what I am aiming at. But along with the burn-
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ing sense of indignation which I used to feel over the

evils existing in our social system, has come an appreci-

ation for the many-sidedness of human nature. My
judgment grows tempered with mercy. And there is a

softer feeling in my heart than I used to have, for every

class of society. This has trained me to be willing to

give in now and then to the inevitable, to realize that

human nature must take its own course and must bide

its time.

I am going to tell you some of the discoveries which

I have made. You will see that in my address to-day

I shall be talking a great deal more about my own con-

victions or experiences than about those of Mr. Bellamy.

It has been borne in upon me—what I had not appre-

ciated to the same extent eight or ten years ago—that

the human race is not really in agony over the subject

of social reform. My own heart was stirred to the very

depths on this theme, and I had supposed that it would

be possible for those of us burning with enthusiasm for

a higher social ideal, to arouse mankind to the same sort

of feeling, so that rich and poor ahke might all be

shaken to the depths and struggle ahead unitedly to-

ward a common purpose. But I have learned that,

poor and rich alike, men are not in a state of agony over

the subject.

To get right down to the real point : I have come to

see that human nature cares a great deal more about

being amused, or about " having a good time," than

about being elevated to a higher plane, or about having

more rights or more justice.

This experience in observing the tendencies of human

nature has led me to modify the belief I used to have
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in the inevitableness of human progress. In our school

or college days we were brought up on the theory that

progress was something which had to be, that human

nature was bound to go ahead and advance, that society

was sure to move forward and upward to a higher plane

in spite of circumstances, in spite even of the lethargy

of average human nature. But it has become plain to

me that such a tendency is not necessary or inevitable.

I am not sure now that there is everywhere in human

nature a natural bent toward progress. When you

come to study history closely you begin to see that

reform movements are spasmodic, that they do not run

like great continuous waves through every human creat-

ure. Rather, indeed, you will notice that it is the few

who carry the torch of progress, and that whether

human nature is going to advance will depend on the

few rather than on any inevitable tendency in the whole

human race.

Again, another discovery : I used to adopt the theory

that the way to convince men about methods of social

reform was to argue with them, to get them to think

and investigate, and then try to convince them by my
own reasoning. A few years of observation ha\e

taught me that men do not take up social reforms by a

process of logic, that they do not adopt their theories

from the cogency of the arguments urged on behalf of

those theories. On the other hand, it has struck me
that human nature plunges into social reform rather

through its sympathies ; and that in such matters

average human nature follows the leadership of the

man or woman it believes in, rather than the leadership

of an idea. When a class of people come to believe
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through and through in the honesty and the sympathy

of some leader, they will follow him a long way, fancy-

ing that they are holding his theories, when, as a matter

of fact, it is him they believe in, and not his theories.

And on this score I am not sure but that in the long run

the tendency is a wholesome one. If there be any dan-

ger at all, it may come from a mad rush after a half-

digested, fantastic idea. If a man is not honest you can

run him down after a while. But it is awfully hard to

run down a dishonest idea.

Once more, I have also made a painful discovery. It

is one of those revelations which widens my sense of

pity for human nature, although giving me at times a

sense of discouragement. It has come over me that the

mass of mankind, even when they are interested in social

reform, care a good deal more for reading about it than

working for it. They will devour the accounts of it in

the newspapers, even go at times deep into the literature

of the subject. But when it comes to sacrificing their

time, that is another matter. The most depressing cir-

cumstance to the social reformer is just this mere spec-

ulative interest which people take in a subject, as if it

were a kind of "afternoon-tea affair." In all probabil-

ity this is one of the chief causes why social reform

movements are so spasmodic. The worker is puzzled

over it ; he sees the wave of excitement, and wonders

why it does not result in something—not having ob-

served that it is a kind of intellectual excitement which

has not penetrated into the hearts of the people.

Then I have made one other discovery, and this one the

most delicate of all. I shall strike you and myself—all

of us—in what I am going to say, and it may rankle.
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All I can ask of you is that you will have faith in me,

and believe, after having listened to me a number of

years, that I never talk about individuals ; I speak of

tendencies. If it were only a few individuals I had in

mind, my lips should remain forever silent. But this

observation has come over me in watching social reform

movements, in Europe and in this country, in St. Louis

and New York, in London and Berlin. And it is just

this : that all of the social reformers, practically without

exception, live themselves in glass houses, and that the

tendency is well nigh universal to take up a social

reform which least of all hits oneself A man thunders

at some special evil, or advocates some special remedy,

and does not know that other persons are pointing their

finger at him and in their minds warning him of his own
glass house.

As this discovery has come over me little by Uttle,

not only in studying human nature but in watching the

trend of history ; as I see how it was manifested in human
nature two thousand years ago, even as it is manifest

to-day ; as I have noticed how a man will reach out for

one reform, and be cautious about another, it has

become apparent to me where to look for one of the

reasons why progress is so slow or so spasmodic.

When you propose a special reform to certain individ-

uals, and suddenly run up against the real reason why
they cannot support it, what a shock it gives you '

And now can you not see how it is that eight or nine

years of study and experience have kindled in me a

profound sense of pity for our common human nature ?

It has taught me patience. It has aroused in me a will-

ingness to wait.
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It was with these discoveries in mind that recently I

took up " EquaHty," by Edward Bellamy, I came to

it with a different experience, although with the same

heart, that I came to " Looking Backward." I have

read his new onslaught upon the present competitive

system. It has aroused the same old pain, the same

consciousness of the awful evils existing at the present

time. I have gone over his attacks upon the well-to-do

classes, and only wish that he, too, might have learned

a little more of this sense of pity for our common

human nature which I have learned myself. Whenever

he grows bitter he is almost always in the wrong.

Whenever he is showing class feeling, you can see he

has gone off on a side track. When he touches the

evils of a system, as a system, then you can see how

close he is to the truth.

I am well aware that a good many persons feel that

all such books are mischievous, because they are the

books of agitators, because they help to arouse discon-

tent, because they make us uncomfortable by constantly

rubbing a sore. And yet, let us be calm and think of it

for a moment. Is there ever any hope for change and

progress unless somebody will rub the sore ? Most of

us do not like to do it ; the greater majority prefer not

to think about it. And it is not going to be the man of

science who does it ; he is interested just in getting

knowledge. The only men left to do it are the men of

impatient temperaments, who, when they undertake it,

go at it the right way one moment and the wrong way

another. But if there is ever going to be any sort of

progress, it cannot come unless some persons make us
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feel uncomfortable by keeping their fingers pointed at

the evils.

Mr. Bellamy's book is a further elucidation of the

great scheme of collectivism, by which the industrial or

commercial affairs of society shall be carried on by the

state at large, by society as a whole, leaving men to

spend their wages as they please, offering in that direc-

tion a wide opportunity for individual choice, but keep-

ing them under the most positive control in so far as the

production of wealth is concerned.

Now I am not here this morning to plead for this

system ; for the simple reason that I am perfectly clear

that if it comes it will not come in our own day or

generation, or within another hundred years. That is

not the point I am after. I said eight years ago what I

say again to-day, that Mr. Bellamy is a dreamer. By
this I do not mean to express a contemptuous tone as

to his attitude. On the contrary I mean that his plan,

as he outlines it, is a poem, or beautiful dream, in so far

as his work is constructive. When he forgets his tone

of bitterness, when the class feeling subsides, and he is

thinking only of the future happiness of the human race,

then there is an honest and noble charm to his picture.

But I ask you to realize to whom this charm naturally

must appeal. It does not mean very much to the well-

to-do classes, for they see in it a check on individual

liberty ; and they already have in their lives, in so far as

material luxury is concerned, much of what Mr. Bellamy

is describing.

Do you not see how it naturally appeals to those who
do not have luxuries, to those who do not have much
individual liberty ? I confess that what usually runs
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through my mind, in reading the scheme of Mr. Bell-

amy, is the abundant free use of the telephone, electric

light, phonograph, and big dining-rooms with plenty to

eat. And naturally the first charge we instinctively

make against this dream is the material aspect of

it all. The fact that the clergy have not been enthusi-

astic over his standpoint is not altogether due to the fact

that the clergy live in glass houses. The best of the

clergy stand for the spiritual side of human nature, and

do not think that the highest plan of existence is to be

found by means of having all the electric Hght and all

the telephones you want, and all the dresses you want

to wear. It would be very fine, to be sure, not to be

troubled with laundries, as Mr, Bellamy proposes ; to

have dresses or clothes made of water-proof paper, which

could be discarded or destroyed as soon as they became

soiled, because of the plentiful supply always on hand.

This material side of the picture makes us feel that the

social ideal for many persons consists predominantly in

having luxuries for everybody.

But I ask you to reflect before speaking too positively

on this point. In one of the recent works on explora-

tions we recall the remark of one of the leaders, that he

was surprised to observe how for days, even weeks to-

gether, all their talk, morning, noon and night, ran on

the one subject : what a nice thing it would be to have

something good to eat, A great deal of their time

would be devoted to describing their notion of a good

meal, and how much they consume. You can see the

reason for it. Reduce the food supply to a very low

limit, and a man's mind naturally runs on food, even if

he be naturally a spiritually minded person.
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Now, three-quarters of the human race are \\-ithout

what we call luxuries. I do not mean to say that they

ape starving but they do not have telephones or electric

light, or dinners of several courses, or spacious homes

in which to live. It is no exaggeration to say that

three quarters of the families of St. Louis live in homes

of three or four rooms. Is it strange that families living

in three rooms, and enduring the restrictions of such

living, should picture how nice it would be to have a

large house, with plent>- of furniture in it, and a sort of

Aladdin's Lamp by which to turn on all the light they

wanted ? Before you condemn human nature too much
for having those dreams, will those of you who have

read the Bible think for a moment? Do you recall

what St. John pictured as most conspicuous, after all, in

heaven ? Was it the reign of justice ? Was it spiritual

joys ? Not by any means ! It was the streets of gold

and gates of pearl ! You can see the reason for it.

The people he was talking to, for the most part, were the

poorest classes of those days, to whom gold and pearls

meant freedom and happiness. If even the saintly apos-

tle pictured heaven in that way—and if St. John were to

write to-day, telephones and electric light would be sure

to enter into his picture— can you wonder that the

struggling classes should, after all, enjoy this other pict-

ure of telephones and electric light ? Can you blame the

humbler classes if their first thought of the social ideal

means spacious drawing-rooms, fine dinners, telephones,

and abundance of electricity ?

But again I am insisting that Mr. Bellamy's plan is a

dream, and as such I should like to have it read and

pondered by everybody. Yet it would be unfortunate
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if people came to the conviction that we could bring all

that scheme about in the course of a few years. If ever

there was truth in a proverb, there is truth in the old

saying, " Hope deferred maketh the heart sick." And it

is from that sad sickness-of-the-heart that I should want

to have human nature spared. We may be going on

for hundreds and hundreds of years getting more and

more of that social ideal sketched by Mr. Bellamy.

The main point about it is to feel that what we have to

work for is a tendency and not a fact, and it all must

come very gradually over a period of hundreds of years,

if it ever comes to stay. And when it comes to stay it

will not give just that satisfaction which Mr. Bellamy

portrays.

There is one decided flaw in the whole standpoint of

the author. I am not speaking now of a defect in his

conception of the social ideal, but of his conception of

the attitude of the human heart, provided that such a

dream were ever realized. All through the picture in

this work a comparison is being made between a future

age and our own, and the people living at that time are

devoting much of their leisure in dwelling on the

thought how much better off they are than were the

people of the nineteenth century. Forgive me for say-

ing it ; but that will not be. If Mr. Bellamy's dream

were realized, if any social ideal that human nature

could possibly conceive of at the present time were to

come into existence, human nature would not spend its

time exulting over the realization of its dream. Not by

any manner of means ! If the millennium ever comes

on earth you can rest perfectly sure that average human

nature will be dissatisfied with it. Instead of exulting
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over the present, it will be finding fault and wanting an-

other kind of millennium. I do not speak of this as a

bad tendency necessarily. Again and again I have ex-

pressed my faith in a " divine discontent." Without that

discontent we should never have any progress.

We can be quite certain that the people in the year

2CXXD, if that dream were realized, would be complain-

ing of the deficiency of their phonographs, their tele-

phones or their dinners. It is a law of human nature
;

the more you have the more you want ; the more
refined human taste becomes the more difficult it is to be

satisfied. We may as well accept this fact first as last,

the millennium is not going to bring satisfaction to

human nature. The mouths of men will be Hke the

mouths of young birds, always open for more.

If by any conceivable possibility eighteen hundred
years ago the emperor and his court in the days of the

Roman Empire could have had a picture of even the

gaslight we were accustomed to a few years ago, with

all its possibilities, they would have said the millennium

had come. They could have dreamed of nothing

higher. And we poor mortals, better off on this score

than the Roman emperors, have been raging at our gas-

light and never satisfied with it. And now we are

beginning to rage at our electricity, although ten or

twenty years ago it, too, suggested the millennium.

What I have said may seem discouraging to you.
The millennium described in " Equality " cannot come
in the course of another hundred years. If I believed

this when I first addressed you about " Looking Back-
ward," I have far more reason in my own mind to

believe it now, after further study and observation.
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The whole trouble lies in the one phrase I have pre-

viously used—that the human creature is a many-sided

animal. If he had less sides to him, it would be easier

to bring him to the ideal at once. It was perhaps more

than two thousand years ago when Aristotle enunciated

the thought which has been repeated hundreds of thou-

sands of times, and is always quoted as the basis of

every treatise on political science :
" Man is a politi-

cal animal." In a word, it was his conviction that men
take naturally to politics. And judging from experience

in this country, and even in St. Louis, we should be

inclined to admit the truth of Aristotle's statement.

Even if men have no convictions, or care nothing about

convictions, they seem to like politics ; they like to

attend meetings, form committees, work up parties

;

they like to get offices, even when there is nothing in

the office for themselves ; they like the excitement.

They even enjoy reform movements ; there is a positive

satisfaction in working for them—for the time being, I

mean ; they relish the fighting for its own sake.

As Aristotle would express it, more philosophically,

the human creature naturally takes to forming states or

governments. Now, if it stopped there, if this were the

only predominant tendency in human nature, if man

were nothing else than just a political animal, it would

not take very long for us to get the ideal political soci-

ety—that is, the ideal constitution and the ideal state.

It would not require a great length of time to have the

most perfect government we could conceive of. And,

what is more, we should have the best men in office and

the best laws enacted, and these laws would be enforced,

and we should be on the high road to the millennium.
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But then comes the trouble. Man is something else

besides a political animal; he is an "economic" ani-

mal. I use the word " economic " not as saving, but

in the scientific sense as applying to wealth and the

whole subject of wealth. Man is also a wealth-seeking

animal ; he likes to make money. This is not a side

tendency or a transient craze—it is a natural tendency
;

men like to make money and to become ** wealthy,"

One reason why they do not succeed is that they like

too many other things at the same time.

But if man is a wealth-seeking animal, and you have

what has been called in social science the " economic

man," you can see that human nature is not going to

spend all its time over politics or political reforms, even

if it takes naturally to politics. A good deal of that

time will be drafted off into money-making ; and if the

two tendencies come in conflict, as they must, then they

can only take turns in holding ascendency. When the

money-making animal is in the foreground, politics

will " lie low," as we say. Men will forget about their

dreams of an ideal constitution uith an ideal state, or

about having the most perfect individuals in the bureau

of administration. On the other hand, if the human
creature were a wealth-seeking animal and nothing else,

there would be no actual want of wealth in the world.

If men did nothing else but simply pile up money or

what money could buy, there would be plenty to eat

and to wear for everj'body. Wages would have to go
up very fast under any circumstances, because the

wealth-seeking animals would have to pay out their

money in order to get more wealth. Money has to be

used in order to be made to increase, and it cannot be
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used unless people will help in using it in one way or

another.

But it so happens that the human creature is some-

thing else besides. Man is a pleasure-seeking animal.

Now this is one of the sides which the dreamer in poli-

tics or the student of political science has not figured

upon. Good old Adam Smith, for instance, in his

" Wealth of Nations," seems to have pictured the whole

human race as being nothing but examples of what he

calls the " economic man "—that is, of man as nothing

but a wealth-seeking animal.

But when you come to think of it, a good many men

enjoy spending money even more than they enjoy mak-

ing it. There is running through nearly all human

nature, as I have intimated before, a decided fondness

for "having a good time." It is this more than any-

thing else, I suppose, which staggers our social reform-

ers. He can never allow for the play-instinct as it pre-

vails in human nature. He chafes over the discovery

that masses of men will leave a reform meeting for a

brass band. People care a good deal more for their

"play," than they do for lectures about the social ideal,

or for the regeneration of the human race. In a word,

men like to play ; there is a wild craving for excitement

that runs through all human nature ; it is not only in

the boy but it is in the man. We can see it in the

human animal, everywhere.

If only the human creature were merely a political or

an economic animal Utopias might prosper. But as

almost always happens, the leading spirits drift away

;

it becomes too monotonous, life is tame there ; and men

crowd once more into the cities. The leaders may talk
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about the iniquities of city life, and the abuses there,

the outrages committed on the workingman. Biit it will

be of no use. They will come to the city just for the

sake of the excitement—because they are also pleasure-

seeking animals.

Again, there is another tendency which may also in-

terfere with every social reform movement. The human
creature is also a religious animal. I am using the

word religion now in a superficial sense as pertaining to

the supernatural. But beyond any dispute we are

obliged to admit that there is an instinctive fascination

in human nature about the supernatural ; and partly

owing to that instinct we have our great religious bodies.

Mind, I say, partiy only, because religion is something

more than a mere fascination for the supernatural.

But this religious instinct has built up great religious

bodies of men, vast organizations with numerous corps

of leaders or directors. These organizations have been

existing for hundreds of years. Let your social reform

come into conflict with one of them, and you have come
up against a mighty stone wall that you may beat your

head against for centuries
;
your head will be broken,

and not the stone wall.

Mr. Bellamy tells us in his dream how the sects all

disappeared in the fore part of the t\\entieth century, just

dying out in the one universal religion. They may die

out some time ; but institutions that have been growing

up for eighteen hundred years do not die out in half a

century. You think they have died out, but back again

they come ; they live on in spite of you.

We are not talking now of the good or evil pf the great

religious bodies. They are a tremendous good, and
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also a tremendous evil, like all great organizations. We
owe to them an immortal debt of gratitude, but also an

immortal record of difficulty which they have put in the

way of progress in practical directions. But be that as

it may, the tendency is there ; the human creature is

also a religious animal ; and just when your social

reformer may think that he has set him moving in the

right dirwtion toward the ideal dreamed of, all of a sud-

den ouf human creature will suddenly shoot off on a

side track as a religious animal and drop back perhaps

fifty years, from the scheme which was being developed.

Yet eve» thus far we have not ended the catalogue.

There i» one more great tendency that I must speak of.

When it ntight seem as if the social reformer had the

human creature moving ahead in the right direction, all

of a sudden he would have another experience, and it

would dawn upon him that the human creature is also a

race animal ; he would find that men are not only men,

but that they are Englishmen, Germans, Irish, Italian

or Africjm. And with their race instinct or race preju-

dices, all of a sudden away would go the social ideal,

and they would fall into conflict with each other, calling

each other names, trying to form cliques or clans, seek-

ing to put one race forward and another back. And
where would be your social ideal or your scheme of a

" universal brotherhood "?

Do you say that all this is very irrational ? Will you

assert that it is stupid to be a race animal, or a wealth-

seeking animal, or a pleasure-seeking animal, or a relig-

ious animal ? Will you insist that we should all be

supremely political animals, because that alone is ra-

tional? Then I must come back with my old state-
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ment : human nature is something besides intellect.

Reason does not dominate the world ; it never has done

so, and if it ever does so completely look for this a good

many thousand years from now. You do not work off

the influence of several hundred thousand years of his-

tory in a quarter of a century.

It is just these facts and experiences which rise up

before us when any of us undertake to deal with the

problem of social reform. If we try to dodge them or

incline to overlook them, we shall accomplish much less

than if we face them squarely and recognize their

significance.

These points have come over me with overwhelming

force in going over this new book, ** Equality," by Mr.

Bellamy. I wish I had the time to tell you more of it,

especially those of you who have not read it. I should

like to describe for you in the scheme how, ibr instance,

woman's life is changed, so that she has vastly more

freedom and more responsibility ; how she adopts a new

style of dress somewhat similar to that of man, but

how, on the other hand, she abandons jewelry alto-

gether. There are no more diamonds, no more rings,

no more precious stones. I should like to point out

how, in this dream, human selfishness is supposed grad-

ually to die away with the passing of private capitalism
;

how human nature grows refined because of this change,

giving up, for instance, even the slaughter of animals,

surrendering its grosser tastes under the influence of the

new system ; how the electroscope makes it possible for

citizens in New York or St. Louis to watch a perform-

ance at the theater going on in Honolulu—although, by

the way, there is no intimation as to whetber iipplause
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is carried over the same instrument to the ears of the

actors and actresses.

It would be interesting to consider how churches pass

out of existence, in order to give way to the great new

universal Church, where all hearts worship together in

a common spirit, without thought of sect or sectarian-

ism. Perhaps that is the most beautiful point in the

whole book where, under the title " The Passing of the

Temple," the author heads his chapter with the great

saying, " Neither in this mountain nor at Jerusalem

shall he worship the Father ; the hour cometh and now
is when the true worshipers shall worship the Father in

spirit and in truth."

There is a divine charm in a dream of men and

women living in peace and brotherly fellowship, with no

strife, no anger, no brutality, no reverberations of ances-

tral evils, no talk of degeneracy, no fear of decline for

the human race.

To me the one beautiful phase of Mr. Bellamy's

dream is that we do have a picture of a society where a

man could live and work without being under the pain-

ful necessity of always committing injustice. We must

admit the fact : it is an impossibility, under present con-

ditions, to do anything in a spirit of absolute justice. In

order to deal fairly with one man we may have to over-

ride the welfare of another man. The laws of our social

structure compel it in spite of our best efforts against it.

I repeat, these pictures, if they are looked upon as

dreams, are an inspiration. In spite of their occasional

fantastic suggestions they goad us on into a struggle for

something better. Few of us might care to live in a

world precisely of the kind described by Mr. Bellamy.
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It is his dream and not ours. But that does not take

away from the fact that on certain points all dreams for

a social ideal have something in common. They have

one meeting point in that they suggest a time when

there shall be less strife, and more work done in a spirit

of a broad human fellowship. At this point the social

agitator and the rehgious teacher join hands. They

have one common aspiration.

Yet there is one other error in the scheme of the author

which I feel like dwelling upon. He is all the time, of

course, reflecting on the present stage of the world, and

he is emphasizing the growing power as well as tlie

tyranny of the capitalist class. It is doubtful, however,

whether the power of that class, as he understands it,

is actually on the increase. Rather should I be inclined

to say that such class power is manifestly waning in

nearly all the civilized countries of the world. The cap-

italist class themselves are vividly aware of this fact.

I am speaking of course of poHtical power. The great

influence exerted by the so-called upper class lies more

in another direction. And in this other direction its

power unquestionably is vastly on the increase here in

America. I have in mind the emulation aroused on the

part of the various classes of society to keep up with

each other in display—the desire of one class to make
as much of a show as another class. It is this spirit

which is eating away the honesty of the people, intro-

ducing the make-believes and shams, your sealskin

plush for your sealskin, your baubles for your dia-

monds, your gold plate for your gold.

Over in the old world I believe there is positively less

power exerted by the aristocracy in this respect than
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here in this country. In the old world it is recognized

that this kind of competition is almost impossible. You
cannot buy a new set of ancestors—they are not to be

had for money. Worry over it as you please, you have

got to accept the ancestors you have had and make the

best of it. And inasmuch as power over there depends

so largely on prestige of family, I believe there is actu-

ally less struggle for emulation between the classes.

But here it is sadly, painfully apparent everywhere. It

is destroying the charm of home life, taking away from

the dignity of art, putting tinsel in place of substantial

refinement. This is the kind of power which I think is

menacing our better human nature, although it is the

kind of power which you cannot get at by means of

legislation. Whether this sort of emulation could be

extinguished through the scheme proposed by Mr. Bel-

lamy I am not sure. I fear that it is almost instinctive

in human nature.

You will think that I have been giving you a rather

gloomy picture in pointing out the difficulties in the way

of a higher social ideal. Yet some one must dwell on

these difficulties, although it is a cheerless task, a heavy

responsibility. To certain individuals my attitude would

seem depressing, almost discouraging. And yet I am
not prepared to say that I feel more discouraged or

depressed than eight or ten years ago, when first taking

up this subject. On the whole, there is perhaps more

hope in my heart than existed there at that time.

What applies to the search for truth applies also to

the struggle for social reform, or a higher social ideal.

If truth were in our hands and we looked at it, we

should discover that it had a kernel inside the kernel,
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artd that it was only, after all, a goad pushing us on for

something more. We begin to see that knowledge it-

self is an infinite something, and is never absolutely

attainable, although always more and more nearly

within one's grasp.

Just so with our dreams for a higher human society.

It has been the mistake of all pictures of the millennium

that they offer no future. The minds of men in those

dreams run on the past ; it is as if the struggle had

come to an end. I have sought to make plain to you

how it is that in one millennium we should be reaching

out after another. This is a law of human nature—to

look ahead and ever to want more.

What I like to dwell upon is the heroic struggle that

men have been making for the last hundred years. I

like to think of the lives of those heroes, their loyalty

to their dreams, their devotion to a cause. This to me
is more inspiring in its way than the dreams themselves.

The struggles they have made have been so grand, so

inspiring !

After all we are making progress, and we shall draw

nearer and nearer the ideal if, down in our hearts, there

is a faith that something of the millennium is always

with us. To me, as I have said at other times, the

grandest product of the universe would be, not a com-
plete social ideal, but an ideal individual life. It is the

individual man that I think of, and the perfect individual

man, which I mould like to see appear more and more
in the world. It would be for this purpose, to my mind,

that a social ideal should exist. And the splendid strug-

gle made on behalf of a higher social ideal, has given us

some of the most perfect individual Hves recorded in
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history. We shall have more of those lives by and by.

When one of the workers goes to his rest others take

his place. There are always a few to fight the battle.

We shall get there somehow, or we shall get something

that is just as good as what we dreamed of, although it

take other shape than the beautiful cloud-land of our

present dreams. What we need is patience.
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As a means for ethical instruction Shakespeare ranks

next to the Bible. The more I study his plays the less

am I convinced that he was non-committal in regard to

those problems which touch most deeply on the mean-

ing or purpose of our existence. I am aware that

Shakespeare has been called a " this-worldling." It

has been asserted that he was essentially non-religious

by nature, inasmuch as all his interests seem to have

centered around our existence here and now, as if he

quite ignored " eternity."

It all depends on what you mean by religion. The
philosophy of the " other-worldling " had been domi-

nant in the middle ages, as seen in the beautiful

thoughts of a Thomas a'Kempis. Was it not well that

a faith or belief in this world should have found a voice

later on ? Shakespeare may give us certain clear inti-

mations as to the way he felt about what the " Eternal
"

stood for, even if he leaves us in the dark as to what he

thought about "eternity." What concerns us most of

all is the question : On which side does the weight of

the universe fall—in a word, does the Eternal stand for

Right and Justice ?

In giving us pictures of human life a great thinker is

(191)
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compelled to reveal his attitude in regard to a problem

of this nature. He cannot avoid committing himself.

There may be a number of standpoints, but he must

choose between them in the perspective he gives to all

his work. Life may be a game of chance, or it may be

ruled by fate. We may have a certain control over our

own destiny, or this control may be altogether outside

of us. The nature of things may show a tendency in

favor of the Right, or, on the other hand, may be quite

neutral on the whole subject of Justice. We may be

under a grinding law of necessity, working out in spite

of ourselves certain combinations of atoms or material

forces. Or, there may be certain spiritual forces at

work, a something in ourselves which leads us to meas-

ure everything according to ethical values.

A great mind like Shakespeare must, in some way or

another, have his scale of values. We can ascertain

what characters he makes us admire, and what charac-

ters he makes us despise. The perspective is there. It

only rests with us to find it and interpret it.. If he

adopts a scale of ethical values, then, for my part, I

should say that he was an ethically religious nature.

Does Shakespeare make us feel that the nature of

things is on the side of justice? I desire to make a

a study of " Lear " in order to answer this question.

Suppose we search the play itself for an answer. On
the one hand you have Edgar, after his observations and

experiences, exclaiming

:

"World, world, O world !

But that thy strange mutations make us hate thee,

Life would not yield to age."

We cannot help asking ourselves : is this the attitude of

Shakespeare ? Is this the feeling that comes over us as
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we close the play ? Or, on the other hand, do we feel

as if the nature of things was speaking in the words of

the Duke of Albany, when he says :

* • All friends shall taste

The wages of their virtue, and all foes

The cup of their deservings."

As we read this utterance and compare it with the one
before, we become aware that the two attitudes of mind
are clearly marked. Do the foes of right and justice

" taste the cup of their deservings ;" or is the world we
live in only a world of " strange mutations ?"

Again, there is the attitude of the man of weak will,

the Earl of Gloucester. He, too, has his theory and
gives us the pith of his philosophy. It is the clue to the

man's whole life. The only observation he can make
upon his own tragic experiences at the end is to say :

'

' As flies to wanton boys, are we to the gods
;

They kill us for their sport."

This is no uncommon theory. It is just the state of
mind that people who have little strength of character

fall into, because they cannot interpret their own mis-
takes or see where they have been themselves to blame.

Even the Earl of Kent, who is so loyal to the King,
but who is not much given to calm, sober reflection,

falls back on astrology when perplexed over the differ-

ence of conduct among the three daughters of Lear.

And he philosophizes as he says :

"It is the stars.

The stars above us, govern our conditions ;"

And we see that the choice of theories is growing in

number, as one after another the characters in the play
voice their reflections over the mysteries of existence.

The clearest, coolest philosopher of them all is the
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villain Edmund. Yet at the end, when he is struck

down and is at the point of death, he, too, falls back on

the old-time theory of Fate, saying:

'

' The wheel is come full circle ; I am here.

Even in the mind of this consummate villain who had

been so keen in analyzing the weaknesses of others,

there is an element of satisfaction.

And these are the various standpoints, all voiced in

this one play. Can we determine what was Shake-

speare's own attitude or what choice he made among

these philosophies ? According as we answer this

question we shall have to decide whether the genius who
was the author of " Lear " believed in an ethical religion.

I wish it were possible to tell the story in all its

pathos. As for its passion, that could only be told in

the language of the poet himself. The whole play is

to me throbbing with ethical suggestion.

An aged king, who had passed through four score

years of life, and was weary of the " cares and business"

of a throne, decides to lay down his responsibilities,

" conferring them on younger strengths," and thus " un-

fa urthened crawl toward death." He proposes to divide

his kingdom into three parts between his three daugh-

ters and their husbands. Before doing so, he desires to

gratify a whim of his heart by asking each of his daugh-

ters to tell him how much they loved him, with the

avowed purpose of showing his " largest bounty " to the

one most profuse in her affections.

The court is assembled with this plan in view. Two
of the daughters, who have no feeling of attachment

whatsoever for their old father, address him in pompous

speeches and effusive sentiment. The one daughter
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who had really loved him, and who had been the near-

est to his heart, takes another attitude. Her affection

for the old man appears momentarily to have been

eclipsed by her sense of burning indignation at the make-

believe language of her sisters, in her sense of anger at

the humiliation of such a test—as if true affection

could be measured by means of language ! She refuses

to give any answer when summoned by the King to

voice her love. He asks what she has to say. She

only answers :
" nothing." Then the old king turns

upon her in a fury of passion, bids her begone, refuses

to give her any share in the kingdom, dividing it be-

tween the two other daughters ; while Cordelia, the

only loving and faithful one of the three, departs to

marry the King of France.

Lear had made one stipulation : he was to retain " the

name and all the additions to a king," having with him-

self one hundred knights or followers ; and each

daughter was to receive him and give him a home, with

these followers, alternately, a month at a time, for the

rest of his days.

After a short interval following the previous scene,

when he was staying with his daughter Goneril, she

becomes angry because of the turbulence raised by so

many followers, and tells her father that he must cut

down his train, at the same time using toward the old

man language of studied insult, which suddenly revealed

to him the utter absence of love or gratitude on her

part. Then the old man heaps a violent curse upon her,

and proposes to go at once to the home of his other

daughter, Regan. But the reception given by the

other daughter is of the san;e kind. He was mistaken

in his supposition when he had exclaimed : " And yet
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have I left a daughter." In the castle of the Earl of

Gloucester we have the tragic scene where the two

sisters, Regan and Goneril, both turn upon their old

father, heaping upon him all manner of contemptuous

abuse. He can stand it no longer. The passion of

fury which he had felt in regard to Cordelia was tame

now, in comparison with the mad rage of his heart as

he rushed forth from the castle, followed by the court

fool. The gates are shut behind him.

It is late at night and a wild storm is coming on. He
is wandering with his one or two companions up and

down the heath, scarcely conscious of the wind and

rain, as he tries to " outscorn the elements." At last

they come to a shelter ; and then the mind of Lear

suddenly gives way, and he goes mad.

In the meantime the Earl of Kent had sent word to

Cordelia over in France, and she had come back to

England with an army in order to see that justice was

done to her father. After a long sleep the mind of the

king is restored. In the arms of Cordelia the fury of

his passion subsides, and the heart of the old king turns

now to the one daughter who had really loved him, as

he sues for her forgiveness.

But alas ! the small army brought over from France

was defeated by the forces of the two other sisters

;

Lear and Cordelia are taken prisoners. They do not

seem to care about themselves ; although it grieves

the heart of the young daughter that she had failed in

her scheme to rescue the old father. They will live

together in prison "singing like birds in a cage."

They had each other ; and to Lear that was enough.

But orders had been privately given to put Cordelia

to death. And the play closes with Lear coming on
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the scene bearing the dead body of his daughter in his

arms. As he looks down upon the hfeless face of his

child his heart breaks. He dies ; and the tragedy-

comes to an end.

As you are aware, in order to bring out the contrasts

in character, Shakespeare has also woven into the play

another tale. It is the story of the Earl of Gloucester

and his two sons ; telling us how one of these sons,

Edmund, schemes to ruin his brother Edgar, so that

the legitimate brother is banished and threatened with

death, making it necessary for him to assume a disguise

as a wandering lunatic. Edmund sides with the two

sisters against the king, gets the position he is after,

and is made Earl of Gloucester. The father himself,

though a man of weak will, yet sides with the king

;

his eyes are torn from their sockets in the presence of

one of these fiendish daughters, and he is turned out to

wander on the heath to his death.

All this is most tragic and at first seemingly without

any meaning. We read the play over once or twice

and it strikes us as if we were lost in a mad whirl of

evil passions. It is chaos itself. Good and evil are

tossed up and -down as if they were playthings in the

hands of forces we are unable to comprehend. It is a

fury of the elements ending with a crash, sweeping

faithless and faithful alike out of existence. Naturally

we are dazed and bewildered, wondering where we are

and what is the meaning of it all. And yet, in spite of

this bewilderment, somehow the play steadily grows

upon me every time I read it. Does this come from

the mere thrill in my consciousness at watching such a

battle of the elements ? I doubt it. On each new occa-

sion on going over the tragedy there is a feeling as if I
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were reading it for the first time. It always has a new

meaning or drives me further in the eagerness of my
desire to interpret the mind of the poet. On the whole,

it impresses me as the greatest of all the plays of

Shakespeare. But the clue never came to me until I

began to ask m}'self what was the significance of the

introduction of the forces of nature into the tragedy.

Is this only a stage setting, a kind of background by

which to emphasize the sublimity of human passions ?

I had thought so and had rested in this conviction.

Rain and wind and cloud, sky and earth, what are they

but atoms and molecules, ether or empty space ? We
tremble when there is an uproar among those elements

;

and the tremor in our hearts from such causes, when

connected with frightful human experiences, naturally

adds to the sublimity of any scene.

It was a long while dawning upon me that I had

taken a very careless view in putting this interpretation

upon the intention of the poet. The whole play sud-

denly assumed an altogether new significance for me

when it came clearly into my consciousness that the

fury of the elements had been introduced not merely as

a stage setting, but as a part of the very action of the

play, as belonging to the experiences taking place in

the soul of Lear himself The identification of what

was going on in the physical world with what was

occurring in the consciousness of the old king was my
clue. And then I began to read the play once more.

The grandest scene in the whole tragedy is where

Lear is wandering on the heath in the night, in a wild

storm of wind and rain. He has been shut out of the

castle by his own daughters. The rain is beating into

his face, his white hair torn by "the impetuous blasts,"
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caught by their fury in their "eyeless rage." The roar

of the tempest is so great that Lear and the Fool could

not have understood each other a few paces distant.

The old king could scarcely have distinguished his own

words, as he cried out

:

" Spit, fire I spout, rain !

Nor rain, wind, thunder, fire, are my daughters

:

I tax you not, you elements, with unkindness
;

I never gave you kingdom : call'd you children :

You owe me no subscription : then let fall

Your horrible pleasure ; here I stand, your slave,

A poor, infirm, weak and despised old man :

But yet I call you servile ministers.

That have with two pernicious daughters join'd

Your high-engender' d battles 'gainst a head

So old and white as this. O ! O I 'tis foul !"

It was a cry to the elements, and the elements alone

could have heard it. Even the poor Fool himself,

standing by, could not have caught the words. Had
Lear gone mad ? By no manner of means. This is an

exact description of his feelings at the moment. It is

mind itself speaking, a magnificent outflowing of the

human consciousness, by which we can read what was

going on within the soul of the old man.

Is this only a stage setting ? Are we to regard this

storm, the introduction of the fury of the elements, as a

means of emphasis ? What need was there of emphasis

in order to make us feel the tragic experience of Lear at

that time ?

No, you are led to feel as if all the forces of the uni-

verse had been brought into action, as if something had

happened to them as well as to the old king, because of the

crime which had been perpetrated. And it is true. This

is a great point of " Lear." It is the same truth which
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our own prophet, Ralph Waldo Emerson, enunciated

when he said :
" I see the unity of thought and of morals

running through all animated nature ! It is in the

stomach of plants that development begins, and ends in

the circles of the universe."

Shakespeare wants to make us feel that a crack has

gone right through creation. There was quaking in the

skies, quaking in the earth, quaking in the whole wide

universe. The nature of things was in sympathy with

Lear himself. The elements themselves had suffered.

And thus again in the previous scene, is it a mere

figure of speech when Lear turns to the skies and ex-

claims :

" O heavens,

If you do love old men, if your sweet sway

Allow obedience, if you yourselves are old,

Make it your cause ; send down, and take my part !

"

Shall we call this poetic imagery ? It is vastly more. It

is not that one patch of the vault overhead to which old

Lear was looking, but the whole wide heavens and the

heaven of heavens to which he was appealing. At that

moment, or in that awful experience, they and he were

one. This may be bad physical science. I leave that

point to the scientist. But it is true ethical philosophy.

Once more, then, I resume my study of the play. My
first thought naturally is to watch the evolution of char-

acter in the shorter or longer intervals during which one

or the other of the men and women appears on the

scene.

In the drama, as in our daily life, the men and women
we see are not the same from day to day or year to year.

They appear to have one character at one epoch in life,

and another character at another ; and we wonder some-
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times which was the real or true character of the person.

We come upon men or women we have known in earlier

years ; their faces are the same ; they have the same

voice, the same handwriting, the same features. But to

us they are not the same men and women we used to

know. It is almost as if people took on a series of

selves, one after another, as they go on in life. We can

see this readily enough in w^atching the men and women
whom we have known, and they can see it in us, although

we usually fail to be conscious of it in ourselves. More
than anything else I delight to watch this extraordinary

evolution of character as portrayed in the plays of

Shakespeare.

But this change or evolution does not necessarily go
on in everyone. Now and then it would seem as if cer-

tain characters never did change, as if in the depths of

their nature they w^ere the same throughout their whole

lives. And in this play we have both the types to which

I have been alluding. Some characters go through this

striking metamorphosis, coming out as if from a new
baptism at the end of the tragedy ; and there are others

who are the same at the end as at the beginning.

This peculiar fixity of character is usually noticeable

in natures belonging to the two extremes. It will be

manifest either among the very high-minded or among
the very base. And these types are given us in the

characters of the three sisters. Goneril and Regan stand

from the very outset as examples of utter baseness.

They do not change. Early in the play we anticipate

all that they are capable of It all comes out for us just

at one point. I am thinking of the scene between Gon-
eril and Lear when the old king has waked to a sense of

her ingratitude and turns upon her with that awful curse.
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Probably nothing more terrific can be found anywhere

outside of the tragedies of Greece. You just wait and

watch what is going to be the effect of that curse

on the daughter. And when we see her standing there,

an insulting smile on her face, not showing even a

tremor, we say to ourselves : it is all plain now ; any

woman who can face a curse of that kind from her father

and not waver for an instant, must be destitute of any-

thing like decency or character whatsoever.

And the two sisters are alike in their natures. We
are not surprised that one of them should poison the

other. It does not astonish us that one of them should

suggest to her husband the tearing the eyes of old

Gloucester from their sockets. There is nothing grand

or sublime about the evil in the hearts of these two sis-

ters. We do not have a feeling, as we do when reading

the play of " Macbeth," as if, after all, it were a struggle

between the forces of good and evil among demi-gods.

It is rather the slime of low, brutish selfishness. We
think rather of a struggle going on among worms in

the darkness of the grimy soil under our feet. It gives

us a profound sense of relief in the end when they are

done away with. They are dead, and we are glad of it.

The only feeling we can have is a wish that such charac-

ters might sink into the hell of oblivion where they

belong ; that their substance may be turned back into

their original elements, giving a chance for something

else of a better kind to be made out of it—only, no

more of Regan or Goneril

!

The very noblest character in the play, and unques-

tionably one of the most beautiful in all Shakespeare,

is the daughter Cordelia. The genius of the poet is

true to life in making this girl the sister of Regan and
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Goneril. All experience goes to show that the very-

bad and the very good are sometimes children of the

same father and the same mother. An inscrutable

mystery is there. It makes us feel as if we were chil-

dren, not only of our own fathers and mothers, but of

the whole past human race. The reverberations of by-

gone sins and by-gone virtuous conduct are to be ob-

served in all our human nature. But in everything per-

taining to Cordelia somehow we are convinced that the

poet has undertaken to give us an ideal. Every allusion

to her, whether she is on the scene or only mentioned

incidentally by one or another person on the stage,

goes to emphasize this impression. We can scarcely

picture anything more beautiful than the account given

by the messenger of the way she had received the news

of the treatment on the p-^rt of her two sisters toward

their old father. Suppose I revive the scene in your

memory by citing a few of the lines of this description,

just after Cordelia had read the letters brought to her

by the messenger :

Messenger. " It seemed' d she was a queen

Over her passion, who most rebel-like

Sought to be king over her.

Kent. '
' O, then it moved her.

Messenger. " Not to rage : patience and sorrow strove

Who should express her goodliest. You have seen

Sunshine and rain at once : her smiles and tears

Were like a better way : those happy smiles

That play'd on her ripe lip seem'd not to know

What guests were in her eyes ; which parted thence

As pearls from diamonds dropp'd

She shook

The holy water from her heavenly eyes,

And clamour moisten' d : then away she started

To deal with grief alone.
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It is a picture of pain contending with dignity of a

woman of deep, strong, powerful feelings, yet with a

nature so exquisitely self-poised that those feelings never

become her master. There is a suggestion of some-

thing so gentle and yet so strong, firm and yet so tender.

We see a woman torn to the very heart with anguish,

yet one who, in the presence of another, holds herself

from breaking down, until she can retire to be alone

with herself and give vent to her grief

Cordelia had other elements in her nature besides

those of sweetness and tenderness. Again and again I

have read that opening scene where she refuses to gratify

the whim of her old father and to tell him of her love.

Over and over again I have asked myself: was she jus-

tified in her anger ? At the moment when she only an-

swers " Nothing" to the appeal of the king, she throws

his plan of the division of the kingdom into confusion,

so that in a sense we almost feel as if she were to blame

for the whole catastrophe. She must have known what

was coming, for she had been aware of the peculiarities

of her father. She must have anticipated all his fury

and realized that she would not receive her share of the

kingdom, and that she would be actually driven from

the land. We think to ourselves : if only Cordelia had

recognized that this was a whim of an old man, that it

was the voice of an aged father speaking to her ; if, in

spite of the humiliation of it all, even where it was im-

possible for her "to heave her heart into her mouth,"

she had only gone and thrown her arms around the

neck of Lear, and cried there—nothing else—would not

the entire story have been changed ? The king would

have felt her love. She, too, might have received her

share of the kingdom. There would have been left in
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England one home where the old man could have gone

and found a welcome, although turned out of doors by

his other daughters. Had Cordelia taken another stand,

there might have been no tragedy. But because of this

step on her part, all was changed. And when the old

man had no resource with either of the other two daugh-

ters, he was houseless and homeless, left to wander in a

pitiless storm on a desolute heath until his mind col-

lapsed and he sank into madness, we ask ourselves : was

Cordelia to blame ? Are we prepared to lay the respon-

sibility of this catastrophe on her shoulders ?

In spite of myself my heart goes out in sympathy to

Cordelia, in her attitude of resolute refusal to take part

in that humiliating scene, as she stood there in the pres-

ence of those lying sisters and was asked to put herself

on a plane with them—as if her love and all the afifec-

tion she had shown to her old father from her childhood

counted for nothing, unless she could voice it at that

moment in pretty language ! The more we think of it

the more there comes back to us the saying of Kent,

when he exclaimed :
" But anger hath a privilege."

There are times, though they come most seldom, when
even meekness or submission may be a mistake. There

is a degree of humiliation to which no human creature

should ever be asked to stoop, let the consequences be

what they may.

Yes, there is such a thing as duty to one's self Not
everything can be asked of us for the sake of another.

There may be something in ourselves we have to pre-

serve or be loyal to, though it be at the expense of the

life of father or mother, wife or child. This soul of

ours is not something belonging altogether to ourselves.

We shall have to hand it in untarnished at the end. It
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must keep its self-respect, or else it shrinks and withers

away. I am aware how dangerous an assertion this

may seem ; how easy it may be for one to make it an

excuse for one's anger. But we are talking now of

principles—of elemental truths. And it was to one of

those great elemental truths that a human soul was

clinging in that attitude taken by Cordelia.

But then we come back to the other point. If this

daughter had acted otherwise the catastrophe might

have been avoided. Was she, then, to blame for it all ?

And in reply I ask another question. If an old build-

ing is being slowly undermined by the gnawing of liv-

ing creatures at its foundations, and there comes a second

of time when the last creature eats away the final atom

sustaining the pillars, and the whole building collapses
;

I ask you, was it this last creature that wrecked the

building ? Or, again, think of those islands in the

Pacific built by the coral insects. Little by little they

rise from beneath the seas, until by and by there is the

shell left by the last insect, faintly appearing above

the surface. Is it then that the island begins ? Was it

this one insect which made the island ? No, I am not

prepared to lay the blame on this daughter, even though

by another course of conduct she might have saved her

old father from that awful catastrophe. We still believe

in our Cordelia.

We turn aside for a moment to dwell on the other

tender chord running through a part of this great trag-

edy. We are thinking, of course, of the character of

the Fool. No end of discussion has prevailed as to

the age of this man. And yet ev^eryone who studies

him somehow feels that he has gone through a great

deal of experience. He had followed the fortunes of
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Lear. Was it out of a sense of loyalty or a sense of

duty ? No, it was something more. He was aware of

the mistake which had been made by Lear ; he could

anticipate all that was coming. But he stood with the

old king just the same, although with a broken heart.

We all know of persons whose entire existence cen-

ters in the existence of another. Their whole being

gathers around just one living person. While he lives,

they live ; when he dies, the}'^ die. If separation comes,

all life goes out for them ; they are in utter darkness,

and they slowly wither away as if even while on earth

they were no longer alive. Sometimes this occurs in

the relation of a wife to a husband, a father to a child,

a servant to a master. And the Fool was one of this

kind. His whole being had centered around the exist-

ence of his master, Lear. There had been no other

personal hfe for him. He had been there for the one

sole purpose of jesting away the cares and anxieties on

the mind of the one whom he served. He had no other

world. The only one who seemed ever to have taken

any notice of him had been the banished daughter.

And she was gone. But the Fool stays on and tries in

a half-hearted way to be loyal to his mission. He loved

his master with a passionate love. But he knew that

there was absolutely nothing to be done, that the trag-

edy was coming on, that all life for Lear and himself

was over.

As we watch him throughout the first three acts of

the play, we keep wandering what he is trying to do.

Is he aiming " to outjest Lear's heart-strung injuries" ?

If so, he is strangely inconsistent in his efforts ; for at

times he appears rather to be rubbing the sore, touching

the flesh to the quick, in his occasional allusions to the
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experiences the old king was going through. The fact

of it is that the jester was not consistently doing either

one thing or the other. He had no purpose, or, if he

had, it broke down. And this, not because he was not

a true court fool, but because besides being the king's

jester, he was also a man, a creature with a human

heart. And the heart of the man was broken. Some-

times he is tender ; and then again he is bitter. He says

to the king :
" I had rather be any kind of a thing than

a fool ; and yet I would not be thee, nuncle ; thou hast

pared thy wit on both sides and left nothing in the mid-

dle." And yet in all the bitterness of his heart there is

the same love for his old master. When he is in the

storm on the heath with the king, in that crisis he forgot

himself and even his own bitterness, in the effort to save

the mind of Lear. And with what exquisite dehcacy of

feeling the king himself, in spite of the mad fury of his

passion, turns to the loyal, fellow and says :
" Poor

fool and knave, I have one part in my heart that's sorry

yet for thee." A touch of that kind makes it plain

why it was that these two creatures clung to each other,

and why it was that the Fool was loyal to his master,

even unto death.

As for the happiness that may fall to our lot as mor-

tal creatures, can we assume that the Fool had failed to

get his share of it ? On the contrary, those very indi-

viduals whose whole being centers in the being of

another often are the ones who get the most satisfac-

tion out of life. The satisfaction may come to an abrupt

termination. But while they have it they find it passing

great. The nature of things had dealt kindly with this

man because he asked nothing for himself.

Is it not strange, as many have wondered, that Shake-
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speare should have given us no clue as to what became

of the court Fool ? And yet I fancy we need no ex-

planation there. He is on the scenes just as long as

there is anything left to old Lear. When the mind of

Lear gives way, at the close of the third act, all comes

to an end for the court Fool. There was nothing more

he could do for his master ; and he vanishes from the play.

We know well enough what took place. He died.

"How?" you ask. We do not know. Probably he

did not know himself He vanished from life as he van-

ishes from the tragedy, because his mission has come to

an end. And so there is no more of the Fool.

And as the Fool vanished from the scene we com.e

back once more to a study of the character of Lear.

What is it that makes us feel as if there was something

truly great or sublime in this man ? Is it he himself,

the man, or just the fury of his passion, which so im-

presses us? Was he by nature " every inch a king " ?

Can we assert that his conduct in this experience was

that of a truly great mind ?

When one begins to philosophize about it, somehow

the action of the old king seems almost contemptible.

Do we expect a truly regal nature to cry like a child, to

moan and whine, to lose his judgment, to rage with all

conceivable fury, just because he could not have quite

as many followers around him as he desired, quite as

large a train of knights as he thought befitting his dig-

nity and age ?

At first we are tremendously stirred with the man's

passion ; his rage is so terrific that it seems positively

sublime. There is an element of the superhuman about

it. But then, after we have read these pages a number

of times and felt the majesty of the language, we stop
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and ask ourselves : What is it all about? Is this not

just the way a child would act who could not have

his own way ? A child can get into a fury of passion,

can rage and storm, can lose his judgment, and use

most violent language. It was all a matter of prestige,

or position or of honor. A blow had been struck at

his vanity ; and the old man goes off in a wild fit of

anger, raging with all possible vehemence of language

at the sin of ingratitude. Even the act of ingratitude

at first does not strike us as so enormous. It was not

so strange on the part of his daughter that she should

desire to lessen the uproar in the palace, caused by the

many followers of Lear. Fancy a household with a

hundred men having no occupation, doing nothing but

amuse themselves from day to day. The time had

to come when the point was to be brought home to

Lear, and the very mention of it would certainly be

a severe prick to his vanity. He had undoubtedly been

given to these passionate outbursts from his earliest days.

I think that almost every person must undergo a cer-

tain reaction of feeling in dwelling on this other aspect.

There is nothing great about vanity. It is a petty

feeling, and the rage it may cause must always arouse a

certain contempt among those who are looking on.

But we go back again to the play and read it once

more. And the same old feeling comes over us, that

there is something grand here, after all. Once more we

lose ourselves in the fury of the old king's passion
;

and we begin to think that the situation was just as bad

as he pictured it. This is what comes over us every

time we read the tragedy, although, when we analyze

the scene, the feeling for a moment melts away.

Ts rain we ask ourselves : was it really over the attack
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on his vanit}' that Lear rose to such a fury of passion ?

And we answer with an emphatic No. If it were of

this character, the subhmity would exhaust itself, and

we should have no desire to go back again to a perusal

of the tragedy of " Lear." No, it was rather that the

whole wide universe went to pieces then and there for

King Lear. It Wcis the jar throughout the nature of

things which found a voice in this man's fury. It is

because we ourselves share in this passion of old Lear

that we feel its true subhmity.

Suppose we undertake to form a conception of a man

like Lear. We fancy him a strong, powerful nature,

with a tremendous physical force of will. The one

supreme thing he cared for was to see himself obeyed.

The dominant note of his whole character was his auto-

cratic nature. He would tolerate no interference, no

suggestion, no reflections upon his judgment, no inti-

mation that he was not always in the right. In that

same nature we fancy a deep undercurrent of warm,

tender affection, leading him to yearn for language of

love. And yet no such affection ever dared show itself

in his presence ; no language of tenderness and love

could voice itself, because of that autocratic nature, that

domineering will which made every creature cower

before him in obedience. It is supremely the nature of

an autocrat.

A man of this character usually knows ver>' little of

the real world. He cannot see into men's hearts, or

understand human nature. He is not able to discern

between love in reahty and love in disguise. He cannot

be sure what ones are his real followers and what ones

are make-believes. The world he lives in is a sphere of

his own construction. He may walk in it day after day
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and year after year, and perhaps never wake to the

reality. This world of the autocrat may be one of sys-

tem and order because he makes it that way himself

He may believe in men's honor, and believe that the

world he is living in is a good world, a moral world, a

just world. He may have faith in men, faith in physical

nature, faith in the gods. He may believe that justice

reigns, or that the nature of things is on the side of jus-

tice.

But sometimes in the lives of such men an event may
occur, suddenly, almost without warning, that will dash

their whole world to pieces. If it has been merely

something which strikes at their vanity, there will be

something pathetic in the way their world dissolves, but

nothing tragic there. It may give us a sense of pity.

But no element of sublimity can be connected with such

an experience.

In the beginning of this play the world for Lear did

almost go to pieces at the blow to his vanity, when his

daughter Cordelia refused to carry out his pet scheme.

It may have been the first shock in the man's whole life.

The pillars of his entire world trembled for a moment.

And yet when he turns upon his daughter in his anger

and banishes her from his sight, although the language

of his passion is intense, it does not stir us at all. The

only feeling we have is one of contempt for the petty

side of this old man's nature.

The breach in his world was healed for a while ; the

pillars become steady again. With an effort he puts

this momentarily out of sight and undertakes to go

back once more and live in the world he had constructed

for himself Then once more a blow is' struck ; and

this time it is at the very foundations of everything.
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Once more the pillars of his world are shaken, more

than shaken, they are pulled down with one blow, and

the whole great castle of his illusions falls in pieces.

This time it was another world that went to pieces for

Lear. It was not a blow to his vanity. It was rather

the whole moral world which dissolved for him. His

faith in honor, justice or truth, as existing in the heart

of man, utterly breaks down. It was not his little

court world that collapsed, but rather the universe it-

self. The gods at that moment lost their meaning for

him ; it was for him then and there as if they had never

existed. The stars lost their significance
;
physical law

collapsed ; human nature dissolved in smoke. There

was absolutely nothing left to him in the whole wide

world. Everything had just simply " all gone ta

pieces."

Again we go back to that scene when old Lear is

wandering on the heath at midnight in the storm. The
darkness outside was as nothing in comparison with the

darkness in himself. He was wandering up and down,

reaching out with his arms into space, groping about

trying to find his lost world. He had nothing to stand

on. The earth was gone and the skies were gone. If

he put his foot down in order to touch solid ground

it was to him as if he found nothing there—as if he felt

himself just sinking, sinking, sinking into bottomless,

boundless, empty space.

We can think of nothing more frightful, nothing more

tragic than such a collapse of the whole world to any

one individual soul. The solitude of it connot be ex-

pressed in language. Fancy yourself the only living

creature in the universe, with all the laws of the universe

suddenly changed, with no law there at all, and you can
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appreciate something of what was going on in the con-

sciousness of Lear,

It is hard for me to make you see or feel what I am
thinking of at this point. The words I desire in order

to explain it will not come, although I know what the

feeling is when reading the play. It is as if I were one

with King Lear ; as if I were rushing up and down that

heath in all that storm and using the language he was
using ; as if for me, too, all the universe had gone to

pieces, as if physical law, social law, political law and

moral law had all collapsed at the same time.

As I think of the crime committed against this old

man, I feel as if it had been committed against me ; nay,

more, as if God, physical nature, this moral world of

ours, were all speaking at the same time ; as if an

affront had been put upon us all. One and all, God,

the physical universe, the moral world, you and I, we
are all speaking through the voice of that old King

Lear.

You ask : does the play make us feel as if justice

triumphed in the end ? Why, I answer, it almost makes

us feel as if there was only one fact of any consequence

in the whole universe, and that is the fact of Right and

Wrong. It makes us feel that when a blow is dealt at

the Right, all worlds dissolve, the gods themselves van-

ish
;
nothing survives anywhere. It makes us feel as if

there could not be any universe at all unless there v/ere

Right and Justice. And this is the thought surging all

through the play of " King Lear." The world has

gone to pieces. It has been dissolved, as it were, be-

cause of one act of evil. It is this sense of a quaking

in the universe which is to me the grand point of the

play. And this quaking finds language in the rage of
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Lear himself, because this is the only way it can find a

voice.

Should the tragedy come to an end at this point?

Have we not "supped full of horrors"? What more

can we ask ? There have been persons who tell us

that there is an anti-climax in this play. And yet, if

the tragedy had come to an end at this point, somehow

I should have felt as if it failed of half its meaning. We
have been conscious of a quaking in the universe ; we

have been made to tremble at the awfulness of sin and

crime. But no suggestion has yet come as to a re-

demption from it all. W^e have had portrayed for us

the stor}' of a Paradise Lost, and we wait for a picture

later on of a redemption in a Regained Paradise. In

the last two acts of the play Shakespeare gives us the

story of a redemption and a picture of a Paradise

Restored.

We are following the experience of the soul of Lear.

In the arms of his faithful daughter his world comes

back again and the universe is reconstructed. Once

more he is on solid ground and can believe in physical

law, social law, moral law.

If it had been the faithless ones who had destroyed

his world it is to be the faithful one who shall restore it.

If ingratitude set the whole universe quaking, seemingly

to the point of dissolution, loyalty and truth on the part

of another were to restore the foundations of the world

for the old man, to put an end to the quaking, bringing

once more system and law and order.

Of all the scenes in the play, is there anything more

touching than those two last interviews between Lear

and Cordelia ? I recall to your mind that moment
when he is beinsr restored to consciousness after a lonsr
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slumber. We see his head resting in the arms of Cor-

delia. We think of her looking down on his face with

the tears just starting from her eyes, at the instant when

his eyes begin to open. He is only half awake, and at

first it is the former self which speaks. He is back in

the hell where he had been living, groping around for

his lost world, as he moans out

:

"Thou art a soul in bliss ; but I am bound

Upon a wheel of fire, that mine own tears

Do scald like molten lead."

And Cordelia whispers in her tears as she holds his head

in her arms :

"Still, still far wide !"

But no, that is a mistake ; it was the former Lear who

is speaking. Now his eyes open wider. He looks up

and sees the misty eyes of his daughter and begins to

know where he is, as he half whispers, half cries :

Lear. ' ' Where have I been ? Where am I ? Fair daylight ?

I am mightily abused. I should e'en die with pity,

To see another thus. I know not what to say.

I will not swear these are my hands : let' s see
;

I feel this pin prick. Would I were assured

Of my condition !

Cordelia. O, look upon me sir.

And hold your hands in benediction o'er me.

No, sir, you must not kneel.

Lear Pray, do not mock me :

I am a very foolish, fond old man,

Fourscore and upward, not an hour more nor less
;

And, to deal plainly,

I fear I am not in my perfect mind.

Methinks I should know you and know this man

;

Yet I am doubtful ; for I am mainly ignorant

What place this is, and all the skill I have

Remembers not these garments, nor I know not
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Where I did lodge last night. Do not laugh at me
;

For, as I am an old man, I think this lady

To be my child Cordelia.

Cordelia. And so I am, I am.

Lear. Be yojr tears wet ? Yes, faith. I pray weep not

;

If you have poison for me, I will drink it.

I know you do not love me ; for your sisters

Have, as I do remember, done me wrong
;

You have some cause, they have not."

Is this a mere play of sentiment ? Have we here the

picture of a broken down, old man? No, I answer, it

is the same man, only having gone through his meta-

morphosis. He was now in his Regained Paradise. A
world which he could believe in had been given back to

him. And it had come to him in the consciousness of the

wrong he had done to another. It had been a redemp-

tion, and like many another kind, it was "as if by fire."

We pass on to that second scene, when the king was

wholly awake, and knew where he was and what he

was saying. The army brought over from France had

been defeated. Lear and his daughter Cordelia are

prisoners in the hands of Goneril and Regan. Can you

wonder to yourself how they must feel to be at the

mercy of those creatures, what it would mean for Lear

himself to realize how he was a prisoner in the hands of

the very daughters whose treatment of himself had

driven him mad ? Should we not expect another mad
outburst of passion, another cry of fury? Had he not

been the same Lear for eighty years ; and does a man
change his nature at that time of life ?

It all depends. It may not be a matter of age, but

one of experience. At any time of hfe the blow may
come which shall lead us to take on another soul. The
blow had come to Lear. He had been given his other
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soul through his daughter CordeUa. And as she asks

him, whether before going to prison they should first

see "these daughters and these sisters," old Lear

answers, half solemnly, half playfully, but with no

passion in his voice :

" No, no, no, no ! Come, let's away to prison :

We two alone will sing like birds i' the cage :

When thou dost ask me blessing, I'll kneel down
And ask of thee forgiveness : so we'll live,

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales, and laugh

At gilded butterflies, and hear poor rogues

Talk of court news ; and we'll talk with them, too,

Who loses and who \vins, who's in and who's out
;

And take upon ' s the mystery of things.

As if we were God's spies : and we'll wear out.

In a wall'd prison, packs and sects of great ones

That ebb and flow by the moon."

I am aware that you may think how heartless this was

on the part of the old king. Ought he not to have

cared more about the welfare of his daughter ? Should

he not have realized that she had lost her fortune in his

cause ? Why did he not appreciate that her world had

been lost, even if this world, on the other hand, had

been regained ?

But we must remember now that to Lear the world

itself meant something altogether different from what it

had been before. The thing he had been creating out of

his own fancy, and believing in, had gone to pieces.

And it had not come back again. What had come back

was truly a world, but of another kind. It was now a

Kingdom of Heaven. The old world he had loved,

where he could display his autocratic will, where he

could show himself every inch a king, was gone. And
he cared no more for it.
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Why, then, should he have cared so much to see his

daughter Cordeha go back to that old unreal world ?

For him it had lost all meaning or significance. What was

restored to him now was faith in the moral or spiritual

world ; faith in the heart of man ; faith in the nature of

things. It is the voice of a soul so glad to be in Para-

dise that no thought or regard is left for the old lost

world of sham and make-believe and human wilfulness.

To me there is something exquisitely fine in the aged

father leaning up against this noble daughter, and telling

her how they might be a Paradise unto themselves,

" taking upon them the mystery of things as if they

were God's spies." They are in a Kingdom of Heaven

already ; they have found it in their own hearts, these

two creatures, Lear and Cordelia. It meant little to

them now whether they lived or died, whether they

were out among the " packs and sects of great ones"

or whether shut in by the walls of a prison.

The redemption of Lear had taken place. It tells the

old story : that if we are to beheve in Right or Justice

reigning in the universe, it will not be because we see it

written across the skies, or because it is revealed to us

by means of some Bible, or because it comes to us in

the creeds. No, it will be because we see it reigning

in some one individual human heart. This is why men
believe in Deity, in Justice and Right, in faithfulness

and loving kindness.

Two creatures in human form, destitute of all sense

of justice and right, had ruined the whole, wide universe

for King Lear. One creature in human form, because

Right and Justice reigned in her heart, had restored

that universe to King Lear.

Again you will say that it is time for the play to
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come to an end. We have seen Lear lose his world.

We have beheld him back in a Regained Paradise.

Justice had triumphed, and what is more, redemption

had come to the old king.

But not so, says Shakespeare. This is not the end.

More tragedy is to follow. We are not to leave this

story merely with a sense that everything comes out all

right. No, we are to feel more than anything else the

awfulness of the jar which went through the universe in

the opening act of the play. Injustice had been done

by Lear himself And still greater injustice had been

committed by his two faithless daughters. Although

redemption had come to Lear, the quaking in the moral

world had not subsided. The jar must spend itself.

If there is one truth more than another which the

whole history of the human race teaches us, it is that

evil must be atoned for. Not only that, but the human

race must pay a colossal atonement for its crimes. It

would not have been true to the story of the human

race if the play had ended at this point. The nature of

things had received too great a shock.

You will say, perhaps, that in human history, as well

as in this play, the punishment for evil is too great
;

that it seems out of proportion to the evils we commit.

But I must remind you that the heart of man is of a

very hard, tough fiber, and that a mild sort of punish-

ment seems to have little or no effect. The human race

will go on in its iniquities, sinking lower and lower in its

debauchery. The punishment of a few individuals here

and there does not stop the decay. Only when the

blow is terrific, when it strikes us by the millions, when

the shock is felt by all the earth ; only then does the

human race fall on its knees.
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Does it seem as if the punishment struck the innocent

and the guilty aHke ? And can this be Justice ? But I

must answer by what will seem a rash assertion. There

are no innocent ; we are all implicated in the sins of one

another.

It is strange, and yet most interesting, that Lear him-

self, the man of fury and passion, who had so " little

known himself," and who had been probably all his life a

poor obser\'er, should be the one of all the chief charac-

ters in the play to have struck the true note as to where

the responsibility for evil lies. We go back now and

think of the " wheel coming full circle," alluded to by

Edmund ; the " gods making sport of us," in the philos-

ophy of Gloucester ; Edgar's observations about " the

strange mutations of the world ;" the " influence of the

stars," as suggested by Kent. None of these had

much significance to old Lear. Already at the very

beginning of his tragic experiences, he had begun to see

where the mistake was to be found, when he was beating

his own forehead as he cried :

"O Lear, Lear, Lear I

Beat at this gate and let thy folly in

And thy dear judgment out !

"

And now, after all his frightful sufferings, he is the one

who is capable of asking forgiveness. Do we not in

this very circumstance become aware of the standpoint,

on the great problem we are discussing, in the mind of

the poet Shakespeare ?

And so we have this tragedy drawing to its frightful

end. Edmund the villain is struck down in death, just

as he is on the point of reaping success after all his

crimes. We see the one sister murdered by the other,

and the other murderincf herself. The brute Cornwall
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is Struck dead by the hand of his own servant. We see

the weak old Gloucester wandering on the heath with

his eyes torn from their sockets.

And at the close, most tragic of all, we behold Lear

coming on the stage with the dead body of his daughter

in his arms, once more having lost his world, and crying

at the top of his voice :

" Howl, howl, howl, howl ! O, you are men of stones !

Had I your tongues and eyes, I'd use them so

That heaven's vault should crack. She's gone forever!

Thou'lt come no more,

Never, never, never, never, never I"

The clouds settle down once more on the scene. We
feel the tremor of the jar which had begun in the earlier

events of the play. And as the cords of life for old Lear

break asunder, Kent speaks the epitaph, as he says :

" Vex not his ghost : O, let him pass I he hates him
That would upon the rack of this tough world

Stretch him out longer."

And as I read those words the answer comes to me to

the question : does Justice triumph in the end ?

If there is a God in the universe, he stands not for

you and me as individual souls, but he stands for Right

and Justice. You and I in our little lives and in our

small experiences, may not be of so much consequence.

But one thing is of consequence. And that is that the

law of the Eternal shall be obeyed. The nature of

things is on the side of Justice. The Eternal is there to

see that the law of Justice shall be executed. This

human race of ours is to obey it and live ; or to disobey

it and die. " The Eternal seeth not as man seeth ; for

man looketh on the outward appearance, but the

Eternal looketh on the heart."
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